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Abstract

This thesis aims to understand the integration of plastic packaging reduction into the
corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy of supermarket chains. In order to do so,
external constraints and value chain innovations are investigated – with a focus on Dutch
and British supermarket chains that actively promote to reduce the amount of plastic
packaging for food from their shelves, and to instead introduce innovative products with
no or less plastic packaging (PNLPP). With the help of Porter and Kramer’s (2006)
strategic framework, conventional and organic supermarkets across both countries, as well
as experts with knowledge about food packaging and food retail industry were interviewed.
Observations in individual stores shed light on the differences between proclaimed
ambitions and actions on the shop floor. The results show that the individual elements of
Porter and Kramer’s (2006) Diamond Framework and Value Chain Framework are indeed
a part of the CSR agenda of the examined supermarket chains. Interactions between
individual elements could be explained with a look at common CSR strategies of food
retailers as described by Anselmsson & Johansson (2007) and Jones, Comfort, Hillier, &
Eastwood (2005). Accordingly, the CSR strategies were categorized into environmental,
product, and human responsibility. Trends between the two countries were found with
regard to the weightage of the three dimensions of CSR. In general, actions that are related
to environmental and product responsibility received more attention than the ones related
to human responsibility. Due to its explorative character, this research might not cover all
elements that are of importance for a reduction of plastic packaging in supermarkets.
Economic and political implications were not examined in detail. Furthermore, the research
was set up as a case study. For this reason, the findings are not immediately generalisable
or transferable. Yet, this thesis creates an understanding of the phenomenon ‘reduction of
plastic packaging for food in supermarkets’ from a wide range of perspectives. To date,
there is a lack of literature that explains the external factors that are perceived as relevant
by supermarket chains for a transition away from plastic packaging, and the way in which
these factors alter their value chain activities. This thesis provides an insight into the
motivations, approaches, opportunities and barriers present when supermarkets choose to
reduce the amount of plastic packaging for food from their shelves.
Key words: Plastic packaging, Food retail, Supermarket chains, Supermarket Shelves,
Reduce-Reuse-Recycle, Corporate social responsibility, Netherlands, United Kingdom
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1. Introduction

1.1.

Societal and Scientific Relevance of the Research

In the 1930s, food packaging revolutionized the retail industry after DuPont had introduced
Cellophane as a transparent, multi-layered and therefore moisture-proof synthetic material.
It was suitable to keep food fresh and hygienically safe (Harford, 2019). Today, half of our
food is wrapped in plastics, providing consumers convenience and choice (Kirwan, Plant,
& Strawbridge, 2011). The growing popularity of plastics coincides with alarming amounts
of plastic waste, which is threatening human health and the environment (European
Parliament, 2018b). According to The Ocean Conservancy, 90 % of the items collected on
beaches are related to food; plastic food packaging being the second most common item in
2018, followed by straws, plastic cutlery and plastic beverage bottles (Parker, 2019). This
kind of marine litter does not only result in a visible damage to the marine environment,
which is estimated to be US$8 billion per year globally; through degradation into
microplastics and accumulation throughout the food supply chain, plastic waste can also
be harmful to species on land, with impacts still unknown (European Commission, 2018).
Beyond this, the littering of plastic directly affects economic activities, including fishing,
shipping and tourism (Katainen, 2019).
Scholars argue that packaging can extend shelf-life and therefore reduce food wastage
(Kirwan et al., 2011; Marsh & Bugusu, 2007). Especially in the face of a growing global
population, the climate crisis and an expected food scarcity, food packaging is gaining
importance as a measure to combat food waste (Verghese, Lewis, Lockrey, & Williams,
2013). However, EU-wide data on plastic packaging and food waste indicates that the
amount of food waste has been increasing despite the increase in use of plastic packaging
(Schweitzer et al., 2018). Multiple products compiled in one plastic package, plastic mesh
nets for fruits and vegetables or pre-prepared foods, like pre-cut salads, are examples of
packaging practices that lead to over-purchase or require refrigeration and thus, bring about
food waste (Fink, Roehl, Strassner, Antony, & Gensch, 2016; Legnani & Leoni, 2004;
Schweitzer & Janssens, 2018). This suggests that food packaging is – especially in the case
of single-use packaging (Schweitzer et al., 2018) or when packaging serves convenience
or marketing rather than the purpose of protecting the food product (Sjölund, 2016) – not
necessarily needed and its proclaimed effectiveness is not always met.
Within the retail industry, several approaches have been applied to contribute to plastic
reduction. The emergence of ‘zero-waste’ stores – characterised by selling most of their
food products in bulk containers, promoting the usage of reusable containers, and
commonly being locally owned and smaller – around the world, illustrate the potential of
package-free and refill retail on a small scale (Schweitzer et al., 2018; Zero Waste Europe,
2020). Supermarket chains all around Europe have partly adapted the idea of the zero-waste
concept by trialling or permanently establishing plastic free aisles (Munford, 2019). In
addition to receiving positive responses from customers, the European Parliament (2018a)
acknowledges the potential of ‘plastic free supermarket aisles’ to test alternative plastic
packaging like biodegradable or compostable materials. However, different kinds of
biodegradable polymers have to be composted in a specific composting environment,
1

which would have to be commercially established around the world. At existing recycling
plants, biodegradable and compostable packaging is indistinguishable from any other
plastic material and can contaminate the process of recycling. Therefore, these packaging
alternatives are not necessarily the solution to (marine) plastic waste accumulation (Luyt
& Malik, 2019; Oakes, 2019).
In the presence of soaring amounts of plastic waste, the redundancy of packaging for some
food products and the absence of a functioning treatment infrastructure for plastic
alternatives, there is a call for rethinking of the food supply chain in which packaging is
not required in the first place (Oakes, 2019). For plastic usage to be more expedient and
responsible, cooperation between the public and private sector, as well as cities and citizens
is needed (European Commission, 2018). As a supranational authority, the European Union
(EU) has been introducing stricter regulations to lower the consumption of food related
plastics in the past years, namely the reduction of lightweight plastic carrier bags (European
Parliament, 2015) and the ban of certain single-use plastics, starting 2021 (European
Parliament, 2018c). Besides, the European Commission (EC) (2018) published the Plastics
Strategy with suggested measures to be taken to work towards the vision of a circular
plastics economy in the EU. Due to the complexity of the plastic value chain, rethinking
and optimising its functioning requires close collaboration of all key actors within the
private sector; “from plastic producers to recyclers [and] retailers” (European Commission,
2018). Within the retail industry, supermarkets are said to have a major influence on
realizing sustainable production and consumption (Nicholson & Young, 2012).
To date, there is little research into the external factors that are perceived as relevant by
retailers for a transition away from plastic packaging, and how these factors and the
availability of alternatives to plastic packaging alter retailers’ value chains from gate to
gate. Therefore, this thesis will investigate the external constraints and value chain
innovations of supermarket chains that actively promote to have adapted innovative
concepts to reduce plastic packaging from their food assortment.

1.2.

Research Focus

The complexity of well-established food supply chains is making a transition towards
plastic-free systems seem almost impossible. The environmental and social benefits across
the value chain of package-free stores, however, demonstrate the transformative market
potential for conventional supermarkets when following the example of zero-waste stores
and leading the way towards more sustainable production and consumption practices
(Beitzen-Heineke, Balta-Ozkan, & Reefke, 2017).
The research relevant hypothesis for this thesis is therefore: Supermarkets can show social
responsibility by renouncing plastic packaging for food while still being able to generate
economic benefits. Considering this hypothesis as a precondition, this research paper aims
to help understand the integration of plastic packaging reduction into the business strategy
of supermarket chains. In order to do so, this thesis will shed light on the experiences and
practices of supermarkets that have started to renounce primary plastic packaging1 from
their assortment and have instead introduced products with no or less plastic packaging

1

Primary packaging is packaging that is visible to the consumer on supermarkets’ shelves
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(PNLPP2). With this focus on supermarkets, this thesis investigates the “transition towards
a low-impact food industry” (Beitzen-Heineke et al., 2017) from a different angle as
opposed to Beitzen-Heineke et al. (2017). In their research, they examined the strategies of
zero-packaging stores – which are still considered as a ‘niche activity’ (Göll & Zwiers,
2018) – and the establishment of an alternative retail market as the way towards a food
industry that engenders social and environmental benefits. In contrast, through an
investigation of supermarket strategies, this thesis looks at ‘plastic-free’ as a niche concept
that can be incorporated into the mainstream retail market to affect the usage of plastic
packaging in the food industry.

Research Questions
To fulfil the research objective, this thesis follows the framework of Porter & Kramer
(2006) which is inspired by the concept of corporate social responsibility (Chapter 2.2).
Looking through the lens of their framework, this thesis poses the question “What social
constraints and value chain innovations do supermarkets in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom address when reducing plastic packaging for food from their assortment?”, and
therefore focuses on the practices followed and experiences made by a selection of
supermarket chains. This main question is divided into the following three sub-research
questions (SRQ):


SRQ 1. What methods of combatting plastic waste (reduce, reuse, recycle) are
currently applied by Dutch and British supermarkets?



SRQ 2. What are the drivers for Dutch and British supermarkets to reduce or not
reduce plastic packaging for food?



SRQ 3. What changes and activities within the supermarket value chain are pursued
when reducing plastic packaging for food in Dutch and British supermarkets?

An analysis of these SRQs allows to capture the phenomenon of plastic reduction in
supermarkets from a wide range of perspectives. It provides a basic idea of the core
strategies applied by supermarkets to solve the plastic waste problem (SRQ1). Furthermore,
it shows how external drivers (SRQ2) and internal activities (SRQ3) can complement or
even restrict each other in a transition towards a more sustainable food supply chain.

1.3.

Outline of the Thesis

This research paper starts by providing a theoretical foundation, and presenting the
conceptual framework (Chapter 2) and how it is translated into a research methodology for
the purposes of this thesis (Chapter 3). Afterwards, the individual elements of the
framework will be analysed by using the data collected from interviews, observations and
literature (Chapter 4). Subsequently, existing plastic reduction strategies will be elaborated
on (Chapter 5.1), and the linkages between the elements of the framework will be discussed
(Chapter 5.2 + 5.3). Lastly, existing implications will be translated into potential CSR
strategies of supermarket chains that reduce plastic packaging for food (Chapter 5.4). The
thesis ends by concluding and reflecting on the findings (Chapter 6).

2

PNLPP include products that used to be packaged in plastic, but are now either loose, packaged in
an improved plastic material (reduced weight or recyclable) or in an alternative packaging material.
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2. Theoretical Foundation

2.1.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

With the Waste Frame Directive (2008/98/EC), the EC (2008b) set a priority list for its
Member States (MS) to work towards a responsible management of waste. Waste
management in companies or municipalities in EU MS should follow a hierarchy
(Figure 1), in which waste prevention is assigned the highest priority; followed by
preparation for reuse, recycling, recovery, and eventually, disposal.

Figure 1. The Waste Management Hierarchy according to the EC (2008b)

To simplify this framework for the purpose of this thesis, ‘prevention’ will be referred to
as ‘reduction’, ‘preparation for reuse’ combined into ‘reuse/recycle’, ‘recycling’
considered as one important part of ‘recovery’, and ‘disposal’ excluded. Corresponding
with Figure 2, reduction refers to the elimination of unnecessary packaging material. If
packaging is applied, the materials can be either reusable or destined for single-use and
immediate recycling. The British Recycling Consortium (2014) distinguishes three
different kinds of recycling; primary, secondary and tertiary recycling. Primary recycling
is defined as second-hand use, which can be understood as reusing a material for the very
same purpose without modifying it in any way. This motivates the renaming of ‘preparation
for reuse’ into ‘reuse/recycle’. Primary recycling or reuse/recycle can be done in a
household (e.g. reusing cloth bags), or internally during retail operations (e.g. reusing bulk
bags). However, it largely depends on the technological possibilities, i.e. to what extent a
material can be reused. Another form of primary recycling or ‘reuse/recycle’ – for the
purposes of this thesis – are deposit return schemes (DRS), in which bottles (including glass
and plastic) are recovered with the help of public participation. This works by adding a
deposit to the price of the beverage, which would be reimbursed when the empty bottles
are returned (DEFRA UK, 2019c). Before these materials are eventually recycled, thus
modified with the use of heat or chemicals, they can be reused without material
modification; i.e. glass bottles can be refilled around 50 times before being recycled, plastic
4

bottles about 15-25 times (Recycling Consortium UK, 2014; Sträter, 2018; VZHH, 2020).
‘Recycle’ or tertiary recycling, lastly, refers to materials that are inherently single-use, such
as paper, carton, biodegradable materials, or recyclable plastic. Such materials are
reprocessed and modified by applying chemicals or heat, which results in a new product
(Recycling Consortium UK, 2014).

Figure 2. ‘Reduce, Reuse/Recycle, Recycle’ waste management hierarchy for food packaging, with reference
to Abdul-Rahman (2014)

Recycling is considered as a more favourable method to manage plastic waste compared to
the incineration of plastic. A Swedish study compared the benefits and costs of three
different scenarios which differ in the commitment towards recycling and thus the level of
incineration. On the one side, the scenario with recycling commitments in line with EU
targets and an additional ban of plastic incineration had the best environmental (savings in
greenhouse gas emissions) and social (job creation) consequences. On the other side, this
scenario would result in higher net costs due to waste management operations (from waste
collection to recycling), as the incineration of plastic is more cost-efficient (Milios,
Esmailzadeh Davani, & Yu, 2018). In order to make recycling and the usage of recycled
plastics more appealing, the EU aims to develop a European market for recycled plastics
and develop quality standards for sorted plastic waste and recycled plastics. To achieve the
vision of a circular plastics economy, all plastic packaging produced and put on the
European market shall be designed to be reusable or recyclable by 2030 (European
Commission, 2018). Early this year, in March 2020, 15 governments and 66 companies
joined together in the European Plastics Pact. All 85 signatories have committed to reduce
plastic packaging by 20%, make all plastic packaging in all cases recyclable, and reusable
where possible, increase the recycling capacity of plastic packaging by 25%, and achieve
on average 30% of recycled plastic in plastic products and packaging by 2025, using the
year 2017 as baseline (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2020; European Plastics Pact, 2020).
This initiative thereby supports the endeavour of the European Strategy for Plastics in a
Circular Economy.
And yet, recycling is the “worst best solution” (Minter, 2013) after reducing plastic
consumption and reusing what we already have. Firstly, we should be aware of the hidden
costs of recycling associated with energy and water consumption. Secondly, we need to
face the reality, that materials cannot be recycled eternally (ibid). Through an experiment
conducted by Catlin & Wang (2013), in which they offered their consumers the possibility
to recycle paper, they could conclude that people tend to increase their usage of materials
5

when recycling facilities are obviously present. Plastic recycling in this context is calling
its benefits into question, as it might lead to a higher demand of recycled plastics and an
eventual increase of resource usage. Thirdly, the growing diversity of alternative packaging
material and the absence of adequate waste collection and separation challenge the
effectivity of recycling (European Commission, 2018). Alternative ways to reduce the
demand for virgin plastic need to be taken more seriously.
For packaging to be reusable, before it would be eventually recycled, improvements in
packaging design are essential. ‘Recycle and reuse strategies’, in which packaging
materials are redesigned to achieve higher quantities of reuse and thus reduce the quantity
of plastic waste, have the potential to lower environmental burden of plastic packaging
(Ross & Evans, 2003). Careful planning of a reuse strategy is necessary, especially when
it comes to the promotion of certain packaging materials. Some packaging materials that
might seem to have a positive environmental performance have negative impacts if they
are not reused often enough. Organic cotton bags, which are of high popularity in zerowaste stores, would need to be reused 20.000 times to offset their environmental impacts
in all indicator categories (e.g. resource depletion, eutrophication, acidification, human
toxicity) (Bisinella, Albizzati, Astrup, & Damgaard, 2018). Besides, package reduction is
not feasible for all food products, like fresh and perishable food. For a transition towards a
reduce retail system to be successful, close collaboration between retailers and producers
is indispensable to communicate where an elimination of packaging or enlargement of
packaging units is possible without risking an increase in food waste (Sjölund, 2016).
Present solutions to reduction of virgin plastic are said to mostly focus on recycling. This
shifts the responsibility for plastic waste from producer to consumer. In contrast, a
transition towards using less plastic as potential solution for plastic reduction is rarely
discussed (Ma, Aranda-Jan, & Moultrie, 2019). Over the past three decades, supermarkets
have become dominant actors within the food supply chain. Different from the perception
that supermarkets merely respond to their customers’ preferences, supermarkets can
influence what, how and where customers buy. In addition, the influence of supermarkets
over their suppliers, i.e. what and how food is produced, processed and packaged, has been
increasing due to their growing share of the grocery market (Jones et al., 2005; Nicholson
& Young, 2012). Besides, the availability of home brands allow supermarkets to easily trial
their own innovative products that meet the Zeitgeist of society (Harvey, 2007). With this
influence, supermarkets can firstly, respond to the urgent need for plastic reduction and
demand products that are delivered in bulks or reusable materials, and secondly, give their
customers the choice to create a new consumption pattern.
To conclude, by renouncing food packaging for certain food products in mainstream
supermarkets, retailers could eliminate the negative consequences of food packaging
instead of creating new ones with alternative packaging materials, and shift the
responsibility to an actor that has power in the food supply chain and can have an impact
on a large scale. This action has the potential to engender immediate results.

2.1.1. Reduction of Plastic Packaging in the Netherlands
The Dutch waste management follows the preferred order of the EU waste management
hierarchy (Figure 1), as stated by the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management (Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.). With the 2014 Packaging Management Decree, the
6

Dutch Government replaced the 2005 Packaging, Paper and Cardboard Management
Decree, and by that, shifted the focus from the management of packaging, paper and
cardboard to packaging waste streams only. Both Decrees implemented the European
Packaging Directive, and introduced requirements concerning producer responsibility,
meaning that manufacturers and importers of packed or packaging products into the
Netherlands should carry the burden for the costs and organisation of the products
collection, separation and recycling (Mansveld, 2014; Netherlands Enterprise Agency,
n.d.). In the coming years, existing requirements on producer responsibility are planned to
be extended (extended producer responsibility, EPR), although the finalisation of concept
plans by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management are yet unknown
(Rijkswaterstaat, n.d.). Beyond that, the existing DRS on plastic bottles and cans – currently
only applying to bottles with volumes larger than 1L – will be extended to small plastic
bottles as of 01 July 2021. These amendments are expected to increase recycling rates of
plastic bottles and cans that have not been improving since 2017 (Government of the
Netherlands, 2020; Zoete, 2020). In their ambitions to move towards a circular plastics
economy and to enhance CRS, the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management,
together with plastic-using companies (PUC)3, plastic-producing companies (PPC)4, and
other parties jointly launched the Plastics Pact NL 2019-2025. The Pact comprises four
targets that are to be achieved until 2025. Single-use plastics placed on the Dutch market
should be 100% recyclable, and reusable where possible; the usage of unnecessary plastics
by PUC should be avoided and reduced by 20% compared to 2017; PPC should raise plastic
packaging recycling to 70%; and PUC are to use plastics that contain an average of 35%
recycled plastics. Besided this, all plastics should be sustainably produced and made from
biobased materials. The Plastics Pact NL builds on several existing guidelines, such as the
European Strategy for Plastics in a Circular Economy, the EU Directive on Single-use
Plastics, and The New Plastics Economy by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation
(Rijkswaterstaat, 2019), and reinforces the joint efforts of influential players within the
Netherlands.

2.1.2. Reduction of Plastic Packaging in the United Kingdom
The UK parliament recognizes the priority of waste prevention in the EU waste
management hierarchy, where waste should be avoided in the first place. Although
recycling is placed lower in the hierarchy, it has been the main concern in recent
Government and industry endeavours regarding plastic packaging (DEFRA UK, 2019c).
In February 2019, the Government proposed an EPR scheme, where producers are
responsible for managing the end-life of packaging (DEFRA UK, 2019a). With EPR, the
collection of plastic packaging is supposed to become more consistent, which should, as a
result, lead to more recycling of plastic (British Plastics Federation, 2019). In order to
consolidate the EPR, the British Government announced to introduce a tax on plastic and
also consulted about a DRS. The plastic tax, which is going to be implemented on 1 April
2022, will be on plastic packaging which is manufactured in or imported into the UK and
which does not include a minimum of 30% recycled plastics. This measure includes a
budget to boost plastic recycling, i.e. funding research and development of new packaging
“Producers in the food and beverage industry and the packaging industry” or “retailers, […]
logistics providers, caterers and event organisers” (Rijkswaterstaat, 2019)
4
„Producers of virgin, biobased and recycled plastics” (Rijkswaterstaat, 2019)
3
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materials, recycling processes, and an improved plastic and packaging waste management
(HM Treasury, 2018). Heretofore, there has been no standardised DRS in the UK.
However, the Government started consultations about a DSR on drink containers in early
2019, that would be introduced in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. With this, the
Government would follow the example of the Scottish DRS, which will be available across
all of Scotland from 1 July 2022 (DEFRA UK, 2019c, 2019b; Zero Waste Scotland, 2020).
Similar to Plastics Pact NL, the UK Plastics Pact – launched in 2018 by WRAP – has built
a coalition between government, businesses and other organisations. The targets, that are
to be met by 2025, are corresponding with the targets of the Plastics Pact NL with one
exception; instead of 35% recycled content, plastics should contain 30% recycled plastics
on average across all plastic packaging of a business (WRAP, 2019).
With their Plastics Pact, not only the UK and the Netherlands set an example to unite the
ambitions of government, industries and supporting organisations to tackle plastic
packaging. Also Portugal, South Africa and Chile are part of the “global Plastics Pact
network” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2020). The visions of these nations have been
adopted by and integrated into the European Plastics Pact, which was launched in March
2020 to bring Europe closer to a circular plastics economy. This Pact should harmonise
standards and national supporting frameworks, and offer a platform to exchange ideas,
share best practices and discuss challenges. In this context, an investigation of
supermarkets’ practices in two of the supposedly leading countries regarding plastic
reduction ambitions – the UK and the Netherlands – is of high interest as it provides an
insight into the corresponding integration of plastic reduction into the business plans of one
particular plastic-using industry; the food retail industry.

2.2.

Corporate Social Responsibility as Conceptual Framework

Our current food system is challenged by a number of wicked problems, of which the
soaring levels of food and plastic waste are only an example. Wicked problems, per
definition, do not have one clear cause or solution (Head & Alford, 2015), and defy
attempts to be dealt with through traditional methods or by a single institution (Wicks &
Jamieson, 2014). In their book, Närvänen, Mesiranta, Mattila, & Heikkinen (2019) present
a scheme which looks at potential methods for food waste reductions from four different
perspectives: strategies and practices, interconnections of activities and actors, a
sociocultural view, and practical solutions and innovations for food waste reduction. With
their approach, they demonstrate the multidisciplinary nature of wicked problems such as
food waste. For the global issue of plastic waste to be solved, it is insufficient to gamble
on domestic and international law (Landon-Lane, 2018). Within the past five years, two
regulations were brought forward by the European Parliament (2015, 2018c) to facilitate
reductions of single-use plastics. Besides, the EU has not shifted beyond formulating
recommendations for potential measures. Instead of leaving the responsibility in the hand
of national and international government institutions, modern views on governance
recognise the relevance of non-state actors’ contributions (Levy & Prakash, 2003). Their
contributions become important especially in the face of the transboundary character of
marine plastic litter which is shaped by the interplay between state and corporate actors
(Landon-Lane, 2018).
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Slow government responses of this kind to environmental issues propelled the emergence
of market-based forms of governance (Bush et al., 2013). Corporate sustainable
management, also referred to as corporate social responsibility (CSR), has been adapted by
corporations to move away from a mere creation of economic benefits and, instead, to bring
together economic, environmental and social goals (Commission of the European
Communities, 2001). CSR can be described through six core characteristics: the alignment
of economic and social responsibilities, voluntary activities, the internalisation of
externalities, the collaboration of multiple stakeholders, business action based on a set of
values, and social actions that go beyond philanthropy (Crane, Matten, & Spence, 2008).
Through the integration of societal concerns into business strategies and pursuing the
principle of ‘shared value’, i.e. making choices that benefit both business and society, CSR
can create competitive advantage and innovation for businesses (Porter & Kramer, 2006).
According to Ozanne, Phipps, Weaver, Carrington, & Luchs (2016), critics are questioning
the simplicity of this win-win stance as it overlooks the complexity of business operations
and the necessity for trade-offs. In contrast, Porter & Kramer (2006) acknowledge, that “no
business can solve all of society’s problems or bear the costs of doing so.” Instead, a
company should address a societal issue for which it is best equipped to make its social
initiative integrated, focused and proactive. This so called ‘strategic’ CSR involves two
dimensions, the ‘outside in’ and the ‘inside out’. In accordance to this, Porter & Kramer
(2006) developed a two-folded framework, which can be used to (1) identify positive and
negative effects of a company on society, and show which effects to address and how,
(2) capture CSR activities that are integrated into business strategy and operations, and (3)
capture the mutual integration of business and society.
In this chapter, the two parts of Porter & Kramer’s (2006) framework – the Diamond
Framework (outside in dimension), and the Value Chain Framework (inside out dimension)
– will be introduced. A combination of the two framework-components in this thesis will
show if and how value chain innovations (looking inside out) and tackling social constraints
to competitive advantage (looking outside in) can complement each other for the creation
of shared value (Porter & Kramer, 2006).

2.2.1. The Diamond Framework (Looking Outside In)
In his publication “The Competitive Advantage of Nations”, Porter (1990) developed the
Diamond Framework to assess how certain industries manage to overcome barriers to
change and pursue improvements and innovation. According to Porter (1990), there are
four elements shaping the diamond – factor conditions, demand conditions, related and
supporting industries, and context for strategy and rivalry – that affect the competitive
success of an industry within a certain country. For this reason, he referred to the initial
framework as “The Diamond of National Advantage”. In Porter & Kramer’s (2002)
publication “The Competitive Advantage of Corporate Philanthropy”, the two authors
described a connection between economic and social goals in a fashion that recognized
economic benefits through social investments. This integrated connection can also be
considered as a form of CSR (Cochran, 2007). The four attributes of the diamond are
external social conditions, also called ‘outside in linkages’, which influence the actions of
corporations. A company acts within this competitive context, which can serve as an
opportunity for CSR initiatives and to create a shared value that benefits both, business and
society (Porter & Kramer, 2006).
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Figure 3. The Diamond Framework in accordance with Porter (1990), Porter & Kramer (2002), and Porter &
Kramer (2006)

For the scope of this thesis, ‘firm strategy and rivalry’ will be excluded from the Diamond
Framework (Figure 3). This element relates to the national or local “circumstances and
context [which] create strong tendencies in how companies are created, organized, and
managed, as well as what the nature of domestic rivalry will be” (Porter, 1990). According
to this, a specific nation differs from other nations with respect to its management practices,
individual and corporate goals, types of education and working forces, as well as the local
presence of strong rivals. Instead of investigating industries in the context of a nation, this
thesis will focus on one particular industry – the supermarket industry – in its own context.
Within the supermarket industry, it will focus on supermarkets that internalize a
characteristic corporate strategy for plastic reduction. It is not the aim of this thesis to
analyse the difference of activities or the rivalry between such supermarkets and other
related corporations within the whole of the retail industry (e.g. zero-waste stores, farmers
markets, online delivery systems). It will rather try to understand how supermarket
innovations related to plastic reduction work in the context of supermarkets that actively
renounce plastic and use their engagement as market strategy.

2.2.2. The Value Chain Framework (Looking Inside Out)
With every activity a company pursues, they create social consequences. Those impacts,
either positive or negative, can sometimes be rather subtle. If companies do not pay
attention to the impacts they may have on tomorrow’s society, they could risk their own
survival (Porter & Kramer, 2006). The impact of massive plastic consumption is widely
known and acknowledged as a social as well as an environmental problem that must be
10

addressed. Investigating the many discrete activities within a supermarket’s value chain –
also called ‘inside out linkages’, which can all be fundamental for differentiation within
the retail market – is a systemic way to analyse the sources of its competitive advantage.
Although the chains of firms (e.g. different supermarket chains) in the same industry (e.g.
the supermarket industry) may be similar, the value chains often differ in the context of
competition (Porter, 1985).

Figure 4. The Value Chain Framework in accordance with Porter (1985), Porter & Kramer (2006), and
Beitzen-Heineke et al. (2017)

The value chain consists of five primary (inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics,
marketing and sales, and after-sales service) and four support activities (procurement,
technology development, human resource management, and firm infrastructure). Primary
activities are all part of the physical creation, the sale and after-sale performances of a
product. Support activities support the five primary activities (Porter, 1985; Porter &
Kramer, 2006). For the scope of this thesis, some activities will not be investigated.
Outbound logistics are largely non-existent for firms like retailers or restaurants. Aftersales services entail the maintenance of a product, which is typically not performed by
supermarkets that sell food products. Firm infrastructure will be excluded due to its broad
nature, covering activities from general management to finance and government affairs
(Porter, 1985). The exclusion of those activities will not negatively affect the function of
the Value Chain Framework (Figure 4). Porter & Kramer’s (2006) acknowledge that CSR
works best when companies chose to improve in activities in which they have the greatest
impact.
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3. Research Design

With the usage of Porter & Kramer’s (2006) strategic framework, i.e. the combination of
the Diamond Framework and the Value Chain Framework, this research aims to reveal to
which extent supermarkets are influenced (encouraged or constrained) by external factors
to address the soaring levels of plastic consumption (looking outside in; Diamond
Framework, SRQ 2), and to capture the different approaches by supermarkets to create
integrative benefits for business and society through activities for plastic reduction (looking
inside out; Value Chain Framework; SRQ 3). Additionally, the analysis of supermarket
activities will allow to depict their respective core plastic reduction strategy (Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle; SRQ 1). This will eventually help to understand the potentials of reducing
plastic packaging in the supermarket industry for society and business.
The strategic framework is applied to help answer the three SRQs of this thesis. Table 1
builds the connection between the two elements of the theoretical framework and the three
SRQs that are to be answered.
Table 1. Applying the theoretical framework to help answer the research question

Theoretical Framework
Diamond Framework (4.1)
Value Chain Framework (4.2)

SRQ 1

SRQ 2

x

x

x

SRQ 3
x

In order to answer the SRQs, and ultimately the main research question, four different
methods will be used, namely supermarket interviews including interviews with store
managers and supermarket chain managers, store observations, expert interviews and a
content analysis. Table 2 establishes the links between the designated research methods
and the targeted concepts of the theoretical framework.
Supermarket interviews
▪ Analyse the core strategy of plastic reduction in supermarkets
▪ Analyse the drivers/competitive context for plastic reduction in
supermarkets from the supermarkets’ point of view
▪ Analyse the changes and activities pursued in supermarkets that have
started to reduce plastic packaging
Store observations
▪ Analyse the core strategy of plastic reduction in supermarkets
▪ Analyse the perceptible and imperceptible changes and activities pursued
on the shop floor (i.e. ‘Operations’ and ‘Marketing and Sales’)
Expert interviews
▪ Analyse the core strategy of plastic reduction in supermarkets
▪ Analyse possible implications between the Inside and the Outside for
supermarkets that have started to reduce plastic packaging
Content analysis
▪ Analyse the core strategy of plastic reduction in supermarkets
What social constraints and value chain innovations do supermarkets address when
reduction plastic packaging for food from their assortment?
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The combination of these four methods will allow to capture the practices and experiences
of supermarkets from different perspectives and will help to assure research validity. The
following chapters will describe the relevance and approaches of the designated research
methods.
Table 2. Translating the theoretical framework into a research methodology (DF = Diamond Framework;
VCF = Value Chain Framework)

Theoretical Framework
DF

VCF

3.1.

Factor (Input) Conditions
(Local) Demand Conditions
Supporting and Related Industries
Inbound Logistics
Operations
Marketing and Sales
Procurement
Technology Development
Human Resource Management

3.1. Supermarket Chains
Store
Chain
ObserManager Manager
vations

3.2.
Experts

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Supermarket Chains

The supermarket chains of interest are located in the United Kingdom (UK) and the
Netherlands (NL), and are chains that promote to have adapted innovative concepts to
reduce plastic packaging for food products. Notwithstanding the UK’s departure from the
EU in January 2020, the UK is included in the geographical area of this thesis since the UK
Government still seems to support and work towards the ambitions of EU strategies for
plastic (L. Smith & Bolton, 2019). In general, the UK retail industry has shown to be a
leading example for market-driven forms of CSR towards more sustainable food while
playing an active role in controlling “production, innovation, quality and packaging”
(Oosterveer, 2012) within the food supply chain. In contrast, a greening of the food supply
chain through supermarket initiatives in the Netherlands are rather motivated by NGOstrategies. In comparison to the UK, the ambitions of Dutch supermarkets to engage in
sustainable practices and communicate these to their customers have been rather dilatory
(ibid.). Nonetheless, Dutch supermarkets have started to commit themselves to become
plastic-free in recent years (Van Iperen, 2019). Regardless of the differences in motivations
of supermarkets to take part in a green transformation of production and consumption
practices, both nations show a rising commitment to combat the plastic waste issue.
A case study design was used to study the social constraints and value chain innovations
that supermarkets address when reducing plastic packaging for food from their assortment.
This research design helps to obtain a broader understanding of the phenomenon
‘supermarkets that promote to have adapted innovative concepts to reduce plastic
packaging for food’ from the Inside and the Outside. Two groups of supermarket chains
were chosen, namely conventional and organic chains, not necessarily to illustrate
differences between those two concepts, but rather to broaden the insight into the potential
variety of supermarkets’ approaches. Table 3 gives an overview of the number of
interviews and stores observed with regard to the supermarket concept and nationality.
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Table 4 provides additional information about the selected supermarket chains. Four
conventional and two organic supermarket chains were investigated. This unequal
distribution between the two supermarket concepts was compensated through a higher
number of stores visited and a higher number of interviews per organic chains.
Table 3. Conventional and organic chains. Stores visited and interviews conducted per chain

Supermarket
Concept
Conventional

Organic

Supermarket Chain

Number of Visited
Stores

Conventional Chain 1 (UK)
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)
Conventional Chain 3 (NL)
Conventional Chain 4 (NL)
Organic Chain 1 (UK)
Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Number of
Interviews
1
2
1
1
2
2
9

TOTAL

1
2
1
1
1
3
9

Table 4. Conventional and organic chains. Additional information

Country
UK

NL

Chain type
Conventional Chain 1
Conventional Chain 2
Organic Chain 1
Conventional Chain 3
Conventional Chain 4
Organic Chain 2

Number
of stores
>200
>300
>5
>600
>500
>70

Market
Share
Low
Medium
Low
High
High
Low

Areas
England, residential
Nation-wide, suburban
South-England, suburban
Nation-wide, suburban
Nation-wide, residential
Nation-wide, suburban

3.1.1. Supermarket Interviews
Supermarket interviews, including interviews with store managers and supermarket chains
managers, are the heart of this research as these are helping to reveal the practices and
experiences by supermarkets when renouncing plastic food packaging from their
assortment. The interviews help answering the research questions in a rather subjective
fashion; depicting, what stores say they do. Nonetheless, this method provides a relevant
insight into the commitment and strategies of supermarkets with regard to plastic reduction.
The interviews are semi-structured and conducted face-to-face with the help of an interview
guide which includes questions targeting the key concepts of the conceptual framework.
The questions that were included in the interview guide can be found in Annex B. 1 and
were chosen with respect to the interviewees’ expertise. Conducting interviews in a more
open fashion generated more qualitative data and allowed to better understand the context.
A total of nine supermarket interviews were conducted (Table 5, Table 6). In the planning
phase of this research, a total of at least twelve supermarket interviews was aimed to be
organized, as for qualitative research, a number of twelve interviews of a homogenous
group is sufficient to reach saturation of knowledge (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006). Due
to the unexpected dimensions of the global Sars-CoV-2 pandemic with a fast-rising upward
slope in Europe in March 2020, the original plan to include Germany into the case study
was not proceeded with as field research could not be continued. As a result, a minimum
of four scheduled interviews and store observations could not be realized, and the focus
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shifted to the Netherlands and the UK. The missing qualitative data was, to some extent,
compensated with expert interviews.
Table 5. Number of interviews with store and chain managers per supermarket chain.

Supermarket Chain

Interview Store
Manager

Conventional Chain 1
Conventional Chain 2
Conventional Chain 3
Conventional Chain 4
Organic Chain 1
Organic Chain 2

Interview Chain
Manager
1
1
1
1
2

TOTAL
1
1
1

1
2
1
1
1
3

Table 6. Number of supermarket interviews, categorized in nationality and concept

Interviews
Conventional
Supermarket
Organic
Supermarket
TOTAL

United Kingdom

TOTAL

Netherlands
3

2

5

1

3

4

4

5
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3.1.2. Store Observations
In addition to supermarket interviews, exploratory observations were conducted on the
shop floor in order to analyse what stores actually do. The store observations are adding to
the research with an objective reflection of the personal shopping experience in terms of
the stores’ operations and applied marketing strategies. This can serve as an example for
the influence of supermarket actions on the purchasing behaviour of customers. According
to Oosterveer (2012), a study of consumer practices on the shop floor can contribute to the
understanding of “connections between strategies of supplying sustainable food with
consumer strategies, concerns and routines”. An observation guide with its clear focus on
‘Operations’ and ‘Marketing and Sales’ (Value Chain Framework) was used to direct the
store visit. The questions that were used to design the observation guide can be found in
Annex B. 1. Table 7 shows the number of observations conducted with regard to the
country and chain concept. For the same reasons as stated above, data collection could not
be continued in Germany to reach a qualitatively valid sample size.
Table 7. Number of store observations, categorized in nationality and concept

Observations
Conventional
Supermarket
Organic
Supermarket
TOTAL

United Kingdom

TOTAL

Netherlands
3

2

5

2

2

4

5

4
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There are three factors that contribute to the way supermarket chains realize their reduction
ambitions and that determine the set up the observation methodology. Firstly, the usage of
the ‘plastic-free’ concept as a selling point. Secondly, the actual commitments made to the
plastic-free project, and thirdly, the plastic-free market strategy used (Korbee, 2008). In
this thesis, it is assumed that the designated supermarket chains make use of plastic
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reduction actions as a selling point. This is, however, independent of supermarkets’ actual
green performances (Spaargaren et al., 2007). Therefore, the second and the third factor are
translated into the two key concepts ‘Operations’ and ‘Marketing and Sales’ of the Value
Chain Framework, and then used as indicators for the implementation of plastic-free
projects on the shop floor. Although the observations are mainly used to inform these two
concepts in the analysis, the data derived also partially enriches the views on other key
concepts that are part of the strategic framework.
3.1.2.1. Operations
Operations, or the actual commitments made to plastic reduction, are observed on the shop
floor to understand how supermarket chains themselves interpret the theme ‘plastic
reduction’. The focus of observations with regard to operations is set on four areas: the
products that are targeted for plastic reduction, the alternatives to plastic packaging that are
used, the shopping advice given on the shop floor to guide consumers through the new
shopping experience, and the hygiene practices that come along with reducing plastic
packaging.
Table 8. Product groups and sub-groups for store observations

Product group
Animal products

Fruits and vegetables (f&v)

Dry products

Product sub-group
Meat: fresh meat and sausage
Dairy; fresh milk and cheese
Fish: fresh fish
Exclusion of canned or frozen animal products
Fresh f&v
Fresh organic f&v
Exclusion of pre-cut and prepared f&v
Dry fruits, nuts, seeds
Pasta, rice, legumes
Coffee and tea

Table 9. Packaging groups and sub-groups for store observations

Packaging group
Reduce
Reuse/Recycle

Recycle

Packaging sub-group
Elimination
Reduce Innovations
Bulk dispensers
Reusable boxes
Reusable bags
Carton boxes
Paper boxes
Bioplastic
Compostables
Recyclable plastic
Weight reduced recyclable plastic

Targeted products and alternatives to plastic packaging. The determination of the groups
for ‘targeted products’ and ‘alternatives to plastic packaging’ was guided by the
promotional content of the plastic-free project on the chains’ websites. After having
conducted web-based research on the chains’ websites, and having visited stores to trial the
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observation guide, the sub-groups for targeted products have been determined. These subcategories are specified in Table 8. Following the same procedure for alternatives to plastic
packaging, packaging sub-groups were determined in accordance with the waste
management hierarchy (Table 9). In a first round through the stores, the observations of
operations focused on finding the products and alternatives to plastic packaging, that have
been advertised online, on the shop floor. The second round was dedicated to exploring
objects that have not been advertised. Space for further groups and sub-groups was
available on the observation sheet, in case certain sub-groups kept reoccurring.
Shopping advice and hygiene practices. The observation of both shopping advice and
hygiene practices was conducted visually and through addressing questions to the staff.
First, the presence of staff and their cleaning practices in areas, where plastic reduction was
implemented, was visually investigated. Subsequent to this, the staff was asked specific
questions about the alternative approaches that were advertised online, as well as about
how they hygienically maintain areas where plastic packaging has been eliminated. This
second step was only pursued when staff was present in those areas. Besides, shopping
advice was observed on product level as well. This includes the availability of information
for consumers about product ingredients and packaging disposal in the form of labels on
plastic free products.
3.1.2.2. Marketing and Sales
Marketing and Sales, or the market strategy around plastic reduction used, is observed on
the shop floor to understand how supermarkets advertise their reduction practices on the
shop floor. The focus of observations with regard to marketing and sales is set on three
main areas: perceptible and imperceptible advertisement, as well as consumer education.
These three areas are further specified below.
Perceptible advertisement is associated with the methods that are used to draw customers’
attention to the new assortment and can be noticed with and unfocused mind. These
methods were observed on three levels: the shop level (information signs in entrance area),
beyond product level (sings and indicators given on shelves), and product level (promotion
of particular PNLPP). This part of the observations was the first one to be conducted when
entering the stores.
Imperceptible advertisement. In order to notice imperceptible advertisement, a thorough
and structured investigation is needed. This kind of advertisement assigns priorities of
plastic-reduced products compared to conventional products in plastic packaging through
the actual positioning of products in shelves and across the store. Accordingly,
imperceptible advertisement can be observed in four ways: product presentation (or
positioning) in shelves (Table 10), space of plastic free products (Figure 5), and place of
plastic free products (Figure 6). In addition to this, the price practices for PNLPP products
were observed and compared with products in plastic packaging. In order to do so, price
differences were noted down between (a) products packaged in plastic and unpackaged
products, and (b) products packaged in plastic and products in alternative packaging. This
was done for preferably one type of fruits, one type of vegetables, and one type of dry
products in each store. If alternatives were not available for a certain species, another type
within a product group was chosen.
Consumer Education on the shop floor is done in both manners, perceptibly and
imperceptibly. More perceptible kinds of education include signs and banners that are set
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up across the store. Imperceptible education requires a closer investigation of individual
products. The content of consumer education present on the shop floor is the aim of this
point of observation.
Table 10. The positioning of products according to Galen, Deneux, & Horst (2003)

Positioning
Separate
Hybrid

Mixed

Specification
The entire PNLPP assortment is placed in a special area on the shop
floor, distant from their conventionally packaged counterpart.
One product group of PNLPP is grouped and placed near to the
corresponding conventionally packaged product group.
Example: All loose f&v are placed as a group in one shop area, all f&v
in plastic are placed in the same shop area, however in separate shelves.
An individual PNLPP is placed next to the conventionally packaged
product. E.g. a loose cucumber is placed next to the packaged cucumber.

Figure 5. Space of products without or in alternative packaging (black) compared to conventionally packaged
products (grey) according to Korbee (2008)

Figure 6. Place of products without or in alternative packaging (black) compared to conventionally packaged
products (white) according to Korbee (2008)

In the course of the analysis, a variety of codes will be used to refer to the six different
supermarket chains that were investigated through interviews, observations, and website
information. Table 11 gives and overview of the six supermarket chains with their
corresponding reference codes.
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Table 11. Overview of supermarket chain references

Supermarket Chain
Conventional Chain 1
Conventional Chain 2
Conventional Chain 3
Conventional Chain 4
Organic Chain 1
Organic Chain 2

3.2.

Website info
W-1
W-2
W-3
W-4
W-5
W-6

Interviews
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5, S-6

Observations
O-1
O-2, O-3
O-6
O-7
O-4, O-5
O-8, O-9

C-1
C-2
C-3

Expert Interviews

Semi-structured expert interviews were conducted in order to provide objective qualitative
research data. In the beginning, literature and web-based research was used to identify
potential interviewees in domains related to food packaging, supermarket supply chains
and the food retail industry. Afterwards, questions from the supermarket interview guide
were used as samples, and selected and adjusted according to the interviewee’s expertise.
For this, a literature review of the expert’s publications (if present) was done prior to
interviews. In total, seven expert interviews were conducted to complement qualitative data
obtained through supermarket interviews (Table 12).
Table 12. List of expert interviewees with their respective expertise and years of experience

Expert 1
Expert 2
Expert 3
Expert 4
Expert 5
Expert 6
Expert 7

3.3.

Expertise
Assistant Professor for Sustainable
Management in the Agro and Food Sector
Expert in Environment and Product Safety
Demand Planner and Category Manager;
Consultant for Consumer Goods and Retail
Head of an organic and Fairtrade
wholesale and production company
Shopfitting of package-free stores and
stores with an unpackaged assortment
Manager for Sustainability
Senior Ocean Campaigner

Years of Experience
7
3
7
8
1
0.5
0.5

Content Analysis

A content analysis was conducted with two research foci. Firstly, it should serve as
preparation for interviews by providing background knowledge, and for observations by
providing the focus for the first round through the stores. Secondly, it should reveal what
supermarkets promote to do for plastic reduction and show how supermarkets use online
content in line with the concepts of the Value Chain Framework. Therefore, the websites
of each supermarket chain were analysed by scanning their content for research related key
words, including ‘plastic’, ‘plastic reduction’, ‘packaging’, ‘packaging reduction’, ‘reuse’
and ‘recycling’.
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3.4.

Data Analysis

With interviews and store observations being the main research methods for this thesis,
data analysis was done in a qualitative manner. The process of analysing was supported by
the application of a qualitative data analysis software (ATLAS.ti 8). Due to the exploratory
character, mostly descriptive analysis was used to depict the collected data. Being a case
study, this research and the established links within and between the Inside and the Outside
are not immediately generalizable or transferable to other cases in other supermarkets or
countries. However, it provides a detailed analysis of a small number of contemporary
situations, their conditions and relationships. This can, to some extent, reflect the general
situation for and facilitate the understanding of the phenomenon ‘supermarkets that
promote to have adapted innovative concepts to reduce plastic packaging for food’.
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4. Results

The analysis of the research results is dedicated to understanding the nature of the
individual key concepts of both, the Diamond Framework and the Value Chain Framework.
For this analysis, data from supermarket interviews and observations as well as from expert
interviews and content analysis are used in an integrative fashion.

4.1.

Looking Outside In

4.1.1. Factor (Input) Conditions
The factors that will be presented in this section – physical resources, product resources,
and human and knowledge resources – were found to play a limitative role for supermarkets
when introducing new or improved products with no or less plastic packaging (PNLPP)
into their assortment. The presence and nature of each one of them defines the quality in
which a supermarket pursues its ambitions to reduce plastic packaging.
4.1.1.1. Physical Resources
Physical Resources are defined as the space needed to offer PNLPP. The demand for more
space on the shop floor as well as in the storage area depends on the product type that is
introduced into a store’s assortment.
Four stores reported that no compromises in space are made when adding a product in
alternative packaging that is a mere substitute of an ‘older’ version of that product; this
may be either an innovation of the same brand product or a brand-new product from a
different supplier (S-1, S-3, S-4, S-5). To ensure that these changes generate profit,
financial analyses are conducted to evaluate “every single item and every single square
centimetre […] within the store” (S-1). The ease of substituting one product with another
might change as soon as a store decides to establish a package-free and refill area with bulk
dispensers. These refill areas were found in seven out of the nine visited stores
(Chapter 4.2.2). Unless a store has extra space available to easily include a refill area (O9), compromises with other shop areas have to be made. For three stores (O-1, O-2, O-3),
only a refit of the entire shop floor, that can include the partial removal of non-food
products (O-3), generated enough space for an area that is fully dedicated to their refill
campaign.
The demand for space does not only entail the space needed for bulk dispensers and
weighing systems, but also the space necessary to offer reusable packaging solutions to
customers (E-1, E-7; Greenpeace & Environmental Investigation Agency, 2019). The retail
space that is lost due to the different merchandising solution of a refill section has to be
compensated through increased consumer attention and sales. Besides the shop floor, also
the storage area has to be adequate for loose products and offer enough room (S-1, E-1).
Some stores are fortunate to have extra space available, e.g. through a top level or an annex,
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to keep loose items in a separate area. One store manager explained: “So, if we didn’t have
this [storage] space when [the refill section] came in, we would have had to try and find it
somewhere else, which would have been to the death of other areas in branch […]. We are
really lucky because – I can imagine when you look at other branches, they have to find
space for this, whereas this area is sort of ready-made for it.” (S-2). Similar issues in space
management appear when implementing a deposit return scheme (DRS) in store, which
requires intermediate storage areas for returned bottles (E-2, E-4).
With reference to the interviews and observations, it can be concluded that space
availability does not necessarily depend on the supermarket’s concept (conventional versus
organic). Neither is there a relation to its nationality. The dedication of physical space to
offer new or improved PNLPP seems to be rather branch specific and dependent on the
product type that is added to the assortment. Those stores that go ahead with introducing
utterly new product concepts, have to be willing or capable to make space available – in
the warehouse or on the shop floor – which does not automatically promise any profit.
4.1.1.2. Product Resources
The availability of PNLPP is dependent on two main factors; innovation and scalability.
This chapter analyses the issues that are connected with the innovation of products and
scalability of demand.
Innovation. Retailers can only act within the current system. For some product groups,
there is no suitable alternative on the market, e.g. soft fruits that are still predominantly
sold in plastic trays, vacuum-packed products or products packaged in a protective
atmosphere. Supermarkets would need to stop selling these products until an innovative
material is available (S-1, C-3, O-1, O-2, O-3, O-6, O-7, E-2, E-4). Conventional
supermarkets that offer organic and non-organic fruits and vegetables (f&v) are trying to
find alternative solutions to selling organic produce in plastic. The act of wrapping organic
produce in plastic is used to distinguish these products from their conventional counterpart
(O-1, O-2, O-3, O-6, O-7). These innovations for organic produce tend to be introduced at
a slow pace. This is due to the investments that have to be made by their suppliers to switch
from one packaging practice to another (S-1, S-2): “When companies invest millions into
these machineries to package these products, it is not as easy to switch off” (S-2). The
alternative packaging material that is being innovated has to be fit for purpose: it has to be
robust enough, have no negative effect on the food quality or security, and protect the
product along the entire supply chain. An innovation of this kind requires time and
willingness from suppliers (S-5, C-2, C-3, E-6).
Scalability. It is a matter of scalability to create the demand for innovation. A supermarket
chain that is not a big part of a packaging manufacturer’s business has limited power to
drive change for innovative packaging materials (C-1, E-6). A small-scale organic chain
manager explained: “It is really hard being ahead of the curve on packaging trends,
because it needs volume. So if you say: ‘Can I have 10.000 units of this innovative
packaging?’, [the packaging manufacturer would respond]: ‘No, if you need 10 million,
then we do that for you’” (C-2).
This implies, that innovation and scalability are interdependent, i.e. it is almost impossible
to get innovative solutions at low scale, as with scale comes efficiency. This becomes a
compelling issue for supermarket chains – regardless their chain concept – whose market
share is rather low. Most suppliers would be rather hesitant with investing in innovations,
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unless either profit is guaranteed through large-scale orders, or an innovation has proven to
be successful on the market and can be offered to other stakeholders.
4.1.1.3. Human and Knowledge Resources
The introduction of PNLPP reveals three levels of human and knowledge resources; the
availability of personnel, the expertise of personnel, and their level of engagement.
Availability. When we look at stores with a refill area, it becomes clear that it is not enough
to just hang bulk dispensers on a wall. Using “all your men power” to interact with
customers and making sure that bulk dispensers are filled, and that the area is neat at all
times is indispensable (E-1). Having this concept in store, requires full dedication; not only
on the shop floor, but also in the warehouse when it comes to counting stock, ordering or
checking batch codes (S-2). A producer of bulk dispenser commented: “My personal view
would be, that many supermarkets shy of the working effort that the selling of package-free
food entails” (E-5). Implementing a DRS in store also creates demand for additional human
labour: “If a customer buys a packaged product, the supermarket does not have any extra
effort. However, if the customer brings back a glass bottle or a jar, you have to have
someone in store that organises the deposit, and that of course brings about extra effort”
(E-4).
Expertise. In addition to the availability of personnel, expertise is required. Firstly,
employees have to be trained in handling loose products and managing the stock in a way
that food waste is prevented (S-4, C-2; Greenpeace & Environmental Investigation Agency,
2019). Secondly, there has to be someone in store, that can use his or her expertise to
consult customers and support them in the new shopping experience (S-2; Göll & Zwiers,
2018). One store manager talked about one of his employees that got acquainted with a
new responsibility in store and started to become an expert in his field: “[He] is good with
the customers, he knows that that person is going to come back […], knows exactly what
kind of [product] he wants. […] He starts to know people which is really cool” (S-2).
Engagement. Fostering both, staff availability and expertise may be sufficient to ensure the
pursuit of essential operations and logistics around the PLNPP. The icing on the cake are
employees that are pro-actively committed to engage with customers and win their interest,
as well as employees that push for change by communicating their ideas to the management
or convincing their colleagues to participate (S-6). According to E-7, supermarkets reported
to have so called staff forums. In these forums, people that are working on the shop floor
are coming up with their own initiatives. “[Now], it is also the people who work there, who
are the interface between the consumer and higher management, who are saying, ‘Actually,
we want to do something.’” In addition, two managers reported about their employees
having an inherent sensation of working for a certain purpose. This was shown in
supermarket chains whose management is obviously environmentally oriented and
communicating an inclusive working philosophy (W-1, W-5).
It can be inferred that the introduction of PNLPP can only thrive genuinely, when all three
levels of human and knowledge resources are present. Usually, staff availability and
expertise are assured to keep operations and logistics running at the very least. And yet, the
training of staff members does not assume that individual employees bring their full
engagement to the shop floor. Hence, the introduction of PNLPP is prone to fail at the third
level, when employees are not encouraged to engage with customers. It is assumed that a
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transparent business vision and philosophy can contribute to enhance the degree of human
and knowledge resources.

4.1.2. (Local) Demand Conditions
Two groups of demand conditions – specific consumer demands, and demanding standards
– were found to be considered by supermarkets in their pursuit of plastic reduction. This
chapter analyses the characteristics of these demand conditions.
4.1.2.1. Specific Consumer Demands
The consumer demands presented below are demands of consumers as recognized by the
six examined supermarket chains. These demands were communicated to supermarkets on
the shop floor, through their online platform or service number, or through a certain
purchase behaviour observed by the store or supermarket management. These perceptions
of consumer demands were communicated to the author during interviews or are presented
on the websites of the examined supermarket chains.
Table 13 provides an overview of the consumer demands in British and Dutch supermarket
chains. Part of the demands can be categorized into the EU waste management hierarchy
(Reduce, Reuse/Recycle, Recycle). The remaining demands describe general consumer
preferences. The column on the very right indicates the percentage of the examined
supermarket chains (conventional or organic) that mentioned the listed demand conditions.
Additionally, Annex A. 1 shows the ways in which consumers express these demands
towards supermarkets. Consumer demands are mostly expressed through verbal statements
or a specific purchase behaviour.
Table 13. Specific consumer demands as perceived by supermarket chains; con. = conventional chain concept,
org. = organic chain concept (S-1 – S-6, C-1 – C-3)

Category
Reduce
Reuse/Recycle
Recycle
Other

Specific Consumer
Demand
Less plastic
Loose products
Bulk products
Recyclability
Sustainability
Packaged Products

No. of
Supermarket
Chains
4
2
2
4
6
3

% of Supermarket Chain
75% of con., 50% of org.
25% of con., 50% of org.
25% of con., 50% of org.
100% of con.
100% of con., 100% of org.
50% of con., 50% of org.

Reduce. The demand for ‘less plastic’ or ‘loose products’ seems to be mentioned by
customers of organic supermarkets with comparative importance, whereas customers of
conventional supermarkets emphasize the demand for less plastic (Table 13). According to
one supermarket chain (C-1), consumers are the single biggest driver and are asking the
chain to lead the way towards plastic reduction. “I think it’s good that the conversation is
happening, and that people are really keen to obviously try to make sure that we do get to
that point where we are like plastic-free” (S-2). Reuse. The demand for reuse options in
the form of ‘bulk products’ seems to be rather mentioned by customers of organic
supermarkets. These customers are willing to accept the time-consuming shopping
practices which require them to deal with container management (E-1). Recycle. The
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demand for ‘recyclability’ of food packaging seems to be only mentioned by customers of
conventional supermarkets. The store manager of S-4 reported to regularly have casual
conversations with customers who wish to discuss their ideas around recycling and
reduction of plastic.
Sustainability. The demand for sustainable products seems to be an essential criterion for
consumers of all examined supermarket chains. Especially amongst customers of organic
supermarkets, there seems to be the attitude that an eco-friendly product should not be in
an eco-unfriendly packaging (C-3). “Customers expect any healthy business to be more
sustainable than a non-healthy business. So, they expect us to be significantly better than
everywhere else they shop” (C-2).
Packaged Products. Although sustainability and plastic reduction in general seem to be
relevant for the customers of the examined supermarket chains, there is still a demand for
packaged products in both, conventional and organic supermarkets. This demand is linked
to a wish for convenience and choice. These are factors which retailers aim to provide their
customers at all times, even if it might mean that compromises with plastic reduction goals
have to be made: “[…] because companies want to be offering the things that people want
to buy. So that’s almost challenging in terms of consumer expectation which is a business
risk” (E-7).
Interestingly, there seems to be a connection between the supermarket concept and the
expectations stated by supermarkets’ clients. Trends suggest that customers of conventional
supermarkets state the importance of plastic reduction (i.e. not necessarily the elimination
of plastic) and its recyclability, whereas customers of organic supermarkets might rather
want to completely do away with plastics. It has to be borne in mind, however, that these
statements do not originate directly from customers but from the interviewed store and
supermarket managers.
4.1.2.2. Demanding Standards
In the course of the supermarket and expert interviews, narratives around shelf life, food
safety, and waste management were frequently brought up. These demanding standards are
expressed in the form of an imminent agreement on certain product characteristics and
clearly showed to interfere with the decision making of retailers.
Shelf life. The criterion mentioned the most frequently by retailers turned out to be shelf
life in relation to quality and food waste. Any changes that concern packaging practices
consider the influences of packaging on food quality and food waste (E-6). Supermarkets
aim to offer their customers the best quality possible. If the removal of plastic packaging
results in a loss of quality – e.g. getting squashed, bruised or a change of colour – decisions
are made in favour of product protection, which often means sticking to plastic packaging
(S-2, S-3, W-2, W-4). Alternative packaging materials that are available for certain
products would have to offer protection to a same extent. The usage of bulk dispensers
poses difficulties when it comes to quality maintenance. A store manager reported that
dispensers have to be filled with smaller quantities and thus more often in summer as the
products are much more prone to a decrease of quality (S-6). Beyond this, seasonality and
regional availability of certain food products entail particular challenges for current
packaging practices. The transportation of produce that is out of season or not regional
seems to offer almost no option to be carried out without any packaging involved across
long distances (S-1, S-2, S-3, C-1, E-7; VZHH, 2019). “[…] we have developed a culture
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that relies on importing food and having food that is out of season. And so, in reality, if we
were to move to a wholesale, national unpackaged environment, we probably need to be
thinking more about the seasonality of our consumption.” (E-7). It is the reduction of food
waste that is the ultimate driver for packaging practices that maintain quality. A product
has to get to its destination without being damaged or wasted. As soon as it becomes waste,
the environmental impacts associated to that are higher than any plastic packaging (S-3, C1, W-4). In order to avoid implications of food waste while deciding to eliminate plastic
packaging, orderings of fresh produce in particular have to be adjusted in accordance with
the actual units sold (E-7).
Food Safety. Packaging serves as a barrier between product and environment and thus helps
ensure food safety from a storage and transportation perspective (C-2, C-3, E-7). E-5
hypothesizes that cleanness and hygiene might be factors that are particularly valued by
customers and might be missed in unpackaged products. This challenges the usage of bulk
dispensers. In order to adhere allergen requirements and avoid cross-contamination,
separate storage areas have to be created and strict cleaning practices to be followed (S-1,
S-2, C-2, O-2, O-3, E-4). Besides, the selling of animal products at fresh produce counters
employing a ‘Bring Your Own Box’ concept does not yet seem to be in accord with the
idea of hygienic consumption (E-1, E-2, E-4). According to E-4, consumers still tend to
consider unpacked products not hygienic although it is possible to comply to hygiene
requirements when selling certain products without packaging. These perceptions on food
safety, that are imbibed by retailers and consumers, are potential hurdles to decrease the
consumption of (plastic) packaging for certain products.
Waste Management. There are two factors that should to be respected in terms of waste
management: recyclability and waste avoidance. Any packaging material that is used for
food products – may it be plastic, paper, or any other alternative material – should be easily
disposable or recyclable. “At first, the consumer should throw it away properly, then the
municipality should be able to collect it properly, and then, it should also be recyclable at
the [recycling] company” (E-6). Therefore, there is a call for standardisation of labelling
schemes around recyclability as a form of consumer information. In addition to this, clear
standards for the degradation concerning bioplastics and compostable plastics have to be
in place in order to facilitate waste collection and processing (S-2, E-7). Tackling these two
forms of communication can enhance the circularity of packaging material. The discourse
about circularity should, however, not overshadow the most crucial measure for plastic
reduction; waste avoidance. According to the Verbraucherzentrale Hamburg (VZHH; E-2)
there is a call for governmental bodies and involved industries to carry out educational
work around waste avoidance.
To conclude, shelf life, food safety and waste management seem to play a critical role when
introducing PNLPP. Most importantly, food quality has to be ensured and food waste
avoided along the supply chain. Erasing packaging completely should also not compromise
food safety, where cross-contamination is an undeniable hurdle. Lastly, the introduction of
different alternative packaging solutions challenges waste management, and might bring
about consumer confusion when it comes to the disposal. Although the implications of
alternative packaging material for waste management were addressed in interviews,
supermarket and store managers tended to prioritize shelf life and food safety. It is
interesting to note that conventional supermarkets are using their websites more actively to
justify cases in which they keep plastic packaging for the sake of shelf life and food safety.
If present, the responsibility to educate consumers about waste management and avoidance
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on the part of supermarkets was mostly given for a short-term. On a long-term, supermarket
chains have limited capacities and would assign this task to other stakeholders.

4.1.3. Supporting and Related Industries
The presence of supporting industries and other related industries can be beneficial to
enhancing supermarkets’ plastic reduction targets. This chapter analyses the potential
contributions of three different types of actors; suppliers including brands, packaging
manufacturers and wholesalers, supermarket chains, as well as other actors including
research industries and NGOs.
4.1.3.1. Suppliers
According to C-2, there is a collaboration of supermarkets with brands, with packaging
manufacturers, and with wholesalers. Each one is slightly different. Annex A. 2 shows
examples for the extent of collaboration – expressed as supplier supportiveness – of these
three supplier types with supermarkets as stated by supermarkets and experts. Three levels
of supportiveness were found, namely pro-active, active, and passive supportiveness. Each
level is characterised through a certain degree of action or commitment to tackle plastic
reduction together with supermarkets.
Pro-active. Actions are considered pro-active when suppliers do their first steps towards
plastic reduction without a push by supermarkets. Examples are the introduction of PNLPP,
or the initiation of a dialogue about issues with and possibilities for innovations. Active.
Actions are considered active when suppliers needed a push from supermarkets or other
industries to overthink their packaging practices. This push might be manifesting itself
through negotiations between individual suppliers and supermarket chains, the introduction
of sourcing policies by supermarket chains, or a joint commitment of a group of suppliers
and supermarket chains to the development of sustainable packaging (e.g. national Plastics
Pacts). Inactive. Actions are considered inactive when they hinder supermarket chains in
their own plastic reduction targets. Inactivity might be driven by a disability to act, lacking
willingness, or disregard.
In some cases, inactive supportiveness might lead to a termination of existing supplierclient relationships (S-1, E-4), whereas pro-active and active supportiveness promote the
continuation of these relationships in the form of collaborations and mutual
encouragements (S-1, S-3, C-1, C-2). All supermarket chains emphasized to have worked
on maintaining supplier-client relationships and aligning existing ideas on both sides (S-1,
S-3, S-4, C-1, C-2, C-3). This can enhance the establishment of external scientific
infrastructures, in which suppliers and retailers co-create alternative solutions for plastic
packaging. Nonetheless, it is inevitable that some relations have to be terminated. This case
can arise when supermarkets cannot pose demands for an innovative PNLPP at large scale.
If a supermarket chain, however, has a high leverage on the supply chain, even suppliers
that would be non-supportive for a less influential supermarket chain can become active
supporters.
Supplier supportiveness has been mostly relevant for supermarkets’ own-brand products as
their influence on its packaging is direct and more immediate than for branded products.
This statement is supported by the observation that major changes of packaging practices
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on the shop floor was particularly noticeable for the chains’ home brands (O-1 – O-9).
Nonetheless, supermarkets can as well employ their buying power to animate brands to a
better performance with regard to plastic (Greenpeace & Environmental Investigation
Agency, 2018). Accordingly, retailers reported to increasingly experience the independent
endeavours of brands to reduce plastic (S-1, S-5, C-2).
4.1.3.2. Supermarket Chains
There are four ways in which supermarkets interact with each other while pursuing their
plastic reduction targets: Active and passive collaboration, serving as a source of
motivation, and acting independently from other supermarket chains.
Active collaboration happens through industrial associations. In these associations, a
number of supermarket chains might jointly agree on targets for plastic reduction and
recycling (e.g. Plastics Pact NL, The UK Plastics Pact), create and exchange knowledge on
plastic reduction and packaging solutions (i.e. best practice sharing), or officially decide
on a procurement cooperation (S-3, E-3, E-6). Important co-actors for active collaborations
are retail representatives who are representing and protecting the interests of the retail
sector towards other stakeholders. Both, the Dutch Centraal Bureau Levensmiddelenhandel
and the British Retail Consortium create platforms for retailers to work together – often
also with NGOs, the government and civil society – exchange knowledge, and to create
sector plans on sustainable packaging (British Retail Consortium, n.d.; Centraal Bureau
Levensmiddelenhandel, n.d.). Passive collaboration happens when a procurement
‘cooperation’ is unofficial and rather characterised as a common interest in a certain
product. This way, supermarket chains are creating scalable demand for innovative
packaging solutions (S-2, C-1, E-6, E-7). Source of motivation. Through their report series
“Checking out on Plastics”, the EIA in collaboration with Greenpeace UK opened the
possibility for supermarket chains to compare their actions and achievements with other
chains. Beyond this, one supermarket chain reported to speak on conferences to give advice
on the feasibility of certain ideas around plastic reduction (S-1). Through these sources of
motivation, successful and feasible actions can be picked by supermarkets and integrated
into their own business plan. Independency. Despite a common interest to lower plastic
consumption, supermarkets chains may have their very own strategies. Due to the presence
of countless packaging solutions, it can be hard to agree on one optimal solution. For this
reason, some supermarket chains might choose to act independently from other chains (C2, C-3).
It is interesting to note that the individual forms of interaction are not mutually exclusive.
Although one organic supermarket chain reported to choose a rather independent path of
action towards plastic reduction, it is still participating in the Plastic Pact NL (C-3), whereas
the second organic chain turns away from both active and passive collaboration (C-2).
Passive collaboration is typically driven by chains with a high buying power, but can also
succeed when a big number of smaller chains push the demand (E-7). Lastly, both active
collaboration and serving as a source of motivation can build the basis for an external
scientific infrastructure in the form of platforms to exchange each other’s experiences and
knowledge.
4.1.3.3. Other Supply Chain Actors
Although the research had been set up to understand the interaction of supermarkets with
their suppliers or with other supermarkets first and foremost, there were two other supply
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chain actors that were mentioned by interviewees and on chains’ websites; NGOs and
research institutes.
NGOs. Non-governmental organisations were pointed to frequently during interviews.
Their field of contribution or support is broad: Providing legal advice, assessing and
enhancing supermarkets’ actions regarding plastic reduction, communicating about waste
avoidance and degradability of alternative packaging, creating exchange platforms for the
retail sector, working towards consistent packaging recycling, and co-developing national
plastic commitments. This suggests that NGOs have a key role especially in the beginnings
of plastic reduction endeavours (S-1, S-5, C-1, C-3, E-6, E-7, W-4, W-6).
Research Institutes. The contribution of research institutes is much more focused on
delivering reliable facts about alternative packaging materials. Hence, they develop
alternative packaging materials, assess plastic reduction practices from an environmental
viewpoint (i.e. whether the alternative packaging material is indeed environmentally
sustainable), or even co-design sustainable packaging policies for the retail sector by
drawing from their expert knowledge (S-5, C-2, C-3, E-1, E-2, E-6, W-4, W-5).
Researchers that take a rather social stance on plastic packaging can use their insights to
give advice on plastic and packaging reduction or on reuse of packaging on the consumerend (E-1, E-2).
Undoubtedly, NGOs and research institutes are key actors in a retail industry that is to
change its packaging practices. It is assumed, that NGOs do not only take the role of a
driving force for plastic reduction, but also function as advisor and network facilitator in
both the Netherlands and the UK. Research institutes, on the other side, take care of
practical issues, i.e. answering questions around the functionality, suitability or
sustainability of packaging alternatives. Therefore, their expert knowledge is indispensable
when making large-scale decisions in economic or political terms.

4.2.

Looking Inside Out

4.2.1. Inbound Logistics
Inbound Logistics entail the activities that are pursued when receiving, storing and
disseminating incoming products. The following three sections describe these activities that
are, in some cases, depending on the product group that is affected.
4.2.1.1. Receipt
There are two aspects that are borne in mind by retailers when receiving products in
alternative or without packaging; the traceability of the product itself, and the transparency
of packaging usage within the supply chain.
Traceability. Food products and their ingredients have to be traceable through all stages of
the supply chain. This requires retailers to identify “at least the immediate supplier of the
product […] and the immediate subsequent recipient, with exemption of retailers to final
consumers” (European Commission, 2002). This requirement, which is part of the General
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Food Law Regulation on food safety, stimulates additional caution in product tracing,
especially for products of package-free and refill ranges that are to be sold to the endconsumer in a loose manner. Like for any other incoming goods, the date of delivery, the
origin of the product and its batch number (Lot number) have to be recorded (S-1, S-2, S6, C-2). For these products, that are sold in bulk dispensers, however, S-2 and S-6 reported
to follow a separate branch self-assessment. This self-assessment includes the documenting
of batch numbers, the use-by date, and the date of product refill. This way, stores are able
to keep track of the specific batch that has been filled into a dispenser on the shop floor.
On the shop floor, stores pursued this act to a varying extent. One store manager explained
to sometimes fill two different batches of the same product in the same dispenser: “If we
are lucky, the old batch sits lower and the new one on top” (S-6). As long as the two batches
do not get mixed up in the dispenser, traceability can still be ensured. A different store
manager from a different chain reported to only have one batch code of the same product
on the shop floor at any time: “This way, we know the date each batch code was on the
shop floor” (S-2). In this very store, it could be observed that two employees accidentally
mixed two batches of the same product in one dispenser. Due to the chain’s attention
towards traceability, the two employees consequently emptied the whole content of the
dispenser into paper bags, and prepared them to be given to charity instead (O-3).
Transparency. Another aspect worth mentioning is the transparency of the supply chain
with regard to packaging usage. At the point of product receipt, a business can decide to
look at food packaging along the whole packaging supply chain, instead of focusing on
only the consumer-end of it: “Besides the packaging that consumers see on the shelf
(known as primary packaging), grocery retailers also use secondary packaging to protect
and collate products during storage, transport and distribution (including packaging made
to display multiple primary product units on the shelf) and tertiary packaging to transit
goods, including pallets, stretch wrap and strapping” (Greenpeace & Environmental
Investigation Agency, 2018). According to the EIA, most suppliers do not collect any data
on the usage and disposal of secondary and tertiary food packaging. In fact, only one of the
nine visited stores (a store in the UK) reported to approach suppliers and request
transparency of the whole delivery process. The store manager mentions that there is not
always that much clarity about how products are coming into the shop. She continues: “[…]
at the end, we see a loose product. But we don’t know if that loose product is loose [along
the whole supply chain], or it comes loose just because we want them to come loose” (S1). A lacking transparency on packaging usage of this kind primarily occurs when supply
chains consist of multiple actors, e.g. when products are transported between one and
another warehouse.
Ensuring traceability of food products is a common practice for retailers, probably due to
the existence of respective law requirements for food safety. Only to some extent, new
routines have to be established, such as the tracking of batch codes when filling bulk
dispensers. Packaging usage, on the other hand, and the extent to which plastic packaging
is eliminated along the whole supply chain, is not yet widely recognized as a part of plastic
reduction commitments. Providing transparency on the usage of plastic packaging for food
has to become obligatory to help supermarket chains to not overlook plastic packaging that
is not presented in shelves.
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4.2.1.2. Storage
Storage, as defined for this research, entails the management of stocks and the handling of
products in the warehouse. These activities are changing along with the introduction of
PNLPP.
Stock Management. For products that arrive in alternative packaging material, or for fresh
produce delivered with less primary packaging, no relevant effects on stock management
were observed or communicated during interviews. For these product groups, new orders
are usually created by sending off-sales to the head office. After introducing loose f&v in
the branch of S-1, the branches headquarter opened a whole catering site to the supermarket
chain, which allowed centralized ordering. Centralized stock management was also
pursued during a trial on plastic reduction for fresh produce, although only one pilot store
had to be provided with the special products (S-3). Compared to this centralized
management, placing an order for products for plastic-free and refill ranges might be
different. One store manager explains that the personnel is assigned to count the stock
manually, while checking the batch codes and organizing the products. Therefore, stock
management of these package-free goods is done by the internal knowledge of what the
individual store sells. To make manual counting easier, it is practical to have a separate
area in the warehouse specifically for package-free stocks (S-2).
Handling. Due to the change of packaging practices, the handling of certain product groups
is affected. Products sold in small units and packaged in alternative material might cause
certain inconveniences. One store explains that the yoghurt cups now come without the cap
on top of the lid in order to reduce plastic. As a consequence, the yoghurt lid is more likely
to open when moving stocks in the warehouse, and the product unit has to be thrown
ultimately. Besides, innovative packaging material, that is used to pack rice or other dry
products, might break easier (S-5). Furthermore, exchanging single-use plastic bottles for
beverages with recyclable plastic or glass bottles (i.e. DSR) increases the handling effort
in the warehouse as these bottles are being returned by customers (E-4). For f&v that are
delivered with less primary packaging, the handling is not remarkably affected. Firstly, f&v
arrive at the warehouse in the same way as they did before, e.g. on crates. If products are
very prone to getting bruised or smashed, there might be an extra layer of carton on top of
the crate, which assures better protection of the produce (S-3, S-4). Secondly, the absence
or reduction of packaging does not change the fact that fresh produce has to be stored in a
certain temperature-controlled environment as soon as it arrives at the warehouse, and that
regular temperature controls are needed to maintain quality (S-3, C-2). Selling products in
package-free and refill areas are a new concept to the majority of the visited supermarkets.
Therefore, it is not surprising that supermarkets experience some changes in handling these
products. Compared to products sold in 100-500 g units, products for refill ranges arrive in
bigger, thus heavier formats (around 10-20 kg). These bags should be easily manageable
and not too bulky, so they can be man-handled by the staff. Health and safety have to be
ensured (S-1, S-2, C-1). When it comes to the storage in specific, some stores choose to
keep products for refill ranges in large metal or plastic containers (S-1, E-4). Other stores
decide to store these products in the same bag in which they were delivered, and would reseal them air-tight once opened (S-2, S-6). Regardless of the container or bag used for
storage; storage has to be adequate for loose products and high risks contamination
products, i.e. they should be separate from other products. If a store is set up to handle these
kinds of products, there are no significant process changes (C-2).
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The modification of storing practices highly depends on the type of PNLPP that has been
added to the assortment. Stock management for f&v seems to be centralized quite soon
after the trial stores had been serving has a test environment and have proved the feasibility
of changing packaging practices. For package-free products, trialled concepts seem to
remain within the test store for longer. Based on this, stock management stays noncentralized. This might still change when supermarket chains decide to expand this trialled
concept to more branches. Handling products in the warehouse is affected across different
product groups. It is either new packaging material not being robust enough or heavier
packaging formats that require either a more cautious or even a more labour-intensive
handling practice in the warehouse.
4.2.1.3. Dissemination
This section analyses the processes that are affected due to changes in the dissemination of
products. Disseminating PNLPP connects practices that start in the warehouse and are
accomplished on the shop floor. Therefore, the activities that are affected fall under the
same categories as in the previous chapter, namely stock management and handling.
Stock management. The distribution of products to the shop floor interacts with buying
practices, i.e. stock management. Especially for f&v, that are now often sold without any
packaging, the dates of selling are shortened. This requires extra attention on the shop floor
and personnel that knows how to deal with products that are prone to spoil quickly (S-3).
Ultimately, supermarkets have to rethink their buying practices. Using the words of S-1:
“Sometimes, it feels like going back to basics, in terms of not putting in a new process, just
going back to review the old processes that we had years ago.” Considering the
perishability of unpacked fresh produce they realized: “we definitely should just buy what
we need [on the shop floor] today, not to have some stock [in the warehouse].” This is also
the case for the product units meant for package-free and refill corners, which are delivered
in bulk. Supermarkets try to not have too many of these bulky bags in the warehouse (S-2,
S-6). If a new product (e.g. certain dried fruits or nuts) does not sell well and stays in the
bulk dispensers for a long time, shops have to be reactive and cut back ordering sizes.
Handling. It is clear that package-free products cannot just be picked and put into the shelf.
There is an increased handling effort in distributing these products to the shop floor (S-1).
After filling the product into the bulk dispensers, the bulky bags or containers have to be
resealed air-tight and dated accordingly to when it was re-opened (S-2, S-6). Particularly
in summer months, the filling of bulk dispensers becomes more labour-intensive. One store
manager reported that in summer, products are very prone to a decrease of quality (e.g.
change of taste or colour). For this reason, they need to fill the container only half-full and
thus more frequently (S-6). Additionally, batch numbers have to be continuously checked
and updated on the shop floor (S-2). Furthermore, aspects of hygiene become more relevant
when selling products in bulk dispensers. The hygiene of bulk containers is maintained to
different extents in different stores: (A) Once a batch of product is finished, the dispenser
is cleaned and then refilled; (B) Once the container is empty, it is cleaned, even if it would
be next filled with the same product of the same batch (S-1, S-2). In two cases, stores had
separate hygiene rooms to prepare the dissemination of package-free products for refill
ranges (O-2, O-3). The hygiene rooms were located next to the warehouse and equipped
with spare bulk dispensers, spare spoons, a dishwasher, a sink, cleaning liquids, and a
preparation table, inter alia. This way, a number of bulk dispensers can be refilled and
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prepared in a hygienic manner, and are ready to be brought to the shop floor as soon as they
are needed.
Stocks of loose products in general have to be managed more carefully. Since these
products are not packed fully air-tight, they are more prone to a decrease of quality, both
in the warehouse and on the shop floor. Therefore, supermarkets would need to order and
stock smaller quantities. This challenges old buying practices; and indeed, only one store
manager actively mentioned to decrease order sizes for f&v to daily needs. The handling
of loose products is more labour-intensive for two reasons; firstly, due to the need of a more
frequent dissemination from the warehouse to the shop floor, and secondly, due to higher
hygiene requirements. This labour-intensity will be faced without doubt. However, the
degree to which requirements are met can vary depending on the availability of personnel.
For this, new staff needs to be recruited, or priorities on the shop floor to be redistributed
at the very least.

4.2.2. Operations
Having had an insight in what is happening behind the scenes, we will now analyse how
plastic reduction is realized on the shop floor. Operations on the shop floor are one of the
two strategies of supermarket chains – next to Marketing and Sales – that contribute to the
way in which chains realize their reduction ambitions. This section will introduce the
following aspects: the alternatives to plastic packaging that are used, the product types that
are chosen to be packed in alternative material or now come without packaging (PNLPP),
the shopping advice that is given to customers around the new assortment, and the hygiene
practices that are linked to the recently introduced products. The first two aspects are
mainly informed by the observations conducted on the shop floor. Additional information
is given through interviewees’ statements. The latter two are mainly informed through
interviews but are enriched with observation data.
Table 14. Number of observations, categorized in nationality and concept (conventional or organic)

United Kingdom
Conventional
Supermarket
Organic
Supermarket
TOTAL

Netherlands

TOTAL

O-1, O-2, O-3

O-6, O-7

5

O-4, O-5

O-8, O-9

4

5

4

9

Table 14 gives an overview of all observations conducted. It should be noted that the
number of observations in conventional/British supermarkets is higher by one. For this
reason, percentages are used in the following tables (Table 15, Table 18). This makes
comparisons easier. Beyond this, the numbers presented in these two tables should not be
given too much weight. At this point, it is the intention to get an idea of what operations
were more or less present on the shop floor.
4.2.2.1. Alternatives to plastic packaging
Although it is not the intention of this thesis to directly compare practices regarding plastic
reduction of a certain group of stores, it might be still interesting to look at some trends not
only between chain concepts (conventional vs. organic) but also between the countries.
Table 15 shows the types of alternatives to conventional plastic packaging that are
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implemented on the shop floor. It should be mentioned that Table 15 only includes what
could be observed, not what was verbally communicated in interviews or online. The
packaging types are subdivided according to the three R’s of the waste management
hierarchy. Besides, some stores showed other concepts (OT) that are worth mentioning.
Table 15. Types of alternatives to conventional plastic packaging according to store observations
(RD = Reduce; RU RE = Reuse/Recycle; RC = Recycle single-use packaging; OT = Other concepts)

RD

RU
RC

RC

OT

Packaging types
Elimination
Innovation
Bulk dispensers
DRS
Reusable tiffin boxes
Reusable cotton bags
Reusable nylon bags
Reusable bag (unk.)
Carton boxes
Paper bags
Bioplastics
Ind. compostable
Home-compostable
Recyclable plastic
Weight reduction
FYO5 with plastic
Recycling station

% of Con.
100
40
80
40
60
20
60
40
80
80
0
20
60
60
40
40
0

% of Org.
100
0
75
50
0
100
0
0
75
75
0
50
100
50
0
0
50

% of UK
100
0
100
0
60
60
20
40
80
100
0
20
100
100
0
0
40

% of NL
100
50
50
100
0
50
50
0
75
50
0
50
50
0
50
50
0

% of all
100
22
78
44
33
56
33
22
78
78
0
33
78
56
22
22
22

Reduce. Table 15 shows clearly that all stores eliminated packaging completely for some
food products, i.e. offering loose products. In addition to this, some stores presented
innovative approaches that are used to support the elimination of packaging material. Dutch
and conventional stores were the only ones that tested such innovative techniques, such as
laser labelling to label organic produce, or dry misting to extend the shelf life of fresh
produce.
Reuse/Recycle. Bulk dispensers were set up by a majority of stores. It is undeniable that
products for refill areas still have to be delivered in some form of packaging. Retailers
commented that they were eager to find reusable or at least recyclable solutions for this
bulky packaging format together with their suppliers (S-1, C-2). DRS were only present in
Dutch stores. This is due to the fact the there is no functional DRS infrastructure available
in the UK yet. Tiffin boxes to be purchased and reused were only offered by some British
and conventional supermarkets, whereas reusable cotton bags were typically offered by
organic stores. Some stores also provided reusable nylon bags as well as bags made from
an unknown fabric. The availability of bulk containers and reusable bags was usually
promoted on the respective chain’s website. The presence of bulk containers in
conventional chain 4, however, was rather a surprise, as it was neither mentioned online,
nor during the interview with the store manager.
Recycle. A majority of stores started to sell products in carton boxes instead of plastic.
Besides that, offering paper bags as an alternative for single-use plastic carrier bags was
5

Fill Your Own box concept
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common. Dutch conventional stores were the only two of all observed stores that still
offered single-use plastic carrier bags despite the presence of alternative options (e.g.
reusable nylon bags, paper bags). Bioplastics could not be observed in any of the visited
stores. Packaging labelled as industrially/commercially compostable was rather present in
Dutch and organic stores, while home-compostable materials were rather present in British
and organic stores. The usage of recycled plastic was more perceptible in British stores,
although conventional Dutch supermarket chains report to work with recycled materials
(W-3, W-4). However, the recyclability of these packaging materials was not made visible
on the respective products, which is why it was difficult to assess the actual implementation
of this reduction measure. Lastly, the concept of weight reduction, e.g. exchanging a firm
plastic lid to seal the product with a thin plastic foil, was only applied by Dutch and
conventional stores.
Other. The two conventional stores visited in the Netherlands had set up some kind of
dispenser for vegetables. Customers that would make use of this fill-your-own (FYO) box
concept, however, were provided with take-away bags or boxes that were fully or partly
made of plastic. For this reason, the FYO concept was not included in the Reuse/Recycle
category. Besides, British and organic stores set up recycling stations specifically meant to
dispose food packaging. This is supposed to help customers to separate their packaging
waste in a responsible manner.
Supermarkets tend to use a mix of different approaches across all R’s of the waste
management hierarchy. Table 16 shows which overall impressions could be gained through
the observations with regard to the three R’s. Although some chains seem to have
comparable approaches, each ‘R’ is realized in a chain-specific manner. Interestingly, these
observed approaches do not necessarily match with the statements of supermarket chains;
store and chain managers tended to emphasize the importance of one or two particular R’s.
Table 17 reveals which approach was considered to be essential to the respective chain’s
operations according to interviews and information given on the chains’ websites.
Table 16. The primary RRR-approach of supermarket chains according to store observations

Conventional Chain 1 (UK)
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)
Conventional Chain 3 (NL)
Conventional Chain 4 (NL)
Organic Chain 1 (UK)
Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Red

Reu/Rec

Rec

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Reference
O-1
O-2, O-3
O-6
O-7
O-4, O-5
O-8, O-9

Table 17. The primary RRR-approach of supermarket chains according to interviews and website information

Conventional Chain 1 (UK)
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)
Conventional Chain 3 (NL)
Conventional Chain 4 (NL)
Organic Chain 1 (UK)
Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Red

Reu/Rec

Rec

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

Reference
S-1, W-1
C-1, W-2
W-3
S-4, W-4
C-2, W-5
C-3, W-6
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The observations revealed that the majority of stores implemented plastic reduction
strategies by employing all R’s of the waste management hierarchy. Conventional Dutch
stores were an exception to the extent that their main focus is set on ‘Reduction’ (i.e.
elimination and innovation), although promoted differently in verbal statements. The lived
ambitions of conventional British stores, on the other side, are comparable to the ones of
the observed organic stores. This, however, does not mean that one approach is better than
the other. Lastly, it is interesting to note that organic chains do not promote ‘Recycling’ as
the way to go forward. Nonetheless, all organic stores made use of one or another form of
alternative packaging material that has to be sent to a specific commercial environment to
degrade properly. As opposed to this, conventional Dutch supermarkets promote the
importance of using recyclable plastic on their websites, but do not make its
implementation visible on the shop floor.
4.2.2.2. Targeted products
In this section, too, we will take a look at trends between chain concepts and between the
countries. Table 18 shows which types of products were predominantly targeted by the
observed stores for plastic reduction. This table, however, does not include which type of
packaging is now used for the respective product types. It is meant to give an idea where
plastic reduction focuses on. It should be noted that Table 18 only includes what could be
observed, not what was verbally communicated in interviews or online. The product types
are subdivided into four categories: animal products, f&v, dry products, and other products
that were first not integrated into the observation frame, but kept appearing during store
visits. In addition, Annex A. 3 links the packaging types that were found to be used for
specific product groups.
Table 18. Types of products in alternative or without packaging according to store observations in in
conventional, organic, British and Dutch stores (AP = animal products; FV = f&v; DP = dry products;
OT = other)

AP

FV

DP

OT

Product types
Meat
Dairy
Fish
f&v
Organic f&v
Fruits, nuts, cereal
Rice, pasta, legumes
Coffee, tea
Beverages
Ready-to-eat meals

% of Con.
60
80
20
100
100
80
60
80
80
60

% of Org.
100
25
0
0
100
100
100
50
50
75

% of UK
100
60
20
60
100
100
100
100
40
100

% of NL
50
50
0
50
100
75
50
25
100
25

% of all
78
56
11
56
100
89
78
67
67
67

Animal products. Alternatives to plastic packaging for animal products were communicated
by most store managers as well as on the chains’ websites. However, in some cases, it was
not possible to observe this on the shop floor due to the lack of indicators. The materials
used for these products mostly fall under recycling and reuse. It was rather meat and cheese
products than fish products that were included in reduction measures.
Fruits and vegetables. All stores showed ambitions to find alternatives to plastic packaging
for both organic and non-organic f&v. Annex A. 3 supports this notion as it shows the
highest variety of plastic alternatives for f&v, distributed across all R’s of the waste
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management hierarchy. This implies that supermarkets dedicate most of their attention to
reducing plastic in the f&v section.
Dry products. Especially British and organic supermarkets were well equipped to offer dry
products in plastic alternatives. The main alternatives in all stores are connected with the
offering of products in bulk dispensers, i.e. allowing customers to (re)fill their own bags,
or of products in industrially compostable or home-compostable plastic. Amongst dry
products, coffee and tea were rarely targeted, and were mainly offered for (re)fill or in
recyclable packaging material.
Other. Two product types that were first not included in the observation frame kept
occurring during store visits; beverages and ready-to-eat meals. Beverages in alternative
packaging, such as bottles (DRS) or recycled plastic, were more present in Dutch stores.
As opposed to this, it was British stores that introduced alternative packaging materials for
ready-to-eat meals. These materials mostly fall under ‘Recycle’.
Looking at the amount of stores that offer dry products and f&v without or less plastic
(Table 18), and at the number of alternatives provided for these products (Annex A. 3), it
can be concluded that own-brand (organic) f&v and dry products are the products that are
the most commonly targeted by the observed stores. Nonetheless, plastic packaging for
even these product groups is still omnipresent. Offering a number of packaging alternatives
for these two product groups for customers can ease the change of shopping practices of
consumers to a more sustainable version. At the same time, however, it can create
confusion as to how to make use or dispose of the different packaging materials in the right
way, if their presence is not perceptibly promoted on the shop floor.
4.2.2.3. Shopping Advice
Depending on the topic, supermarkets apply different techniques to bring the implications
of their new assortment home to their customers. There are four themes (or contents of
advice) that are communicated by the supermarket on the shop floor or on social media.
Annex A. 4 links these four themes with the respective advising method that is applied by
the stores. This has been communicated by the store and supermarket managers during
interviews or observed on the shop floor. There are certain motivations behind the
application of the respective method. The main motivations are going to be presented
hereafter.
Handling of package-free and refill solutions. Observations in the stores showed that all
seven stores with a package-free and refill area set up instruction signs to explain the usage
of bulk dispensers (‘Weight your empty container, fill it with the desired product, weight
the filled container, print a price tag, and pay’) (O-1 – O-5, O-7, O-9). In two stores, hygiene
instructions were also given in the fresh counter for animal products, if customers desire to
have their own container filled (O-2, O-3). In addition to this, staff members are proactively engaging with customers when they are dealing with the refill solution. Pro-active
communication is specifically important in these areas. It is not enough to just hang these
containers on a wall, since there is an educational process behind starting to use these refill
solutions (S-1, S-2, S-6, E-1). Two stores – out of the seven that had bulk containers – even
assigned some of their employees to the plastic-free and refill area, who are specifically
trained and available for up-coming questions (S-2, C-1, O-2, O-3). However, for some
stores, there is not much time to spend on customer support on a daily basis. In the
remaining stores with refill areas, giving advice is part of the tasks of personnel that follow
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other daily tasks (O-1, O-4, O-5, O-7, O-9). For this reason, they would mainly start to
interact with customers in this area only when they are directly addressed.
Information about products package-free products. When packaging is removed from
products, it is necessary to fulfil certain functions of the packaging in a different way (E1). For this reason, stores set up signs or give info material that provide information that
would usually be found on primary packaging. A specific way to inform customers about
the ingredients or allergens of products in refill areas are labels that are placed on the bulk
dispensers. These labels were found in six off the seven stores with a refill area. Four of
these stores provide an ingredient and allergen list. The remaining two stores only displayed
allergens on these labels (O-2 – O-5, O-7, O-9) (Figure 7). Furthermore, stores can assign
(i.e. being pro-active) or generally prepare (i.e. prepared for Q&A’s) employees to
communicate with customers about the product. Especially in the beginning, it is important
to convince people of the product. In order to do so, some stores would offer tasters or giveaway treats (S-2, S-6). This allows customers to try, and it motivates them to come back to
eventually purchase the new product.
Handling of loose f&v. Most stores do not actively (i.e. with signs) or pro-actively
communicate the changes in the f&v area on the shop floor. When certain innovations are
introduced, e.g. laser branding or dry misting, or packaging is simply erased, supermarkets
would rather communicate the reasons and the effects on the food on their website (W-2,
W-3, W-4). According to some store managers (S-3, S-4, C-2), the shopping of loose f&v
is perceived as more normal by customers than the refilling of containers in a package-free
area. Therefore, instead of pro-actively advising customers, staff members would be
prepared to answer arising questions.
Information about pre-packed commodities. For this product group, it is not common to
actively (i.e. with signs) or pro-actively communicate with customers. One store manager
(S-6) explains that there used to be signs about the new packaging materials on the shop
floor when the respective products had been new to the assortment. After a few months,
however, it was assumed that most customers would know about the new products. Another
store manager (S-5) was wondering, to which extent it was the staff’s responsibility to teach
customers about topics like biodegradable packaging and their benefits or waste disposal.
Besides their daily tasks, there is not much time to invest in this kind of communication.
Yet, staff members would be always available and prepared to have a conversation about
an issue (S-5, S-6). A supporting factor for this issue is labelling on product-level to inform
customers about the packaging material as well as about the way in which this specific
material is to be disposed (O-1 – O-9). Beyond this, every product has more than one story
to tell. It is hard to focus on sustainable packaging, when there are other important topics
such as organic production or Fairtrade (S-5).
There were certain methods of shopping advice that were only observed in conventional
stores (Annex A. 4). These methods include signs with instructions on how to use, clean
and reuse nylon/cotton bags or containers, take-home info material, pro-active
encouragement of customers to come and reuse their own containers, and the usage of
social media to explain effects on the shelf life when plastic packaging is removed. This
fact suggests that conventional supermarkets might need to invest extra efforts to facilitate
the adaptation of new shopping practices for customers.
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Figure 7. Bulk dispensers with alternative product labels. Top left: Label with ingredient and allergen
information (O-4); top right: label information with allergen information (O-2); bottom: label with no
ingredient or allergen information (O-1)

Table 19 provides an overview on two aspects. Firstly, it shows in which of the stores with
a package-free and refill area personnel were present permanently, frequently, or rarely to
give shopping advice. Secondly, it indicates the quality of information that was given by
the personnel when they were asked about their alternative packaging options or their loose
f&v. Both aspects are related to the advising methods ‘Q&A’ and ‘pro-active’ as titled in
Annex A. 4. In supermarkets with bulk dispensers, two scenarios were observed: (A) There
are personnel specifically assigned to take care of the refill area when it comes to cleaning
and promoting (permanent presence). (B) There are sufficient personnel available to keep
the refill area clean; promotion of the concept is done occasionally by employees that need
to follow other daily duties around the shop (frequent or rare presence). Beyond this, advice
on alternative packaging or loose f&v was not always helpful, although all supermarkets
reported to train their personnel about the new assortment (4.2.6).
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Table 19. Observation of shopping advice. Left three columns: presence of staff for in package-free and refill
areas (excl. O-6 and O-8); right two columns: quality of advice given on alternative packaging or loose f&v

Store
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
O-8
O-9

Permanent
presence

Frequent
presence

Rare
presence

x

Helpful
advice

Non-helpful
advice

x

x

x

x

x
x

-

x

x
x

x

-

x

x

x

-

x
x

Before closing the chapter on shopping advice, there is one topic regarding the ‘Information
about pre-packed commodities’ that deserves to be further analysed; the labelling of
alternative packaging to inform the customer about the packaging material and the disposal
of the respective material. These two aspects of alternative packaging are communicated
on product-level. Firstly, the material of which the packaging consists is displayed in some
cases. This information can be either unspecific (O-1, O-4, O-5, O-8, O-9), or more specific
(O-1, O-4, O-5) (Figure 8). All organic stores offered a number of products which
displayed information about the packaging material. For conventional supermarkets, this
was only observed in one of the five conventional stores. Secondly, products were
displaying labels for packaging disposal. 100% of the visited stores showed labels on their
alternatively packaged products indicating the category of disposal. This, however, does
not necessarily mean that this information is clear, visible or uniform throughout stores.
Depending on the material, there are different labelling standards. Some labels are rather
informal (O-1, O-5), others are more formal (O-2 – O-9). The formal labels include the
‘OK compostable HOME’ label (Figure 9 right), the ‘Seedling label’ for industrial
compostability (Figure 10 right) which shares similarities with the ‘OK compostable
INDUSTRIAL’ label, the British On-Pack Recycling Label (OPRL) (Figure 11 right,
Figure 12 right), and the Dutch ‘Plastic Heroes’ (Figure 12 left).
All formal labels are initiatives to provide a consistent recycling message across the
country. However, the diversity of information that is provided about packaging material
(specific and unspecific) and packaging disposal (formal and informal) can create
confusion amongst consumers. Further education is needed to clarify the meaning of
disposal standards and the importance of granting the suitable end-of-life process for the
respective packaging material.
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Figure 8. Labelling for packaging material. Unspecific information: top left (O-5); specific information: top
right (O-1), bottom left (O-1), bottom right (O-5)

Figure 9. Labelling for disposal (1). Home-compostable. Informal label: left (O-1); formal label: right (O-5)

Figure 10. Labelling for disposal (2). Industrially compostable. Informal label: left (O-1); formal label: right
(O-8)
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Figure 11. Labelling for disposal (3). Recyclability. Informal label: left (O-1); formal label: right (O-2)

Figure 12. Labelling for disposal (3). Recyclability. Formal label for Dutch packaging (‘Plastic
Heroescampagne’): left; for British packaging (On-Pack Recycling Label or OPRL): right

4.2.2.4. Hygiene Practices
Hygiene practices have been mostly a concern in package-free and refill areas. According
to the interviewees, the necessity to spend extra time on cleaning has not increased in areas
with loose f&v and pre-packed commodities in alternative packaging (S-1, S-3, C-2). Only
one store manager (S-4) mentioned that, with the introduction of loose f&v, employees
have to clean out the f&v area more frequently as the products are perishing faster.
Regular cleaning of the refill area was mentioned or observed in six out of the seven stores
with bulk dispensers. While some managers considered these cleaning practices as a matter
of “common sense” (S-1, C-2), other stores emphasized the increased work load they
experience with the introduction of the refill area (S-2, S-6), which includes the cleaning
and refilling of bulk containers and the cleaning of surfaces for at least ten hours a week.
“For retailers, it is really a question of ‘Are you set up to handle and used to handling
[loose] high-risk contamination products.’ If yes, you are fine, and it is business as usual.
If you are not, it is a significant process change.” (C-2). Accordingly, the two stores that
mentioned to not have experienced an increased workload (S-1, C-2) have an in-store
canteen in which they offer freshly prepared ready-to-eat meals. Taking care of refill areas
and keeping them neat and tidy is crucial to enhance consumer acceptance for unpacked
products (E-1, E-2, E-4). “People think that a product has to be packed 100% air-tight or
under a protective atmosphere to consider it hygienic. But that is not the case at all” (E4). Interestingly, in only two out of the seven stores, active hygiene practices could be
observed (O-2, O-3). In these two stores, a set of employees was specifically assigned to
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be present in the refill area throughout opening hours. Accordingly, the employees of these
stores were busy following strict cleaning and food handling procedures during the whole
time of the visit. This entailed cleaning surfaces with a cleaning solution and antiseptic,
removing empty dispensers from the wall and transporting them to the hygiene room where
they are washed, air-dried and refilled (S-2, O-2, O-3).
Other concerns that require attention in package-free and refill areas are issues related to
food safety and food waste. As stores are handling high-risk contaminants (e.g. nuts or
sesame), they aim to maintain hygiene at all times. For this reason, some stores – in specific,
the two stores in which active hygiene practices could be observed – are still hesitating to
add nuts into their refill assortment (O-2, O-3). If such products are present, crosscontamination has to be prevented with thorough cleaning practices. Beyond this, food
waste itself can become an issue for food safety. One store manager (S-6) reported that in
summer, they have to take extra care of hygiene in dispensers. He continues to explain that
another branch had issues with maggots as they did not clean the dispensers just as
frequently. Beyond this, it is important to have a high throughput capacity to help avoid
food waste. In order to make sure that products sell well, stores would always test the
popularity of a new product before permanently adding it to the assortment (S-2, S-6).
With the help of the above-mentioned regular cleaning practices and the special care that
bulk dispensers are rapidly emptied after refill, consumer acceptance can be enhanced, food
safety ensured, and food waste avoided in package-free and refill areas. All stores
mentioned to include cleaning practices for refill areas into their tasks – except of
conventional chain 4 as pointed out in chapter 4.2.2.1. Some stores pursue these cleaning
practices on a daily basis, other stores at least thrice a week. The statements made during
the interviews gave the impression that the British chains with refill areas associate hygiene
practices with much more simplicity, but stringency at the same time. The Dutch chain, on
the other side, rather pointed out the interference of these practices with other daily tasks
that have to be taken care of. Those differing perceptions could be closely related to a
potential lack of personnel in the Dutch chain.

4.2.3. Marketing and Sales
Representing the activities associated with the creation of a purchasing platform for
customers, Marketing and Sales are the second strategy of supermarket chains – next to
Operations – that contribute to the way chains realize their reduction ambitions. This
section will introduce the following aspects: perceptible advertisement, i.e. the attention
drawn to plastic-free products, imperceptible advertisement, i.e. priorities suggested
through actual positioning on the shop floor and shelves, and price practices. All aspects
are mainly informed by the observations conducted on the shop floor (O-1 – O-9).
4.2.3.1. Perceptible Advertisement
Perceptible advertisement was observed on three levels; the entrance area (shop level), the
shelves (beyond product level), and product promotions (product level). Table 20 shows
which methods were applied by observed stores.
Entrance. Signs in the entrance area were mainly meant to inform customers about the new
concept of the stores with regard to plastic reduction and invite them to join the project.
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Two stores displayed the message “Help us Reduce, Reuse, Refill” (O-2, O-3) on their
store windows. Another two stores gave consumers indications on the number of plasticfree products available on the shop floor. They also provided descriptions about the
alternative packaging materials that are used (O-1, O-9). Figure 13 (left) illustrates a sign
placed on the sidewalk (O-1). Inside the stores, only two stores set up extra signs (O-1, O2). One of these two stores set up three boards distributed across the entrance area to
comprehensively explain that the store has removed as much plastic as possible without
compromising the quality of the products (O-2).
Table 20. Stores with perceptible advertisement on three levels (entrance, shelf, product)

Store
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
O-8
O-9

Entrance
(information signs)
outdoors
indoors

Shelves
(plastic-free indicators)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Product
(promotions)
long-term short-term

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

Shelves. Signs that point at products without plastic packaging were found in 78% if all
stores. There were two kinds of signs; tags used as indicators on the shelf to guide
customers to the shelf area with plastic-free products (Figure 13, middle), and tags that
were directly placed next to the price tag of the respective product. For bulk dispensers,
there were specific signs to advertise the refill area (Figure 13, right).
Promotion. Only three stores applied long-term or short-term promotion of plastic-free
products. Short-term promotion entailed a temporary price reduction for an alternatively
packaged product (O-8). In two stores, customers could receive double stamps on their
stamp cards if they bring their own cups (O-4, O-5).

Figure 13. Perceptible advertisement. Left: Entrance outdoor (O-1); middle: shelf indicator for alternatively
packaged products (O-4); right: shelf indicator for bulk dispensers (O-4)
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Perceptible advertisement given on shelves was observed the most and in almost all stores.
Information signs in entrance area were found indoors as well as outdoors, and mainly in
conventional stores. Product promotion was rather rare and only present in organic stores.
Only one organic chain (O-4, O-5) implemented long-term promotions. Dutch
conventional stores were the only ones that did not show any of the three advertisement
measures for products without plastic packaging (O-6, O-7). This is striking in a way that
Dutch conventional stores seem to, in general, not make a fuzz about their new assortment
on the shop floor; neither through perceptible advertisement, nor through shopping advice
in the form of labels on the packaging material.
4.2.3.2. Imperceptible Advertisement
In order to notice imperceptible advertisement, a thorough and structured investigation is
needed. This kind of advertisement assigns priorities of PNLPP compared to conventional
products in plastic packaging through the actual positioning of products in shelves and
across the store. Accordingly, imperceptible advertisement can be observed in four ways:
product presentation in shelves, place of plastic-free products, space of plastic-free
products, and price practices.
Product presentation in shelves. Table 21 illustrates how stores tended to position PNLPP
next to conventionally packaged products (separate, hybrid, or mixed). Some product
groups were positioned in more than one way. There are two reasons if this occurred.
Either, a product was offered loose as well as in alternative packaging, or different
positioning styles were chosen for different PNLPP within the same product group.
Furthermore, some tokens appear in brackets. For these product groups, it was not possible
to analyse the positioning as their alternative nature was not made visible on the shop floor
(e.g. through label or a sign), although it was mentioned on the chains’ websites that
changes for the respective product were made. Therefore, assumptions for the positioning
were made, if these supermarket chains did implement what they had promoted on their
websites.
Table 21. Product presentation in shelves, of plastic free or loose products (AP = animal products; FV = f&v;
DP = dry products; OT = other)

Store
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
O-8
O-9

Separate positioning
AP
x
x
x

FV

DP
x
x
x
x
x

OT
x
x
x
x
x

Hybrid positioning
AP
x
x

(x)
(x)

x

x
x

x
x

FV
x
x
x
x
x

DP

x
x
x
x
x

OT
x
x
x

Mixed positioning
AP

FV

DP

OT

x
x
x
x

(x)
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

For animal products, separate positioning is associated with a fresh food counter. Hybrid
and mixed positioning were applied in addition as all supermarkets offered pre-packed
animal products. F&v were predominantly positioned in a hybrid or mixed manner. Hybrid
positioning mainly happened for organic f&v that were packed in a special alternative
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packaging. Separate positioning was more common for dry products, when sold in bulk
dispensers. When packed in alternative packaging material, dry products were positioned
in a hybrid manner. Other products were positioned in a separate or hybrid manner.
In general, separate and hybrid positioning appeared to be the most preferred style of
product presentation. Nonetheless, mixed positioning was also observed in many cases,
especially for some types of loose f&v and some pre-packaged animal products. Hybrid
and especially separate positioning might be used by stores to indicate the peculiarity of
the new assortment. This way, the attention of customers can be diverted to the PNLPP in
a rather subtle manner.
Place and space of plastic-free and loose products. Another aspect that was investigated
on the shop floor was the shelf prominence (place) and the floor allocation (space) of
PLNPP compared to their counterpart in plastic. These two factors were observed
individually per product group (AP, FV, DP, OT), and then set into relation as presented in
the cross-tab below (Table 22). The χ2 test was used to assess the dependence between
place and space. A significant relation between the two was found.
Table 22. Cross-tab for place (not prominent, equal prominent, prominent) and space (smaller, equal, larger)
of plastic free products compared to conventionally packaged products in plastic

Smaller
Equal
Larger
Grand Total

Not prominent
6
2
1
9

Equal prominent
7
7

Prominent
10
10
20

Grand total
6
19
11
36

Most stores gave their new assortment a prominent place in the shelves. As opposed to this,
the space that was given to the new products was equally large compared to their
conventional version. Only a minority of the shops allocated a smaller space to the new
assortment. Assigning PNLPP a prominent place in shelves is another method that most
stores seem to make use of in order to win customers’ attention for the new assortment,
while its quantity is somewhat equally high compared to the conventional products.
Price practices. In the course of the store observations, price differences were noted down
between (a) products packaged in plastic and unpackaged products, and (b) products
packaged in plastic and products in alternative packaging. This was done for fruits (apples),
vegetables (carrots, cucumber, or potatoes), and dry products (pasta, oats, or nuts).
Unfortunately, it was not possible to check price differences between only one type of
vegetable (e.g. only carrots) or only one type of dry product (e.g. only pasta) as there were
not always alternatives present. This was also the case for apples. However, no other fruit
was chosen as replacement since apples were the most common fruit to be available in
different types of packaging or without packaging.
For 11 of the investigated 27 products (9 stores x 3 products), there was no option packaged
in plastic available. For the remaining 16 of the 27 products, the loose product was cheaper
than the product packaged in plastic in 75% of the cases. Only 9 of the 27 products were
available in alternative packaging. In all of these cases, the product in alternative packaging
was more expensive than the product packaged in plastic. This might be due to the fact that
mainly organic f&v – besides dry products in alternative packaging – are chosen to be
packed in alternative material. All over, each product that was available in alternative
packaging was more expensive than its counterpart in plastic or without packaging.
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In general, there is are sharp division over what is more expensive; the product in plastic
packaging, or the loose product. Especially dry products that are available at a refill area
are included in this discussion. On the one side, there are retailers stating that most of the
products from bulk containers are cheaper than the pre-packed version (S-1, S-2, S-6, C-1,
C-3). On the other side, experts claim that – contrary to consumers perception that erasing
the packaging would make the product cheaper – offering loose products for a better value
is not necessarily the common practice. There are three reasons: First, there is much more
handling effort with loose products, while pre-packed products are just to be put in the
shelf. Second, these products are still packaged when they are transported into the stores.
As they arrive in bigger formats, the material has to be more robust, which might
compensate for the costs of the otherwise small format packaging. Third, existing process
flows are disturbed with the change of the packaging format from small to big. These
process changes can create costs (E-1, E-4). Given these reasons, it is not a natural cause
of action that loose products are cheaper. When it comes to f&v, research conducted by the
VZHH (2019) in 42 stores in Germany revealed that for 57% of all examined f&v (162
comparisons in total) the unpackaged alternative was more expensive. The expert from the
VZHH (E-2) believes that there is a missing strategy where loose products are generally
declared cheaper than packaged products.
As seen in the observations in Dutch and British stores, a majority of the loose products
was cheaper than the packaged ones (both in plastic and in alternative packaging), and the
products in alternative packaging material were more expensive than the ones packaged in
plastic. It is not clear whether the actual price differences depend on the nationality or the
concept of the supermarket chain, and what exactly would be the common price strategy.
In order to shed light on this, it is recommended to conduct quantitative research with a
statistical relevant sample size.
4.2.3.3. Consumer Education
Besides the efforts of retailers to advertise their new assortment, they also dedicate their
time to educating their customers further about plastic reduction. There are three main
themes that are communicated to customers according to store observations and interviews;
the changes of packaging practices, the benefits of packaging alternatives compared to
plastic packaging, and the disposal of alternative packaging material. Annex A. 5 puts these
three themes into context with the methods that are used to reach out to consumers.
Changes. There are different messages that retailers can choose to convey their efforts
regarding plastic reduction. Some chains prefer to tell customers about the search for
alternative packaging material rather than communicating the benefits (C-3). Other chains
are rather cautious about their statements. One store manager describes: “[…] We are still
one of the worst companies and branches in terms of waste […]. So, it’s difficult to tell
your customer ‘Ah, look at what we are doing, and how good we are doing’, because I
think, if you put a finger on that, you get a hundred fingers back.” (S-4). Nonetheless,
communicating the changes of packaging practices contributes to maintaining the
relevance of a chain’s work associated with plastic reduction (C-2).
Benefits. A message commonly used to convey the benefits of plastic reduction is the
tonnage of plastic saved thanks to the new packaging practice. This way of tracking savings
can also be converted into a “When you buy me, you are saving x litres of water” statement
(E-3). One store manager stated that they are still in the early stages to monitor and measure
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environmental benefits (e.g. carbon footprint, water), which is why they do not yet
communicate anything but the economic rewards of plastic reduction (S-1). According to
the opinion of E-4, it would make more sense to advertise the disadvantages of a plastic
product. However, it is difficult to realize this without running down other products.
Besides, a change of packaging practices is not necessarily an added value from a
consumer-perspective, such as when comparing organic with non-organic products. Apart
from that, to some store managers (S-3, S-4, S-5), it is not realistic to permanently focus
on plastic-related education. With more than 10.000 products on the shop floor, there is the
potential to share thousands of different stories. For this reason, retailers can choose to use
campaigns as a short-term means of educating their customer about a new invention.
Disposal. Besides the usage of labels to inform consumers about waste separation (as
analysed in 4.2.2.3), some retailers are applying more creativity to make their customers
aware of this topic. It is mostly stores with refill areas that set up signs on the shop floor or
even recycling stations to educate consumers (O-4, O-5, O-9). Obviously, the world wide
web offers a great platform to elaborate on different separation requirements and the
differences between novel packaging categories (W-3, W-5). In some instances, however,
there is not enough education about packaging disposal: “That could be improved” (S-5).
One packaging type in specific is chosen by supermarkets as it requires minimum
additional education; packaging certified ‘OK compostable HOME’.
Consumer education is a part of plastic reduction endeavours that should not be
underestimated. As the last link of the value chain, and the part where circularity starts, not
only should consumers be taught about the changes of packaging practices, but it also has
to be made clear to them why this new packaging is being used, and eventually, how to
responsibly dispose of it in order to ensure all benefits are being exhausted. With a look at
Annex A. 5, four out of six supermarket chains make use of in store measures and their
website to educate consumers about all aspects of their PNLPP, i.e. the changes, benefits
and disposal (conventional chain 1+2, organic chain 1+2). The remaining two chains,
however – both conventional Dutch – mostly fall back on their online platforms to – if they
do – educate their customers about the new assortment (conventional chain 3+4) This
matches with the fact that conventional Dutch stores were the only ones that did not set up
perceptible advertisement to create a purchasing platform for the new assortment (Chapter
4.2.3.1). This implies that the conventional Dutch stores are lacking a marketing strategy
to create consciousness amongst their customers and to fully take them on board.

4.2.4. Procurement
Supermarket chains base their decisions regarding product procurement on product
qualification criteria, which assure best quality and costs. In order to ensure the adherence
to these qualification criteria, supermarkets pursue certain activities. During the conduct of
interviews, three activities stood out: the optimization of supply chains, the alignment of
plastic reduction ambitions with suppliers, and bulk discounts.
Optimization of supply chains. Supermarkets wish to guarantee that a product is transported
across the whole supply chain in the desired packaging format. When it comes to loose and
fresh f&v, there would be a need for new modes of transport (S-3). Along with the ambition
of S-1 to offer loose f&v, the branches headquarters opened a whole catering site to the
supermarket chain to procure its branches with loose fresh produce. In addition, the
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headquarters have started to monitor the supply chain to make sure that products are indeed
delivered with as little plastic packaging as possible.
Aligning ambitions. The majority of the interviewed supermarket chains – five out of six
chains – stated the ambition to have their ideas for plastic reduction aligned with their
suppliers (conventional chain 1, 2, 3; organic chain 1+2). This alignment can be realized in
different ways; from close collaboration and jointly discussing how plastic reduction can
be best realized to ensure both, quality and low costs, to encouraging suppliers to meet
supermarkets’ requirements around plastic reduction. These two forms of interacting with
suppliers to ensure that visions are aligned will be further discussed in Chapter 5.3.
Bulk discounts. Receiving bulk discounts on pre-packed commodities in alternative
packaging products for package-free and refill stations is a common tool to encourage the
procurement of such products on both sides, the supplier and the retailer. On the supplier
side, it supports the marketing of big amounts of their new plastic-reduced product; on the
retailer side, it allows to save costs when purchasing bigger amounts of such a product (C1, C-2).
All over, the three above-mentioned procurement activities support the pursuit of all three
primary activities of the value chain, namely inbound logistics, operations, and marketing
and sales. It is the assurance of product quality which serves supermarket chains as
motivation to establish these supportive activities. This emphasis on food quality exists not
only to keep offering the best quality and price to their customers, but also for food waste
to not become another problem (S-1, S-3, S-6, C-3, E-1, E-6). Dealing with waste
management and tackling plastic waste across the value chain can be only fully successful
if food quality is not compromised.

4.2.5. Technology Development
4.2.5.1. Research Methods
There are two main ways in which research and development around PNLPP is conducted;
internally and externally. Internal research can be conducted with research input derived
from the shop floor or ‘behind the scenes’, i.e. from internal packaging experts. External
research can be conducted by several external actors that hold a supportive role for the
supermarket chain (as indicated in Chapter 4.1.3). It is important to note that the research
objectives listed below target own-brand products only. None of the interviewed and
observed stores showed similar research projects with branded products.
Internal research: On the shop floor. The majority of the visited shops was special in a
way that they were or are still serving as a test environment for certain innovations around
plastic reduction. Seven of the nine visited stores performed one or another form of a trial
on their shop floor (O-1 – O-6, O-9). These trials did not only aim to test the functionality
of alternative approaches to plastic packaging (functionality-based research). They also
intended to test the preparedness of customers for different shopping experiences
(consumer-based research). Annex A. 6 shows the research objectives that were found in
the visited stores. In some cases, the visited stores were one out of a handful of branches
of the respective supermarket chain that were or are testing the approaches mentioned in
Annex A. 6 (S-2, S-3, S-6). During these trials, the experiences and observations of
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individual stores are fed back to the headquarters, where research data is collected and
decisions are made for further steps. One of the nine visited stores – an independently
owned franchise-operating food retailer – stood out as it was initiating innovative
approaches to reduce plastic packaging (S-1). This store requested support from the
headquarters in a bottom-up style; asking for solutions to procure loose f&v in a transparent
manner, and pushing for innovation of alternative go-home packaging solutions (i.e.
alternatives for plastic carrier bags).
Internal research: Behind the scenes. In addition to conducting tests on the shop floor,
retailers have their own experts in the background. The content of their research differs
from chain to chain. Chains can decide to have a team of packaging experts that conducts
their own LCAs and post-industrial research, while ultimately working towards packaging
innovation (S-3, C-1). Other chains have overarching quality teams, whose purpose it is to
not only work towards plastic reduction, but also coordinate initiatives around
sustainability and CSR in general. A team of this kind would also be involved in the R&D
of packaging alternatives. They are, however, sourcing in-depth expertise externally (C-2,
C-3).
External research: Connections to the Outside. The majority of the visited chains is
fostering external connections with various actors that provide them with in-depth expertise
around plastic alternatives. There are packaging manufacturers or brands that are
experimenting with and developing alternative materials for pre-packed commodities (S-1,
S-3, C-2, E-4) or bulk dispensers (S-6, E-5), and that are providing information about the
developments and possibilities around packaging (S-1, C-3). In addition, there are
independent research institutes that are dedicated to assessing the sustainability or
suitability of packaging materials that is being put out in the market, e.g. the KIDV, TNO,
or The LCA Centre (C-3, E-6). Eventually, there are NGOs, such as the EIA, that assess
the goals and approaches of supermarkets regarding plastic reduction and use their research
results as a platform for discussion and knowledge exchange. With this, they are aiming to
eliminate misconceptions about packaging materials such as biodegradables, and to
stimulate positive change in the retail sector (E-7). Supermarket chains are sourcing this
external expertise to make informed decisions within their own strategy teams which might
not be fully equipped to conduct in-depth research themselves.
There are different methods supermarket chains use to make decisions on how to go about
plastic reduction. There is no specific strategy and no pre-built way to go (E-1).
Supermarket chains are acquiring knowledge and are working towards their own structures
and strategies. Half of the supermarket chains made use of all three research methods
(conventional chain 3, organic chain 1+2), while two chains made use of at least two
methods (conventional chain 1+2). The store manager of conventional chain 4 could not
make any statements about their exact research approaches. It can be argued that chains
which employ their own research team, to not only work on plastic reduction but also its
integration into sustainability and CSR in general, show genuine dedication to include such
topics into their business strategy. The combination of all three research methods, in
contrast, potentially leads to the most ingenious inclusion of plastic reduction into the
general business strategy.
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4.2.5.2. Research Outcomes
The information collected through various research methods is ultimately used to make
decisions on long-term strategies. The research outcome obviously depends on the question
asked at the beginning of tests. The outcomes found in this study mainly fall under the
following two categories: product quality, and consumer acceptance. Annex A. 7 provides
an insight in the outputs and outcomes of selected tests run by supermarkets with or without
the support of external partners.
When looking at Annex A. 7, it becomes clear that with a variety of methods to tackle
plastic reduction – even if they seem to be similar on first sight – there also exists a variety
of outcomes for future strategies. It all depends on how supermarkets choose to look at the
problem, which research methods they apply (Chapter 4.2.5.1) and what knowledge they
acquire along the way. One supermarket manager explains accordingly for pre-packed
commodities and take-home solutions: “All packaging, regardless the material, has an
environmental impact; depending on where in the life cycle you choose to look, and
actually what impacts are important to you - is it waste, is it water, is it carbon. So,
everything has their impacts. And moving from one packaging format to another is not
necessarily the solution, because you might be avoiding one impact in one area, but might
be picking a potential greater impact in other areas” (C-1). In the same way, removing
packaging completely shows different approaches across supermarket chains; may it be by
rethinking buying practices (S-1), with the help of innovative technologies, e.g. dry misting
or natural branding (S-3, S-4), or by introducing package-free and refill solutions (S-1, S4, C-1, C-2, C-3).
To every single supermarket chain, the product quality and potential changes due to the
alternative approach stood in the foreground. If this prerequisite of quality maintenance
could be met, all chains consider high consumer acceptance as essential. An alternative
approach, no matter how good the outcomes, can be redundant if customers do not choose
to purchase it. This suggests that consumer demand has a big leverage on retailers’ choices,
which drives supermarket chains to not take the easiest and fastest way to plastic reduction,
but the smartest.
All over, technology development serves as a tool to improve the products and processes
of primary activities within the Value Chain Framework. The data collection allowed to
gain insight into the supportive nature of technology development regarding operations
(functionality-based research for products) and marketing and sales (consumer-based
research for products). No direct insights for were obtained regarding inbound logistics and
the related functionality-based research for processes during receipt, storage and
dissemination. This aspect will be tackled and discussed in Chapter 5.3.

4.2.6. Human Resource Management
This section identifies the training requirements for human resources of supermarket chains
as communicated by the interviewed retail managers and experts. Table 23 presents the
methods individual stores apply to prepare their personnel for the new practices associated
to the introduction of PNLPP. The content of training covers two fields; inbound logistics
and customer service.
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Inbound logistics. Stores keep their employees updated about the changes related to plastic
reduction on the shop floor, and how these changes influence the tasks employees have to
pursue. Depending of the nature of the changes, employees need to adapt new tasks or
acquire new know-how. For loose products in general, the maintenance of quality requires
even more attention. This entails temperature checks and recording batch numbers. In case
of quality decrease, employees have to know how to react; e.g. giving out products for free,
or reporting changes in quality due to the new packaging practice to the management (S-3,
C-2). For package-free and refill solutions, essential tasks from receipt to dissemination
entail the recording of batch numbers, adjusting the display of batch numbers on the bulk
dispensers, managing stocks, hygiene maintenance, and handling loose food products as
well as heavier product formats (S-2, C-2, E-1).
Customer Service. Taking care of customers is gaining higher importance especially with
the introduction of a package-free and refill area. When setting up bulk dispensers on the
shop, employees do not only have to handle products in a different way. Now, their tasks
also include promoting and explaining the concept, as well as communicating product
information that used to be written on the packaging (S-6, E-1). Employees have to be able
to talk to the customers and answer their questions and concerns about the concept, Also,
the introduction of alternative packaging material raises questions amongst customers, e.g.
the right disposal method, or the benefits of the new packaging material. For employees to
be prepared to guide customers through the new shopping experience with an appropriate
level of expertise, team training about the new and innovative products are provided by the
individual branches (S-2, S-4, S-5, C-2).
Table 23. Training methods for personnel as communicated by Dutch and British supermarkets

Training Method

Specification

Reference

Verbal
preparation

Announcements during team meetings

S-4, C-1, C-3

Walk personnel through the shop and explain new
practices

S-6

Written
preparation

In the store: notice board, TV in canteen

S-2, S-4

Remotely: email newsletter, What’s App, Google+

S-2, S-4

On-the-job

Intervention and support during conversations with
customers

S-5

Working alongside and teaching new tasks on-the-job

S-1

Rotation to train new knowledge in all areas

S-1, S-2

S

External
platforms

External lectures about plastic reduction. Participation
proposed by the store management

S-5

Training of employees in the store is necessary in the face of new packaging practices.
Inbound logistics have to ensure food quality and food safety. At the same time, safety and
health of the staff itself has to be ensured when handling heavier product formats. With the
new products, there also comes a new shopping experience for customers. Employees need
to be able to guide customers through this new experience. This designates human resource
management as supporting activity for inbound logistics and operations on the shop floors.
Therefore, trainings for these new practices are provided by all branches. Part of the
training, however, might not be needed if the respective supermarket chain or individual
store is already used to handling fresh unpackaged produce (S-3, C-2).
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5. Discussion

5.1.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
SRQ1. What methods of combatting plastic waste (reduce, reuse, recycle)
are currently applied by Dutch and British supermarkets?

The research has shown that majority of the examined supermarket chains employ a mix
of the three R’s of the waste management hierarchy when lessening the amount of plastic
packaging from their assortment. There were slight differences between what retailers say
they do and what they actually implement on the shop floor. For British conventional
chains, no differences between communication and observation were noted. In Dutch
conventional chains, the presence of ‘Recycle’ was not made visible on the shop floor,
although it is clearly communicated on their websites. Lastly, both organic chains do not
communicate about ‘Recycle’ as being part of their approach, even though every single
visited organic store offered products in alternative packaging material (e.g. industrially
compostable) that is still inherently single-use and destined to be industrially degraded. All
over, the main transformations that were communicated in interviews and online and
observed on the shop floor were carried out for retailers’ own-brand products. A variety of
actors claim that existing frameworks, such as the European Strategy for Plastics in a
Circular Economy, and national initiatives (e.g. the Plastics Pacts) that aim to supplement
and speed up those European targets (European Commission, 2019), as well as retailers
themselves, heavily focus on recycling solutions, recyclable plastics, and their
optimisation. It is for this reason that not all grocery retailers, such as organic chain 1,
signed the Plastics Pact, but instead individually pledge to do away with plastic in their
home-brand ranges by searching for alternatives to plastic packaging (DEFRA UK, 2019c;
Foschi & Bonoli, 2019; Greenpeace & Environmental Investigation Agency, 2018). In fact,
it is not necessarily true that retailers focus too much on recycling of plastic. Depending on
the food product group, the examined supermarket chains may also turn their attention to
developing reduce and reuse strategies.
For animal products, ‘Recycle’ is indeed the most common approach. Unless supermarkets
have a fresh food counter where fresh animal products can be sold in reusable containers,
the visited stores only offered recycled, industrially compostable or weight-reduced plastic.
Fruit and vegetables (f&v), and particularly organic fresh produce, showed the highest
variety for plastic alternatives across all R’s. For certain f&v, it is easier to eliminate
packaging. Those loose f&v can be delivered to the store in crates, and sold to the endconsumer in reusable bags that are offered on the shop floor. For f&v that perish quickly
without primary packaging, as well as for organic f&v that need a distinctive feature from
conventional f&v, supermarkets usually fall back on packaging alternatives from the
category ‘Recycle’. Dry products, such as fruits, nuts, cereal, rice, pasta and legumes, are
a very popular target for the implementation of package-free and refill solutions, falling
under the category ‘Reuse/Recycle’. Obviously, those products still need to be delivered in
some form of packaging. However, retailers make efforts to find reusable or at least
recyclable solutions together with their suppliers. Since retailers also understand
consumers’ demand for convenient choices in the form of pre-packed commodities, this
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product group was the main object for the application of compostable packaging, which is
arguably a quick fix to solve the plastic accumulation (Luyt & Malik, 2019). Coffee and
tea were not targeted just as frequently. For these two products, there was no common or
preferred packaging shift, as they were either observed in bulk dispensers, carton boxes
without the thin plastic wrap it was sold in before, or recyclable plastic packaging.
Beverages found in the visited stores did not only experience a weight reduction of plastic
or the application of recyclable plastic (‘Recycle’). In addition to this, the deposit return
scheme (DRS) (‘Reuse/Recycle’) is a well-established and functioning system in the
Netherlands to recycle both plastic and glass bottles, whereas in the UK, the infrastructure
for a nation-wide DSR still has to be built. The absence of a DRS in the UK might have
triggered the rise of alternative forms of a DRS in individual British (conventional) stores
that are rather comparable to package-free and refill solutions. These solutions require the
end-consumer to clean and bring back their bottles in order to refill them in the store. Lastly,
ready-to-eat meals experience changes of packaging material that mostly fall under
‘Recycle’. In the context of a fast-moving society that calls for convenient food formats,
ready-to-eat meals will remain essential products in supermarket shelves. Since it is
simultaneously expected that convenient food contains zero-plastic packaging, British
supermarkets (organic and conventional), above all, showed ambitions to transform the
packaging of this product group in a sustainable manner.
The analysis of the collected results led to the conclusion that (organic) f&v and dry
products were the main targeted product groups for packaging transitions. Arising
popularity has been devoted to two different compostable materials that were frequently
used for dry products as well as for f&v in the visited stores. On the one side, there are
industrially compostable materials that comply with the European standard EN 13432
“Requirements for packaging recoverable through composting and biodegradation”. The
main label found during observations in Dutch (organic) and British (organic) stores, that
meets these requirements, is the Seedling. The Seedling label is indeed said to be applied
mostly in the Netherlands, the UK and Germany. The ‘OK compostable INDUSTRIAL’
label, that follows the same European standard, enjoys comparatively greater recognition
in France, Belgium and Italy. On the other side, there are materials that are suitable for
home or garden composting. Despite the absence of an international standard that specifies
the requirements for home composting, the only label found during Dutch (organic) and
British (organic and conventional) store observations was the ‘OK compostable HOME’
label. This label follows a national standard defined by the certification body TÜV
AUSTRIA Belgium, which requires the certified materials to degrade by at least 90% at
ambient temperature (between 20 and 30 degrees Celsius) and within 12 months (Alpagro
Packaging, n.d.; European Bioplastics, 2019; TÜV AUSTRIA Belgium, n.d.). It is the
straightforwardness of the degrading requirements (i.e. at ambient temperature in garden
compost) and the low need for further education about the end-life, that appeals to the
interviewed retailers. Since home-compostable as well as industrially compostable
materials ideally do not end up in the recycling stream – if they do, they can contaminate
the quality of recycled plastic (Luyt & Malik, 2019) – the integration of those compostable
materials into the category ‘Recycle’ of this thesis can be contested, and in fact, should be
taken with a pinch of salt. There are concerns that recyclable bio-based plastic packaging,
that are not to be confused with the thematized compostable bio-based plastic packaging,
contaminate recycled compost due to a misinterpretation of material terminology (County
Times, 2019; Taufik, Reinders, Molenveld, & Onwezen, 2020). The usage of recyclable
bio-based plastic packaging was not observed in this thesis.
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Different from claims that retailers mostly turn to recycling strategies, it can be inferred
that they, regardless their nationality or concept, also make efforts to include reduce and
reuse strategies. There was, however, a lacking communication about the applied recycling
approaches; i.e. conventional Dutch supermarkets did not make their recycling strategy
visible on the shop floor, while organic supermarkets disregard recycling as way to go
forward but still use packaging material that falls under the ‘Recycle’ category. Although
supermarkets implement a mix of all R’s on the shop floor, they tend to fall back on
recycling strategies when product quality or safety is threatened. The absence of a nationwide DRS in the UK fosters creativity amongst British retailers that come up with
alternative reuse/recycle solutions, such as refill stations for milk and beverages. Finally,
the popularity of bioplastics and compostable materials as alternative to plastic packaging
raises the demand for labelling schemes that communicate a clear recycling message to
consumers.
In most of the examined cases, the inclusion of reduce and reuse strategies can be
considered as an addition to a more dominant recycling strategy, especially when having
in mind that, to date, a majority of reduce and reuse strategies are limited to trial stores. It
is to understand whether the described reduce-reuse paradox is a re-occurring phenomenon
or whether it is a characteristic of this case study. To analyse strategies that are similar or
different from these findings, twelve dominant supermarket chains across the Netherlands
(Albert Heijn, Jumbo, Plus), the United Kingdom (Co-op, Marks & Spencer, Waitrose),
Germany (Alnatura, Bio Company, Edeka, Rewe) and Switzerland (Alnatura, Coop,
Migros) were investigated on the back of their most recent ‘CSR’ or ‘Sustainability’ reports
and website content 6 (Annex C. 1). Across all four nations, only two organic chains
published a sustainability report. This led to a selection bias. The results of a content
analysis 7 reveal three different plastic strategies that are currently present on the shop floor
of those twelve supermarket chains (Table 24). It has to be emphasized that this analysis is
done with web-based information and might not fully reflect the current situation on the
chains’ shop floors.
Table 24. The status-quo of plastic strategies that are realized on the shop floor of Dutch (NL), British (UK),
German (GER), and Swiss (CH) supermarket chains

Strategy
Supermarkets that rely on recycling
strategies only

Supermarket Chains
Plus (NL), Co-op (UK)

2

Supermarkets that rely on recycling
strategies, but are trialling reduce and reuse
strategies in a small number of stores

Albert Heijn (NL), Jumbo (NL),
Waitrose (UK), Marks & Spencer (UK)

3

Supermarkets that introduce reduce, reuse,
and recycling strategies somewhat equally
in a large number or all of their branches

Edeka (GER), Rewe (GER),
Bio Company (GER), Alnatura (GER/CH),
Coop (CH), Migros (CH)

1

Supermarkets of group 1 are tackling the plastic issue by improving food packaging of their
own-brand products (e.g. optimizing its recyclability, increasing the content of recycled
material, introducing weight-reduced plastic, developing bio-based plastics, eliminating
black plastics, exchanging plastic trays of some fresh produce with recyclable carton).
Strategy 2 is similar to the first one. In addition to the listed recycling strategies,
6
7

Website content was used unless no new information was found
Terms used for the content analysis: packaging, plastic, reduce, reuse, recycle
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supermarket chains of the second group have started to trial reduce and reuse strategies in
selected stores (e.g. testing the change of quality when removing plastic from f&v, offering
a small number of loose f&v in all branches, offering reusable bags for f&v, trialling refill
stations in pilot stores). Supermarkets of group 3 are moving beyond this by not only
establishing recycling strategies but also reduce and reuse strategies in a large number or
even in all of their branches (e.g. removing plastic packaging for a majority or all organic
f&v, offering reusable bags or reusable boxes that can either be purchased or brought back
to the store in a DSR-style, opening package-free and refill areas). Interestingly, only Dutch
and British chains seem to have, so far, implemented strategy 1 and 2, while the selected
German and Swiss supermarket chains are applying strategy 3. Although this content
analysis has a selection bias which is in favour of conventional supermarket chains, it
shows that the reduce-reuse paradox is indeed a characteristic for Dutch and British
supermarket chains, and that food retailers do not turn to recycling strategies without
exception.

5.2.

Linkages Within the Outside
SRQ2. What are the drivers for Dutch and British supermarkets to
reduce or not reduce plastic packaging for food?

Three elements of Porter & Kramer’s (2006) Diamond Framework have been explored to
identify the drivers for supermarkets to reduce or not reduce plastic packaging for food.
Each of these three elements – factor (input) conditions, (local) demand conditions, and
supporting and related industries – consists of two to three sub-elements, whose importance
was confirmed and further analysed during the research (Figure 14). The findings of the
individual elements will be outlined and discussed. Furthermore, existing implications
between those elements will be studied.

Figure 14. Linkages within the Outside

Physical resources were needed on the shop floor as well as in the warehouse. The
availability of space did not necessarily depend on the supermarket’s concept (conventional
vs. organic) but was rather branch specific. Expanding physical resources of stores is often
impossible or connected to high expenditures. Therefore, the floor space of individual
branches is essentially fixed (Mantrala et al., 2009). The presence or absence of space was
a limiting factor for the addition of certain products with no or less plastic packaging
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(PNLPP), such as package-free and refill solutions or DRS, to the branches’ assortment. In
fact, physical space, besides the amount of money that can be spent on inventory, is the
“most obvious constraint on size and composition of retail assortments” (ibid.). The
decisions made during product assortment planning (PAP) are, thus, driven by product size
and the requirements for refrigeration (Misra, 2008). Beyond this, high shelf-space
allocations create a higher probability to gain the attention of customers to a new assortment
(Mantrala et al., 2009). This connection between physical resources and consumer
demands, however, can be a hurdle when introducing PNLPP, as limited shelf-space cannot
always allow shelf-space allocations in favour of the new product. This makes the
introduction and the success of PNLPP more difficult. In addition, accurate and effective
shelf-planning requires the consideration of customer preferences, which can vary from
period to period. This requires retailers to stock extra inventory in the warehouse and on
shelves, unless reorder times are shortened and fewer stock-keeping units (SKU) are
delivered more frequently (Jončevski & Jarc, 2019; Karampatsa, Grigoroudis, &
Matsatsinis, 2017; Mantrala et al., 2009). The usage of models can help retailers during
product assortment and shelf planning, and to make decisions considering demand and cost
parameters (Misra, 2008).
Customer preferences might not only vary from period to period, but also between different
supermarket concepts (conventional vs. organic). Depending on the supermarket concept,
different types of specific consumer demands on product resources were communicated.
Drawing from supermarket statements, customers of conventional supermarkets
emphasized the importance of plastic reduction in general and its recyclability. Plastic
reduction was not necessarily interpreted as elimination. As opposed to this, customers of
organic supermarkets seemed to prioritize the elimination of packaging. Clearly, the
clientele differs from chain to chain in terms of their expectations in quality, variety and
price of the food assortment. Accordingly, each supermarket chain shaped its statements
on customer preferences in line with its clientele. It is suggested that, on the one side,
customers have higher expectations on organic supermarket chains in terms of
sustainability, and therefore demand more radical changes in packaging practices, e.g. the
elimination of packaging. On the other side, customers of organic supermarket chains
might be more open to adapting new shopping practices that are for the benefit of the
environment. Especially the purchase of loose products in refill areas requires a reorganisation of shopping routines from preparations at home (e.g. container management)
to the actual purchase (e.g. handling of bulk dispensers) (Kröger, Wittwer, Pape, Bantle, &
Wolf, 2019). Although this adaptation is perceived as rather difficult in the initial phase,
people that overcome this hurdle might prioritize the positive effect on environment and
the conservation of resources (Kröger, Wittwer, König, et al., 2019). This willingness to
behavioural change can be an opportunity for supermarket chains when introducing rather
unconventional packaging innovations. At the same time, the lack of willingness can be a
hurdle for conventional chains whose clientele might be of a different mindset, as new
packaging design may negatively affect the frequency of store visits and the amount of
money spent by the customer (Gustavo, Pereira, Bond, Viegas, & Borchardt, 2018).
The access to product resources turned out to be dependent on the state of innovation for
plastic packaging alternatives. In general, packaging innovation or re-design can be an
opportunity to improve its sustainability, adjust the size or type according to consumer
purchases, and ultimately increase profits (Gustavo et al., 2018). Shelf life – including food
quality and food waste – food safety, and waste management were identified as essential
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demanding standards that influence decisions on plastic reduction and the innovation of
alternative solutions. Most importantly, shelf life and food safety should be ensured
according to interviewees. Conventional supermarkets tended to justify when they had to
fall back on plastic packaging for the sake of shelf life and food safety. Current
developments of packaging material focus on maintaining and monitoring food quality and
safety, and decreasing environmental pressure by reducing the net amount of packaging
(Han, Ruiz-Garcia, Qian, & Yang, 2018; Schmidt Rivera, Leadley, Potter, & Azapagic,
2019). This suggests that food is not packaged for mere convenience reasons, but rather for
the purpose of product protection. In the context of a circular economy and existing
recycling targets (European Commission, 2018), the retail industry is driven to make its
food packaging recyclable and make use of recycled plastic in plastic products. The usage
of recycled plastics as food contact material (FCM), however, challenges the guarantee for
food safety (EFSA, n.d.). Not only recycled plastics, but also other recycled materials like
paper and carton, can contain various contaminants through the recycling process, as well
as through previous misuse, or cross-contamination during waste disposal. The potential
accumulation of chemicals in materials that is recycled several times (Geueke, Groh, &
Muncke, 2018) threatens food safety and poses difficulties to pursuing material recycling
in a circular packaging economy. Safety and recyclability of innovative packaging material
– may it be recycled plastics, bioplastics, or active and intelligent packaging systems
applying bio-based nanocomposites (Ramos et al., 2018) – have to be evaluated together
in future for food safety to not become a barrier for innovative product resources. In
addition to recyclability, the reuse of packaging material in a commercial and circular
context is only feasible for cleanable and refillable containers (Geueke et al., 2018), such
as in DRS or package-free and refill solutions. Waste management and waste avoidance as
guiding principles of the EU waste management hierarchy and ‘demanding standards’ were
barely thematised by the examined supermarkets; although it is recognized that waste
minimisation can lead to cost reduction associated with factor input and waste disposal.
Likewise, the education of customers about these principles on the shop floor is usually
done for a short term.
The Commission Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 “on plastic materials and articles intended
to come into contact with food” (European Commission, 2011) sets rules for the
composition of new plastic FCM, while recycled FCM are controlled by the Commission
Regulation (EC) No 282/2008 “on recycled plastic materials and articles intended to come
into contact with foods” (European Commission, 2008a). The recycled plastics regulation
(EC) 282/2008 thereby regulates the authorisation of recycling processes for recycled
plastics FCM. In the face of the prevalence of recycled plastic FCM and novel FCM
containing biomaterial, the EC is currently discussing amendments of the plastics
regulation (EU) 10/2011. Focus of a first set of discussions will be on regulations for PET
recycling and HDPE recycling (Boucher, 2020). Interestingly, for both, authorities and the
retail industry, the primary focal point of the plastic issue is set on improving recycling
solutions instead of waste avoidance. Although ‘reduce’ and ‘reuse’ are higher in the waste
management hierarchy and the further integration of reuse next to recycling endeavours
was proposed by the EC (European Commission, 2015), the European Parliament (2017)
sticks to formulating recommendations instead of developing binding strategies.
Even though the realisation of certain innovations would be feasible, their implementation
on the shop floor greatly relies on scalability. This implies that innovation and scalability
– a connection between product resources and suppliers – are interdependent. The
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economic gains of packaging innovation and redesign, that comes along with
environmental gains, is a motivating aspect for both retailers and their suppliers. However,
the change of packaging-related operations is associated with commercial uncertainties for
suppliers, as they are often bounded by supermarkets to not offer the innovative packaging
to other chains for a determined period of time (Gustavo et al., 2018). It was important to
the interviewed supermarkets to maintain existing supplier relationships and to align values
and ideas around food packaging for own-brand products. This indicates that the influence
of supermarket chains on their home brand is larger and more direct when compared to
branded products. The significance of supermarkets’ own brands has indeed been
increasing in the past decades, and has moved beyond the reputation of being low-cost and
low-quality alternatives or mere imitations of branded products. Instead, supermarkets with
their own brands are now leaders of satisfying consumers’ demand for innovation. In past
years, their search for novelty and constant innovation was focused on convenience food
and ready-to-eat meals (Burch & Lawrence, 2005, 2007). Due to the prevalence of ownbrand PNLPP in the observed stores, the search for sustainable alternatives to plastic
packaging can be considered as a new niche discovered and dominated by supermarkets,
as shelf-space for new own-brand products is guaranteed. At the same time, supermarkets
operating on a large-scale can employ their buying power to lead established food
manufacturers to a sustainable packaging transition. Independent endeavours of brands to
find alternatives for plastic packaging, however, are becoming more and more prominent.
The buying power of small-scale chains is rather low, suggesting that those lean on
collaborations with small-scale suppliers or large-scale supermarket chains. The analysis
of qualitative data has shown that supermarket chains collaborate with each other in a
passive or active way when overthinking their packaging practices. Passive collaboration
has to do with demanding the same alternatives to plastic packaging from suppliers on a
high scale. This allows smaller chains access to those demanded innovations.
Simultaneously, supermarket chains tend to actively collaborate with each other to share
best practices. Besides sharing best practices, Dobson (2003) recognizes the emergence of
buyer alliances between retailers across the European Union as another form of active
collaboration. This, however, increases the dominance of food retailers to an extent that
producer competition is threatened to be distorted. The active collaboration observed in
this thesis happens in the context of the Plastics Pact in the UK and the Netherlands
respectively. NGOs and research institutes are playing a key role in these collaborations.
Hitherto, NGOs have been considered to drive retailers to operate in a more sustainable
manner (Oosterveer, 2012). Beyond this, they have grown into the role of advisors and
network facilitators. Research institutes, as opposed to this, provide expert knowledge to
inform decision makers. All supporting industries together build a strong external scientific
infrastructure that allows participating actors to update each other about packaging
innovations, communicate challengers in the transition, and share best practices.
Lastly, it was found that the introduction of PNLPP can truly thrive when all three levels
of human and knowledge resources – staff availability, expertise, and engagement – are
present. The success of PNLPP is prone to go astray when employees do not show
engagement to adequately promote these products to demanding consumers. In fact,
working on employee engagement can help an organisation to better achieve its objectives,
and can be considered as a human capital that creates positive financial consequences and
fosters competitive advantage (Macey, Schneider, Barbera, & Young, 2011). According to
Macey et al. (2011), engaged employees work proactively, are keen on expanding their
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own skills, and perceive work as more than just a job. This attitude – which is found in a
minority of employees (Seijts & Crim, 2006) – was also communicated by store managers
of supermarket chains whose business vision and philosophy is communicated in a clear
fashion. Due to its contribution to the organisational performance, Seijts & Crim (2006)
suggest strategies that may contribute to the enhancement of staff engagement and shall be
applied by leaders. These strategies include communicating a clear vision of organisational
goals, maintaining credible ethical standards as a company, and letting employees
contribute to the company in a meaningful way. Encouraging personnel to show dedication
to the supermarket’s success and to bring new product concepts home to customers is
therefore deemed as crucial and contributing factor for the reduction of plastic packaging
on the shop floor.
As indicated above, the three external elements of the Diamond Framework, individually
or in an interplay, influence the decisions around plastic reduction in supermarkets. The
fixed nature of physical resources mostly affects the introduction of package-free and refill
solutions or DRS. This constraint is overcome by supermarkets that are willing to
compromise their retail space and are fully convinced by the importance of offering refill
and reuse solutions. Therefore, physical resources are not necessarily a hurdle. At the same
time, physical resources are affected by consumer demands in a way that high shelf-space
allocations increase the probability to gain customers’ attention towards a new assortment.
This makes the introduction and the success of plastic-reduced products more difficult.
Customers of organic supermarket chains might show a higher willingness to change their
shopping routines for the sake of plastic reduction. This can be an opportunity for
supermarkets when introducing unconventional innovations. A lack of willingness,
however, can be a hurdle for supermarket chains whose clientele might be of a different
mindset. Nonetheless, the sustainability of food packaging was found to be a common wish
of consumers in both conventional and organic supermarkets, which is a solid starting point
for the success of reduce solutions. Packaging innovations in the context of a circular
economy are facing difficulties with food safety, as recycled FCM are likely to accumulate
contaminants with repeated recycling of packaging material. In spite of that, arguments
regarding shelf life and food safety overshadow the premises of waste avoidance set in the
European waste management hierarchy. In the same way, policy makers and innovators
currently prioritize the improvement of recycling processes rather than preparing the
political and socio-economic landscape for waste avoidance and fundamental plastic
reduction. The emergence of external scientific infrastructures – consisting of supermarket
chains, suppliers, NGOs, research institutes and other actors (e.g. government, retail
representatives, waste authorities) – serves as an opportunity to share best practices and
accelerate profound plastic reduction in supermarkets. Finally, the presence of engaged
personnel is an opportunity for the success of supermarkets when introducing plasticreduced products. Such employees do not only take care of product promotion or customer
advice, but also dedicate their enthusiasm to make related processes on the shop floor go
well.

5.3.

Linkages Within the Inside

SRQ3. What changes and activities within the supermarket value chain are pursued
when reducing plastic packaging for food in Dutch and British supermarkets?
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Six elements of Porter & Kramer’s (2006) Value Chain Framework have been investigated
to gain insight into the changes and activities pursued by supermarkets when actively
reducing plastic packaging for food from their assortment. To begin with, the interplay
between two of the three primary activities (inbound logistics, operations, marketing and
sales), namely operations and marketing and sales, will be presented. Subsequently, the
contribution of the three supporting activities (procurement, technology and development,
human resource management) to the primary activities in terms of plastic reduction will be
discussed (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Linkages within the Inside

The conducting of observations on the shop floor allowed to distinguish between
supermarkets’ statements about their contribution to plastic reduction and the actual
activities (or operations) pursued on the shop floor. Before entering each store, a content
analysis of the website information of the respective supermarket chain was conducted.
This helped to get an initial idea of the chains’ operations. The following search for those
promoted operations on the shop floor was not always successful; there was a difference
between what supermarkets say they do and what they actually do. In fact, food retailers
tend to emphasize on aspirations which cannot always be reflected in their daily operations
(Jones et al., 2005). There are two main findings from this first-hand shopping experience.
Firstly, none of the organic chains promoted ‘Recycling’ as preferred solution for the
plastic issue. Nonetheless, all visited organic stores did make use of alternative packaging
material for some or all of their own-brand products that still has to be disposed of in an
industrial setting. In this case study, the problematic packaging material is industrially
compostable material. Besides, as mentioned before, recyclable bioplastic is another FCM
that should be disposed of and recycled separately in order to do justice to its purpose to
replace plastic packaging as more sustainable option. Secondly, Dutch conventional
supermarket chains promoted the importance of recycling and using recyclable plastic on
their websites. Yet, these chains did not make the implementation of their ‘Recycle’
approach visible on the shop floor. These two findings reveal the absence of a clear
recycling message told by supermarkets to their consumers. This poor communication is
partly compensated with verbal shopping advice. Shopping advice on the shop floor was,
however, not always pursued in a pro-active way, as personnel could not be fully dedicated
to providing clarifications about the new assortment. In addition to verbal communication,
product labels are used to indicate the packaging material and disposal requirements. Due
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to global inconsistencies of recycling as well as sustainability labels, the quality of
information needed to make informed recycling decisions is very low (UNEP & One Planet
Network, 2020). Unless labels are standardised and placed visibly on the product packaging
(V. Smith, 2015), lacking advice on packaging disposal might be balanced with marketing
tools, as retailers play a key role in encouraging their customers to a more sustainable
consumption. However, the communication about more sustainable patterns and retailers’
commitment to sustainable consumption tends to be undermined by their day-to-day
marketing messages (Jones, Comfort, & Hillier, 2009).
Supermarkets make use of marketing tools to create a purchasing platform that drives their
customers to buy certain products. Such tools were also found during observations. Firstly,
perceptible advertisements were present, but mostly limited to shelf signs. It is
understandable that advertisements at entrance-level cannot be kept up for a long term, as
there are many other messages that could be told about a supermarkets’ assortment.
Alternatively, ‘plastic-free’ tags in front of the specific products at shelf-level served as a
straightforward indicator about the store’s sustainable operations, but was predominantly
used in organic stores. Such tags could also be used to motivate customers to read more
about the topic on the chain’s website. Long-term promotions of plastic-reduced products
(‘Bring your own container ten times and receive a price discount on the eleventh
purchase’) were found in only one organic chains. This tool is recommended to be used
more broadly as a means to incentivize consumers to buy sustainable alternatives; people
are more likely to do an ethical (i.e. environmentally and socially beneficial) purchase if
they get something back in return, according to Janssen & Vanhamme’s (2015) theory of
reciprocal altruism. Secondly, imperceptible advertisement was used to drive consumers to
buy PNLPP in a rather subtle manner. Plastic-reduced products were mostly presented in a
separate or hybrid positioning style. A separate positioning shows that the product offering
is in its initial phase. With this presentation style, however, there will always be a limited
number of customers that comes into touch with the PNLPP. A hybrid positioning, on the
other side, allows the customer to compare the conventional with the innovative product
and to make informed decisions, and can simultaneously indicate the peculiarity of the new
assortment (Galen et al., 2003). Therefore, hybrid positioning is the recommended
positioning style for PNLPP. The place and space allocation for the new assortment was
prominent and equally large respectively compared to the conventional product version.
Assigning a prominent place in shelves can be seen as a method, that most stores made use
of, in order to win customers’ attention for the new assortment. At the same time, the
product quantity of PNLPP seemed to be somewhat equally high compared to the
conventional counterpart, and revealed the supermarkets’ actual dedication to increase their
plastic-reduced own-brand assortment. The observations of price practices showed that
loose products are usually cheaper than packaged ones, which can motivate customers to
choose the loose option. Products in alternative packaging material, on the other side, were
priced higher than the conventional ones. This turns the non-plastic version into a premium
product which is not financially accessible to all consumer groups. Thirdly, in-store
measures to educate consumers about the changes, benefits and disposal of the plasticreduced assortment was present in all visited supermarket chains except of the two
conventional Dutch ones. This implied that the two conventional Dutch chains are lacking
a marketing strategy that creates consciousness amongst their customers with regard to the
plastic-reduced assortment. Looking at the above-described marketing tools, it can be
concluded that perceptible and imperceptible advertisement are indeed used as a means to
drive customers to buy PNLPP. Beyond this, consumer education, including product
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labelling which was described as a form of shopping advice in Chapter 4.2.2.3, is an
emerging form of product marketing that moves beyond advertising a product, but rather
aims to create awareness amongst consumers and motivate a behavioural change to more
sustainable consumption patterns. The influence of supporting activities and their possible
contribution to improve not only the above-mentioned marketing and sales strategies, but
also inbound logistics and operations, will be part of the following discussion.
Procurement activities are motivated by the assurance of product quality across the value
chain. Three procurement activities were identified, each of which support the pursuit of
one primary activity within the Value Chain Framework. Firstly, the optimisation of the
food supply chain (FSC) contributes to improve performances at the stage of inbound
logistics. The research has shown that packaging usage and the extent to which plastic
packaging is eliminated along the FSC is not yet widely recognized as a part of plastic
reduction commitments. An establishment of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems
for plastic-free FSCs in supermarket chains would be recommended to grant transparency
on packaging waste and make sure that food products are transported in the desired
packaging format. The establishment of M&E systems can be part of market-based
instruments that incentivize the compliance with reduction targets for plastic packaging,
e.g. through taxation (Schweitzer et al., 2018). Besides, offering loose produce challenges
supermarkets’ inventory management in a way that supermarkets would need to order and
stock smaller quantities in order to ensure product quality and avoid food waste.
Minimizing the order quantity is most appropriate for products with a small turnover and a
volatile demand (Slimstock, 2019). Secondly, the alignment of ambitions can contribute to
an enhancement of plastic-free product operations. Two forms of alignment were
identified. Supermarkets and their suppliers can collaborate with each other in a way that
they jointly discuss how plastic reduction can best be realized. This form is characterised
through agreements that have been set up with the contribution of both sides. Alternatively,
supermarket chains can set up criteria and thereby encourage their suppliers to meet certain
requirements around plastic reduction. This can be done through sourcing policies. In their
report, Greenpeace and the EIA (2019) mention a Clearance to Supply (CTS) control
system that has been set up by Aldi to provide advice on the replacement of plastic
packaging to its buying teams and to ensure that reduction targets are met. Such internal
policies or guidelines on packaging can be communicated to suppliers, and suppliers can
be dropped if standards are not met. Thirdly, the granting of bulk discounts allows retailers
to apply price practices that serve as marketing or imperceptible advertisement, i.e. driving
consumers to buy PNLPP at a good price. Such bulk discounts could also reduce the selling
price of pre-packed commodities in alternative packaging material, which are clearly the
most expensive option in stores at present. Higher prices can also change as soon as certain
innovations are more established. The outlined recommendations show that there is still
space for improvement of procurement activities to make the plastic usage in the FSC more
transparent, encourage a collaboration between retailers and suppliers through packaging
guidelines, and adjust prices for pre-packed commodities though bulk discounts to make
these product alternatives more accessible and attractive to consumers.
Technology development activities are associated with the improvement of products or
processes. Firstly, the handling and stock management during inbound logistics turned out
to be negatively affected by the new packaging practices. Interviewed supermarkets
reported that alternative packaging materials tend to break easily at some occasions.
Sangroniz et al. (2019) confirm that biodegradable packaging materials have poor
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mechanical properties that should be further developed to be robust for handling from
receipt to dissemination. This would make the substitution of plastic packaging with
alternative materials easier. Stock management for package-free and refill ranges is done
manually at branch level as this concept is still in its initial phase. For a prospective
expansion of refill concepts, stock management may be centralized. In addition to this,
algorithms should be developed to support the buying of appropriate amounts of loose f&v
for the daily range of goods. An alternative but similar approach has been developed by
Albert Heijn who have trialled a concept named ‘dynamic price reduction’. This technology
works through an algorithm that automatically lowers the price of products in shelves,
displayed on a digital price tag, when the use-by-date is getting close (Gassmann, 2019).
Secondly, technology development is a limiting factor for the selection of PNLPP available
on the shop floor. The developments of operations in connection with the plastic-reduced
assortment are dependent on the nature of the trial, and are mostly targeting the
maintenance of product quality for loose f&v and the preferences of consumers for different
PNLPP. For package-free and refill areas, the pursuit of hygiene practices varied from store
to store. Therefore, further technology developments could target the establishment of
standardized hygiene procedures for package-free and refill areas in order to satisfy the
requirements for food safety. Thirdly, the usage of tools related with marketing and sales
are mostly used to make customers buy the new PNLPP, but also show ambitions to educate
consumers about the benefits and disposal of alternatives to plastic. In order to do prevent
consumer confusion about the many alternatives to plastic in place, while avoiding an
abundance of product information on the shop floor, effective communication methods
should be developed. Such methods shall not only employ the packaging surface to
communicate diverse sustainability claims (Rancone, 2019), but also include supermarkets’
statements about the packaging attributes in order reach a broader audience. In addition to
the plastic-free tags that were observed during the store visits, the displaying of QR codes
could help to continue the conversation about packaging material and its benefits and
disposal requirements outside the shop floor. For this, research should be devoted to
determining the content and method of communicating benefits that are likely to gain the
attention and interest of consumers. It can be concluded that technology development
should further focus on improving primary activities across the value chain. In order to
make processes during inbound logistics easier, physical attributes of packaging material
must be improved, and processes concerning stock management shall be centralized for
refill solutions and figure in the increased perishability of loose food products. Hygiene on
the shop floor is a prerequisite for package-free and refill areas. Official guidelines on
hygiene practices could help recognize the need for additional human resources, therefore
relieve staff, and gain the trust of customers that are worried about food safety. Marketing
tools for consumer education is present, but the status quo is rather poor. Research on the
development of effective communication methods could increase consumer attraction to
and the understanding of plastic-reduced products.
Human resource management has to do with activities that are associated with the
development of personnel. Personnel training is of importance for well-functioning
inbound logistics (stock management and handling) and operations on the shop floor.
Firstly, the stock management for loose f&v seems to be centralized soon after the trial
stores had been serving as a test environment and proved the feasibility of changing
packaging practices. As opposed to this, the stock management for refill areas stays
decentralized as this trialled concept seems to remain within the test stores for a longer
period of time. Furthermore, loose f&v and dry products have to be managed more carefully
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and ordering might need to be done more frequently. As a consequence, supermarket staff
has to be trained to manually manage stock, and to keep an eye and evaluate the product
quality regularly. Secondly, the handling of PNLPP during storage and dissemination is
more labour-intensive and demanding not only due to their sensitivity or perishability, but
also to the frequent dissemination and the increased hygiene requirements. In the face of
the new packaging practices, or rather the partly elimination of packaging, training of
employees is needed for them to develop awareness towards the above-mentioned aspects.
The training with regard to storage and dissemination of bulky products can also contribute
to the safety and health of staff when handling such product formats. Thirdly, with the new
assortment, there also comes a new shopping experience for customers. Supermarket
employees need to be able to guide customers through this new shopping experience. For
this reason, trainings that prepare employees to give shopping advice (operations) are
provided by all visited stores. Besides, new routines for hygiene practices in package-free
and refill areas have to be established. The investment into human resource management
has to make sure that consumer acceptance for PNLPP is achieved. All over, employees
training is required for the changes in stock management during the initial phase of
package-free and refill solutions, the handling of heavy bags, new hygiene practices and
for the customer advice that is needed to explain new concepts present on the shop floor.
The tackling of employees training is as important as learning new practices (e.g. practices
related to new technologies), and can foster employee engagement and, consequently,
increase the competitive advantage of businesses (Kerdpitak & Jermsittiparsert, 2020). Part
of practice learning might not be needed if the respective supermarket chain or individual
store is already used to handling, managing and promoting fresh unpackaged produce.
By looking through the lens of the Value Chain Framework, several changes and activities
within the supermarket value chain could be identified. The nature of primary activities is
and can be altered through supporting activities. Processes during inbound logistics
concerning actual plastic reduction are lacking transparency. In order to make packaging
practices along the FSC more transparent, M&E systems in combination with market-based
instruments could be applied. In order to ease handling processes from receipt to
dissemination, the physical attributes of alternative packaging material must be improved.
Processes concerning stock management shall become centralized for refill solutions to
decrease labour insensitivity, and the increased perishability of loose food products should
be figured in. Furthermore, employees are trained to handle the big packaging formats and
get acquainted with the initial changes in stock management for refill solutions. Despite
the changes of operations on the shop floor regarding alternative packaging material,
supermarkets tend to not tell a clear recycling message to their customers. Verbal shopping
advice as well as product labelling might not be sufficient or clear enough to enhance the
effectivity of communication on waste management. In order to encourage a collaboration
between retailers and suppliers, and therefore increase the availability of plastic-reduced
products on the shop floor, packaging guidelines or sourcing policies can be put forward.
As the pursuit of hygiene practices in refill areas vary from store to store, official guidelines
on hygiene practices could help recognize the potential need for additional staff and gain
the trust of consumers that are concerned about the food safety of this shopping format. In
addition, personnel training and practice learning are needed for employees to get used to
new hygiene procedures, and to be able to explain new product concepts to customers. The
observation of marketing and sales practices showed that consumer education about
changes, benefits and disposal of PNLPP is an emerging form of product marketing that
moves beyond ‘selling a product’, and rather aims to create awareness about the plastic
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issue and can be used to motivate a behavioural change to more sustainable consumption
patterns. Such marketing tools for consumer education are present but still in their infancy.
More effective communication tools should be developed to attract more consumers and
increase their understanding of plastic-reduced products. Besides, bulk discounts for prepacked commodities, that are currently the priciest product option, could make product
alternatives even more attractive to consumers.

5.4.

Combining the Inside and the Outside – Corporate Social
Responsibility

The more corporations make use of common resources for their own benefit, the more they
are expected to contribute to solving social environmental issues that are related to their
business (Altinbasak-Farina & Brunaz, 2019). With their influence on the supply chain
from the supplier and consumer end, the position of food retailers is particularly critical
(Carrero & Valor, 2012; Souza-Monteiro & Hooker, 2017). The increasing awareness of
the negative consequences of business activities has renewed the attention on corporate
social responsibility (CSR) as a way to balance economic, environmental and societal
issues. The inclusion of the three pillars of sustainability (economy, environment, society;
or profit, planet, people) into corporate strategies provides a competitive advantage for
businesses (Altinbasak-Farina & Brunaz, 2019; Anselmsson & Johansson, 2007). With
their study of UK food retailers, Souza-Monteiro & Hooker (2017) could conclude that
“the food industry is adopting Porter and Kramer’s (2006) mantra that firms should
carefully plan and deploy strategies which create shared value.” Especially with their own
brands, food retailers are more responsive to CSR issues of local nature than international
food manufacturers (Anselmsson & Johansson, 2007; Souza-Monteiro & Hooker, 2017).
This re-localisation of CSR activities, e.g. an interaction with local suppliers, can be
beneficial not only for the social image of supermarkets, but also for their profitability
(Shaw, 2006).
Table 25. Dimensions of CSR for food retailers

Jones et al. (2005)
Environment
Raw material usage,
volume of packaging,
waste, recycling, water
and energy consumption
Sourcing
Customers and
community
Employees

Ethical trading, food
safety, sourcing locally
Listening to customers
Training and development, recruitments,
health and safety

Anselmsson & Johansson (2007)
Environmental
Production of ecological,
responsibility
environmental-friendly and
non-harmful products;
recyclable product
packaging
Product
Providing product inforresponsibility
mation to the customer
(product origin, packaging
recycling, labelling)
Human
responsibility

Fair and positive working
conditions for employees

There are different ways in which the CSR agenda of food retailers can be categorized.
According to Jones et al. (2005), there are four main headings found in the CSR reports of
UK’s leading food retailers. As opposed to this Anselmsson & Johansson (2007) introduce
three dimensions of CSR, whose content is comparable to the categories of Jones et al.
(2005). For the purposes of this chapter, these two perspectives on CSR contents will be
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combined as indicated in Table 25, and the terminology of Anselmsson & Johansson
(2007) will be applied.
It becomes clear, that the contents of the suggested three dimensions of CSR for food
retailers are in line with the analysed contents of and the interactions between the Inside
and the Outside (Table 26). This way, product packaging and the reduction of plastic can
be viewed at as an integrated part of CSR strategies.
Table 26. Connecting the CSR agenda of food retailers with the elements of the Inside and the Outside

Environmental
responsibility

Product
responsibility

Human
responsibility

Technology Development
in connection with Product Resources
Procurement and Technology Development
in connection with Supporting Industries
Operations, Marketing and Sales, and Technology Development
in connection with Specific Consumer Demands
Inbound Logistics, Operations, Marketing and Sales, and Procurement
in connection with Demanding Standards
Inbound Logistics
in connection with Supporting Industries
Inbound Logistics, Operations, and Human Resource Management
in connection with Human Resources

Environmental responsibility for food packaging and the integration of environmental
aspects in CSR strategies mostly target the chemical attributes of packaging (e.g.
environmentally friendly, non-harmful) and the resources used for its production. The
optimisation of product resources as input condition can be achieved with further product
development for them to comply with environmental policies and to correspond with the
general ambition to reduce resources. One way to use resources more efficiently is to
optimize the size of packaging. Despite the exemplary introduction of package-free and
refill solutions, which minimize the volume of packaging by eliminating single-use primary
packaging and by delivering the food products in bulk bags, the packaging size of prepacked commodities is often still neglected (Kiygi-Calli, 2019). Other ways of resource
reduction include the application of durable or refillable packaging, or the production of
light-weighting packaging materials (Marsh & Bugusu, 2007). The reduction of resources
has a positive effect on the amount of waste that is generated after consumption, which
minimizes the handling costs after disposal, i.e. recycling, composting, or landfilling.
Moreover, waste minimization weakens the release and recirculation of hazardous
substances through waste recycling (Kiygi-Calli, 2019; Marsh & Bugusu, 2007; Wilts &
Bakas, 2019). The examined supermarket chains implemented a mix of reduce, reuse and
recycle strategies on the shop floor; however, they tend to fall back on recycling strategies,
including single-use packaging, whenever food quality or safety is threatened. Without
doubt, it is essential to optimise recycling infrastructures for a more responsible circulation
of packaging material, and to decrease the potential accumulation of contaminants of
recycled materials. Nonetheless, the focus of food retailers on recycling strategies should
not overshadow the further development of measures for waste prevention. Not only food
retailers, but also other affected actors along the food supply chain, such as wholesalers,
packaging manufacturers or the waste-handling industry, should be encouraged to adopt
CSR activities that reflect environmental responsibility. Food retailers can engage with
their suppliers by encouraging them to reduce waste, supporting them with the
implementation of new, environmentally friendly product processes, and by procuring
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recycled/recyclable or other packaging innovations from local suppliers (Tekin, Ertürk, &
Tozan, 2015). For a shift to more sustainable alternatives to plastic packaging, suppliers
have to be willing to invest in innovations and new machineries for new packaging formats.
Accordingly, the collaboration and alignment with suppliers not only determines the
procurement, but also the technology development of PNLPP. In addition to collaborating
with suppliers, UK food retailers increasingly engage with third sector organizations, such
as NGOs, through CSR strategies to convey their ambition to address proclaimed
environmental issues (Souza-Monteiro & Hooker, 2017). Beyond a mere engagement of
NGOs by pushing retailers to more responsible actions, it was found that NGOs are
growing into the role of advisors and network facilitators. This way, every set of actors
uses its best expertise on food packaging and alternative solutions to contribute to an
environmentally sustainable product life cycle.
Product responsibility for food packaging concerns the provision of transparency regarding
packaging usage along the supply chain, the provision of information about responsible
packaging disposal and recycling (e.g. through labelling), aspects of food safety and
product deterioration which are dependent on the applied food contact material (FCM) if
packaging is present, and the consideration of consumer demands (Anselmsson &
Johansson, 2007; Jones et al., 2005). Not only for food packaging, but also in general,
companies integrate CSR into their business plan in order to satisfy the demands of their
customers and ultimately achieve their loyalty (Altinbasak-Farina & Brunaz, 2019). As
consumers are increasingly becoming aware of the environmental consequences of
packaging, their shopping behaviour is adapting more socially responsible patterns.
Therefore, companies must understand the preferences and perceptions of their customers
towards sustainable packaging alternatives (Kiygi-Calli, 2019). The research has shown
that different supermarket chains prioritize different approaches to plastic reduction with
respect to the statements of their customers. This affects the content of technology
development. In the same way, supermarket chains need to adapt their methods of shopping
advice with respect to the level of expertise they expect from their clientele. Packaging is
considered as an important medium to provide consumers with information about the CSR
activities at the point of sale. Packaging therefore plays an essential role for product and
brand evaluations, and the eventual buying decisions (Anselmsson & Johansson, 2007).
From the view of food retailers, this fact challenges the elimination of food packaging.
Additional forms and shapes of marketing solutions for loose food products at the point of
sale should, hence, be developed so that the facilitation of sustainable consumption through
marketing (Altinbasak-Farina & Brunaz, 2019) can be maintained. With the raising interest
in green products, there is a market for the application of green or environmental claims.
The most common claims for packaging are recyclability or recycled content, biobased
content, (bio)degradability, and compostability (Five Winds International, 2010; UNEP &
One Planet Network, 2020). The packaging labels found during data collection for this
thesis include recyclability, recycled content, and compostability. Those labels were either
formal (i.e. certifications) or informal, and mostly observed on own-brand products. The
establishment of a clear, uniform and widely applied recycling message to the public is,
thus, in its infancy. Besides, for a wider implementation of sustainability claims on
packaging, further education is needed to clarify their practical limitations; “if it’s not
getting recycled there’s no sustainability benefit” (DS Smith, 2019). Another way to make
use of product labels or other advising tools, such as pamphlets, is to provide information
about the compliance to standards of hygiene and food safety, and the insurance of product
traceability for products that are sold without primary packaging. Food safety, in fact, is an
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issue to which food retails dedicate much attention in their CSR agenda (Jones et al., 2005).
Such information tools can be of help to promote the safety of package-free products to
customers that are in doubt when making buying decisions on the shop floor. Lastly, CSR
practices in the supply chain shall also target suppliers. It is increasingly expected from
companies to be more transparent about the impacts of their business on environment and
society (Kiygi-Calli, 2019). However, transparency on usage of plastic packaging for food
along the supply chain (i.e. beyond primary packaging) is not yet widely recognized as part
of plastic reduction ambitions. Even if supermarket chains are committed to make the value
chain of certain product categories as plastic-free as possible and to collect data on the
usage and disposal of primary, secondary and tertiary packaging, such information tends to
get lost along supply chains that consist of multiple actors. A close collaboration between
suppliers (e.g. wholesalers) and food retailers is needed to create awareness on excessive
packaging usage and to turn transparency on the presence of plastic packaging into a
common practice for a more responsible product supply chain.
Human responsibility entails the provision of positive and fair working conditions for
employees by the employing company (Anselmsson & Johansson, 2007). This means that
supermarkets with new plastic-reduced product concepts should make sure that there are
sufficient human resources to compensate the additional workload which a store might
experience with PNLPP, and that there is appropriate training for employees in order to be
prepared for the changes in inbound logistics and operations. Primarily in Dutch chains, it
was observed and reported that new practices related with PNLPP (e.g. hygiene practices
and shopping advice) interfere with other daily task that employees have to take care of.
This might be due to a lack of personnel in the visited Dutch chains. Therefore, it can be
inferred that not all supermarket chains that want to face the challenges of plastic reduction
recognize the importance of human resources for its success. In future, human resource
management needs to focus on the elaboration of human resources in terms of availability
(i.e. recruitment and employee selection), expertise (practice learning and employee
training) and engagement. Well-prepared and engaged employees can then be considered
as human capital that contributes to the competitive advantage of supermarkets (Kerdpitak
& Jermsittiparsert, 2020; Macey et al., 2011).
The outlined implications between the elements of Porter and Kramer’s (2006) two-folded
framework and the three dimensions of CSR show that human responsibility has the lowest
contribution in CSR strategies of Dutch supermarket chains, whereas British supermarket
chains pay much more attention to the development of human resources. Environmental
and product responsibility are of almost equal importance, although it should not be
neglected that further improvements of elements within those two dimesons are required
just as much. Environmental responsibility, on the one side, receives great attention from
the examined supermarket chains in the form of innovative reduce, reuse and recycle
strategies. Product responsibility, on the other side, plays a crucial role for consumers’
buying decisions, which is comparable with the results of Anselmsson & Johansson (2007).
Since a major part of the strategies regarding the reduction of plastic packaging is only
implemented as a trialled concept in a small number of stores, all three dimensions of CSR
will need to be further developed and consolidated to justify the integration of plastic
reduction into CSR strategies.
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6. Conclusion

The results of this research show that the examined Dutch and British supermarket chains
are making efforts to include reduce and reuse solutions into their corporate social
responsibility (CSR) agenda. Nonetheless, recycling strategies are still omnipresent,
particularly for products with high perishability or high standards of food safety. This
integration of reduce and reuse strategies while still maintaining a preference of recycling
strategies was named as ‘reduce-reuse’ paradox. Recycling messages are not always
conveyed with the help of established labelling schemes, and communication about
responsible disposal of packaging is not always clear or is lacking at times. This is not only
the case for recyclable plastics, but also for bioplastics, biodegradable and compostable
materials. The absence of nation-wide reuse strategies fosters creativity amongst (British)
retailers. This demonstrates the genuineness of their ambitions to do away with single-use
plastics. Nonetheless, a majority of plastic reduction practices are limited to the visited trial
stores. In order to understand whether the reduce-reuse paradox is a re-occurring
phenomenon or whether it is limited to the cases of this thesis, the status-quo of plastic
reduction in twelve supermarket chains across the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
Germany and Switzerland was analysed. With this, three common plastic reduction
strategies could be identified. It is not clear yet how these differences in plastic reduction
strategies between the four countries can be explained. Over the past three to six years,
there has been a raising popularity of package-free or zero-waste stores not only in
Switzerland and Germany, but also in the United Kingdom, whereas similar developments
have been rather lacking in the Netherlands. On the one hand, this might explain why Swiss
and German supermarkets seem to be ahead of the curve when it comes to plastic reduction.
It can be hypothesized that the popularity of zero-waste shopping has been recognized by
major supermarket chains and increased their ambition to support and promote greener
production and consumption practices themselves. On the other hand, the raising presence
of zero-waste formats in the United Kingdom challenges the fact that Dutch and British
supermarket chains are categorized under the same plastic reduction strategies (Table 24).
This, however, indicates that reduce and reuse strategies across the nation might be
implemented at a higher pace in the case of British supermarket chains in future. Despite a
selection bias in favour of conventional supermarket chains, it could be concluded that the
reduce-reuse paradox is indeed characteristic for Dutch and British supermarket chains to
date. In addition to this, this analysis showed that food retailers do not prefer recycling
strategies without exception.
Food retailers are affected by external factors when deciding to reduce or to not reduce
plastic packaging for food. Physical resources are not necessarily a hurdle, as some of the
visited stores opted to compromise part of their retail space for the sake of products with
less or no plastic packaging (PNLPP). The willingness of consumers for products that
require a change of shopping practices can be an opportunity for retailers, as much as it can
be a hurdle if a willingness of this kind is not present. Employee engagement in
combination with innovative PNLPP is crucial to bring new concepts home to customers,
and to maintain inbound logistics and operations in store. Packaging innovations that rely
on material recycling show limitations with regard to food safety. Simultaneously, concerns
about food safety as well as shelf life drive supermarket chains to stick to (plastic)
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packaging. An external scientific infrastructure, the sharing of best practices, and ‘serving
as motivation’ can drive food retailers to profoundly reduce plastic at a higher pace.
Supermarkets that have decided to realize a fundamental reduction of plastic packaging in
their stores are facing change of activities in their value chain. The tracing of products that
are sold in a loose manner is a common practice amongst food retailers due to concerns
around food safety. Making the usage of plastic packaging along the food supply chain
transparent, however, is not yet widely recognized. The physical attributes of alternative
packaging materials are not always suitable for mechanical transport and might break more
easily than the plastic counterpart. Stock management of fruit and vegetables is centralized
quite soon after trials have proven the success of changing packaging practices. For
package-free products sold in refill areas, however, trialled concepts seem to remain within
the test store for longer, and with that, stock management for the respective products stays
non-centralized. Hygiene practices and shopping advice which are particularly relevant for
package-free and refill areas are present, but the degree of commitment to these operations
differs from store to store. The commitment to shopping advice in refill areas was rather
low in Dutch supermarket chains. This circumstance might be due to a lack of personnel or
poor employee engagement. All of the examined supermarket chains, except the two
conventional supermarket chains that were visited in the Netherlands, have marketing
strategies in place that intend to create consciousness amongst their customers with regard
to the plastic-reduced assortment. In addition to perceptible and imperceptible
advertisement strategies, consumer education can be recognized as an emerging form of
marketing that is used to communicate the benefits of and the disposal requirements for
PNLPP.
With the help of Anselmsson & Johansson’s (2007) three dimensions of CRS –
environmental, product, and human responsibility – it can be concluded that the analysed
elements and interactions between Porter and Kramer’s (2006) Diamond Framework and
Value Chain Framework are part of a corporate social responsibility (CSR) agenda in the
examined supermarket chains. Environmental and product responsibility are granted the
highest attention and are practiced by all chains. Environmental responsibility refers to the
innovation and development of reduce, reuse or recycle concepts that pose a minimized
threat to society and environment. Such technology developments are mostly done with the
help of supporting industries. Product responsibility becomes relevant along with the
attempt of supermarkets to make PNLPP not only attractive for customers but also
acceptable to the public. Human responsibility, which is about positive working conditions
and a fair time distribution of tasks, was rather low in Dutch supermarkets chains with refill
areas, while British supermarket chains are more committed to assigning sufficient and
trained personnel to areas with package-free and refill solutions. The finding that
environmental and product responsibility are prioritized in the CSR agendas of the
examined supermarket chains interferes with the observed inconsistencies between the
‘sayings’ and ‘doings’ of supermarkets. This raises questions about the value of CSR and
its contribution to environmental improvements in terms of plastic waste reduction. It has
been mentioned that it is mainly conventional supermarket chains that seem to publish a
‘CSR’ or ‘sustainability’ report. This does not mean that organic chains are falling behind
when it comes to plastic reduction commitments and sustainable performance. It rather
suggests that the publication of CSR statements – may they be written or verbal – serve as
a marketing tool for conventional chains to convince the public about the presence of
strategies against the plastic issue and to attract a wider range of consumers. This way, CSR
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can serve as a tool to promote a more sustainable shopping behaviour amongst customers.
At the same time, CSR statements can be translated into official commitments that drive
supermarkets to show a more responsible performance in present and future. The actual
environmental impact of CSR strategies for the reduction of plastic waste is to be
investigated.
The application of Porter and Kramer’s (2006) strategic framework has helped to
understand the integration of plastic reduction into the CSR strategies of supermarket
chains and the extent to which they address public concerns about the plastic issue. Being
a case study, this research unveils the situation found in a limited number of stores in Dutch
and British supermarket chains. Therefore, these results cannot be immediately transferred
to cases in other supermarket chains or countries. Yet, this case study provides a glance at
the motivations, approaches, collaborations and conflicts found when supermarkets choose
to reduce the amount of plastic packaging in their shelves. By looking at the individual
elements of external drivers or hurdles and internal responses along the value chain of
supermarkets, this thesis creates an understanding of action or inaction, and market
leadership or powerlessness in relation with plastic reduction ambitions. Beyond this,
Porter and Kramer’s (2006) framework contributed to the exploration of present reduction,
reuse, and recycling strategies found in Dutch and British supermarket chains. Future
research could investigate whether Dutch and British chains are moving beyond recycling
strategies by additionally establishing reduce and reuse strategies across the nation.
Besides, an in-depth study of present and evolving CSR strategies concerning the reduction
of plastic waste could grant insight into the prospective impacts of CSR on environment
and society. Lastly, it is recommended to use Porter and Kramer’s (2006) framework in a
quantitative manner. This can help to elaborate on generalizable trends between different
types or nationalities of supermarket chains regarding the reduction of plastic packaging
for food.
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Interview and Observation List
Online sources of interviewed/observed chains
Ref.
W-1
W-2

Store Profile
Conventional Chain 1 (UK)
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)

W-3

Conventional Chain 3 (NL)

W-4

Conventional Chain 4 (NL)

W-5

Organic Chain 1 (UK)

W-6

Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Published on
n.d.
01.08.2019,
08.11.2019, n.d.
25.03.2019,
06.05.2019, n.d.
15.02.2019,
17.06.2019, n.d
15./27.02.2018,
19.08.2019,
26.09.2019, n.d
22.02.2019, n.d.

Read on
27.02.2020
27.02.2020
16.01.2020
05.02.2020
06.03.2020

22.01.2020

Interview – Store Manager
Ref.
S-1

Store Profile
Conventional Chain 1 (UK)

S-2

Conventional Chain 2 (UK)

S-3

Conventional Chain 3 (NL)

S-4

Conventional Chain 4 (NL)

S-5

Organic Chain 2 (NL)

S-6

Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Level of Expertise
Facilities & Operations
Manager (10 years)
Service Manager
(19 years)
Assistant Store Manager
(2 years)
Store Manager
(13 years)
Assistant Store Manager
(5 years)
Assistant Store Manager
(3 years)

Date
05.03.2020
09.03.2020
17.01.2020
07.02.2020
23.01.2020
12.02.2020

Interview – Supermarket Chain Manager
Ref.
C-1

Store Profile
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)

C-2

Organic Chain 1 (UK)

C-3

Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Level of Expertise
CSR – Environment
Manager (1.5 years)
Buyer Director
(19 years)
Quality Manager
(8 years)

Date
29.01.2020
11.03.2020
04.02.2020

Observation – Supermarket
Ref.
O-1
O-2
O-3
O-4
O-5
O-6
O-7
O-8
O-9

Store Profile
Conventional Chain 1 (UK)
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)
Conventional Chain 2 (UK)
Organic Chain 1 (UK)
Organic Chain 1 (UK)
Conventional Chain 3 (NL)
Conventional Chain 4 (NL)
Organic Chain 2 (NL)
Organic Chain 2 (NL)

Date
05.03.2020
09.03.2020
09.03.2020
12.03.2020
11.03.2020
17.01.2020
07.02.2020
23.01.2020
12.02.2020
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Interview – Experts
Ref.
E-1

Institution
Hochschule für nachhaltige
Entwicklung Eberswalde (HNEE);
Dr. Melanie Kröger

E-2

Verbraucherzentrale Hamburg e.V.
(VZHH); Tristan Jorde

E-3

Matthias Tröbinger

E-4

Organic and Fairtrade wholesaler
and producer
Producer of glass bulk dispensers

E-5

E-6

Centraal Bureau Levenmiddelenhandel; Jennifer Müller

E-7

Environmental Investigation
Agency (EIA); Christina Dixon

Level of Expertise
Assistant Professor for
Sustainable Management
in the Agro and Food
Economy (7 years);
Project Coordinator
“Projekt unverpackt”
(3.5 years)
Expert in Environment
and Product Safety
(3 years)
Demand Planner and
Category Manager;
Consultant for Consumer
Goods and Retail
(7 years)
Head of the company
(8 years)
Employee for shopfitting
of package-free stores
and stores with an
unpackaged assortment
(1 year)
Manager for
Sustainability
(0.5 years)
Senior Ocean
Campaigner
(0.5 years)

Date
18.02.2020

02.04.2020

12.04.2020

28.03.2020
03.04.2020

28.02.2020

13.03.2020
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Appendix

Appendix A – Tables
Annex A. 1. The ways of expressing specific consumer demands (RED = Reduce; REU/REC = Reuse/Recycle;
REC = Recycle; OTH = Other)

RED

Specific consumer
demand
Less plastic

Loose products

REU/
REC

Bulk products

REC

Recyclability

OTH

Sustainability

Packaged
Products

The way the demand is expressed
Customers’ joy about plastic-free offers
Customers’ displeasure or complaints
about too much plastic in the stores
Customers that come to specifically
purchase loose products
Customers’ complaints about too much
packaging in store
Customers that come to the shop
specifically for the refill section
Customers that are starting to bring their
own containers
Customers that state the importance of
recyclability
Customers that request more sustainable
alternatives to plastic
Customers that want to make more
informed, conscious and responsible
choices
Customers that enjoy the convenience of
buying pre-packaged products
Customers that like to have the choice to
buy non-seasonal products

Reference
S-3, S-6
S-2, S-3, S-4, C-1,
C-3, E-2
(S-2, S-6)
(S-2, S-5, E-2)
(S-5, S-6).
(S-2)
(S-1, S-4, W-2,
W-3)
(S-1, C-2, C-3)
(S-2, W-3, W-4,
W-5)
(S-2, S-6)
(S-1, S-2)
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Annex A. 2 Overview of supplier types and their respective approaches (i.e. level of supportiveness) to support supermarkets

Supplier Types

Pro-Active
Active
Inactive

Supplier Supportiveness

Brands

Packaging Manufacturer

Wholesaler

Independently introducing alternative packaging
concepts (S-1, C-3, E-1, E-4)
Providing reusable bottles to supermarkets
(S-2)
Introducing recycling facilities on store level (S-1)

Independently introducing alternative packaging
concepts (S-1, C-3, E-1, E-4)
Developing robust or reusable alternative packaging
solution (S-6, C-2, E-5)

Approaching supermarkets to ask them about their
preferred packaging solution (E-1, E-4)
Communicating the problems of packing their
products to supermarkets (S-1)
Requesting sustainability assessments from research
institutes for their packaging (E-4)
Jointly establishing a sector plan on sustainable
packaging (e.g. the FNLI) (E-6)
Transferring to alternative packaging after being
convinced by supermarkets (S-5, S-6)
Complying to packaging reduction criteria set up by
supermarkets (sourcing policy) (E-7)
Participating in national Plastic Pact (C-3, E-6)
Not being able or willing to face the costs that come
with changing packaging practices (S-2, S-5, C-1,
C-2, E-2)
The values of brands and supermarkets are not
aligned (S-1, E-4)
Increasing the usage of single-use plastics (E-7)

Approaching supermarkets to ask them about their
preferred packaging solution (E-1, E-4)

Independently introducing alternative packaging
concepts (S-1, C-3, E-1, E-4)
Selling their products in reusable bulk containers
(C-2, E-4)
Selling their products in bulky bags made from
alternative packaging material (S-6)
Approaching supermarkets to ask them about their
preferred packaging solution (E-1, E-4)
Ensuring transparency of the whole delivery process
(S-1, S-2, S-6)

Transferring to alternative packaging after being
convinced by supermarkets (S-3, C-1)
Being open for discussion with supermarkets to
develop alternative packaging (S-1, S-3, E-6)
Participating in national Plastic Pact (C-3, E-6)
Not being able or willing to face the costs that come
with changing packaging practices (S-2, C-1, E-2)

Transferring to alternative packaging after being
convinced by supermarkets (C-1, C-2)
Stopping the usage of packaging for f&v after being
convinced by supermarkets (S-1, E-6)
Participating in national Plastic Pact (C-3, E-6)
Not being able or willing to face the costs that come
with changing packaging practices (S-2, C-1)
Occasionally deciding to put plastic around the
product (S-3)
Needing the product to be traceable through the
usage of barcodes on outer packaging (C-2)
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Annex A. 3. Packaging types that are used as alternative to plastic packaging for food products according to observations

Packaging types

RD

RU
RC

RC

8
9

Elimination
Innovation
Bulk dispensers
DRS
Reusable tiffin boxes
Reusable cotton bags
Reusable nylon bags
Reusable bag (unk.)
Carton boxes
Paper bags
Bioplastic
Ind. compostable
Home-compostable
Recyclable plastic
Weight reduction

AP

FV

Meat, dairy, fish

(Organic) f&v

8

x

Product types
DP
Fruits, nuts, cereal,
Coffee, tea
rice, pasta, legumes

OT
Beverages

Ready-to-eat meals
x8

x
x

9

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

If a fresh food counter was present in the store
Observed for milk only
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Annex A. 4. The contents and methods of shopping advice on the shop floor

Content of
advice
Handling of
package-free
and refill
solutions

Specification: Content
Explaining which packaging materials (bags,
containers) are available or can be used
Guiding the customer through the new shopping
experience: Explaining them the practice of taking
a pre-cleaned bag or container and filling it with the
product from the bulk dispensers (including how to
weight and pay for it)

Explaining that they can come and use different bag
options the store provides, and that they could even

Respective method
of advice
Signs and other
info material

Providing information that would be usually
displayed on packaging

Explaining what the product tastes like

Reference

Signs that indicate the availability of all
bag/container options for reuse and refill

O-1 – O-9

Signs with instructions on how to use, clean and
reuse a nylon/cotton bags or containers

O-2, O-3, O-7

Display material to illustrate how package-free
products can be stored in jars

O-2, O-3, O-4

Q&A

Customers ask questions and employees would
answer the question to their best knowledge

S-2, S-6
C-1, C-2

Online

Using social media to explain new concepts in store

W-1 – W-6

Pro-active

Engaging with customers that are standing in front
of the dispensers and seem clueless.

S-1, S-2, S-6

Encouraging customers to come and reuse their
own containers

S-1, S-2

Signs and other
info material

Signs that invite the customer to ask for additional
product information

O-2, O-3

Labelling

Signs and labels that illustrate specific product
information

O-2, O-3, O-4,
O-5, O-7, O-9

Take-home info material, e.g. pamphlets with
cooking instructions for package-free products

S-1, O-2

Q&A

Customers ask questions and employees would
answer the question to their best knowledge

S-2, S-6

Pro-active

Asking the customers whether they need help

S-2, S-6

Offering customers a taster

S-2, S-6

come and use their own pre-cleaned bags or
containers
Information
about
package-free
products

Specification: Method
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Annex A. 4 Continued: The contents and methods of shopping advice on the shop floor

Content of
advice
Handling of
loose f&v

Specification: Content
Explaining which packaging material are available
or can be used to transport loose f&v

Specification: Method

Reference

Signs that indicate the availability of all options for
transport

O-7

Q&A

Customers ask questions and employees would
answer the question to their best knowledge

S-3, S-4, S-5

Online

Using social media to explain that the shelf-life is
barely affected

W-2, W-3, W-4

Dealing with general questions about the alternative
packaging material
Explaining how the alternative packaging material
can be best disposed

Q&A

Customers ask questions and employees would
answer the question to their best knowledge

S-1, S-2, S-4,
S-5, S-6, C-1,
C-2, O-1 – O-9

Labelling

Information about the nature of the packaging
material and disposal category given with labels at
product-level

Explaining why certain products are still packed
and why the supermarket chose to use a certain
alternative packaging material

Q&A

Explaining the changes of shelf-life of f&v due to
the removal of plastic packaging

Information
about
alternative
packaging
material for
pre-packed
commodities

Respective method
of advice
Signs

S-4, S-5, S-6,
C-1

Explaining which alternatives are available in the
store and what they are made out of

O-1, O-7, O-8,
O-9
Online

Using social media to explain new concepts in store

S-1, W-2, W-3,
W-4, W-5, W-6
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Annex A. 5. The contents and methods of consumer education

Educational
content
Changes of
packaging
practices

Classification
Alternatively
pre-packed
products

Loose products
(refill area, f&v)
Benefits:
Why packaging
alternatives for
plastics are
better

Disposal

Alternatively
pre-packed
products

Respective
method
Signs
Signs, Online
Product level
Online
Signs
Online
Signs
Product level
Online

Loose products
(refill area, f&v)

Signs

Alternatively
pre-packed
products

Signs

Online

None

Specification
Depicting the number of products that are available without plastic
Telling about the search for alternative material
Sticker on packaging stating the change of design
Announcing when new products with less plastic are introduced
“We have removed as much plastic packaging as we can […]”
Depicting the number of products that are available without plastic
Explaining that a refill area was added on the shop floor
Tag around cotton bag: Describing its ethical and environmental benefits
Sticker on the packaging: Stating the percentage of plastic reduction by changing the
packaging design
Stating the kg’s of plastic reduced per year by changing the packaging design
Describing the benefits of home-compostable materials for the marine environment
“Working together we can cut carbon emissions”
“Saving money, no packaging waste, no food waste”, when bringing own containers
“Loose products: Better value, better for the environment”, referring to reduction of singleuse plastics
Describing all alternative packaging materials that have been introduced and explaining how
they are to be disposed
“Help us recycle”, for a recycling station in store. More signs indicating the right way to
separate packaging waste.
Referring to the waste separation guide in order to stimulate consumers towards responsible
waste disposal
Teaching the reader about compostability as well as the differences between ‘industrially
compostable’, ‘home-compostable’ and ‘biodegradable’
Usage of home-compostable packaging material as it does not require further education for
the consumer to know how to compose of the packaging

Reference
O-1, O-9
C-3, O-2
S-3
S-4
O-2
O-1, O-9
W-2, W-5
O-1
S-3, W-3
W-3
W-5
O-2
O-4
S-1, W-1
O-9
O-4, O-5
S-3
W-5
S-1, C-1, W-5
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Annex A. 6. Research objectives of individual stores that are or were running trials

Consumer-based
research

Functionality-based
research

Objective

Reference

Erasing packaging from f&v and analyse any changes in shelf-life

S-1, S-4, W-3

Testing innovative approaches that support the erasing of
packaging from f&v by maintaining shelf life, e.g. dry misting

S-3, W-3

Exchanging plastic packaging for pre-packed commodities (e.g.
rice, legumes, nuts) with an innovative bio-based material (e.g.
compostable packaging, cotton mesh nets). Analysing whether the
material is fit for purpose.

S-1, C-2, W-5

Setting up a package-free and refill solution, where stores sell
loose products in bulk dispensers. Analysing which products sell
well with respect to the shelf-life.

S-6, C-1, C-2

Study the acceptance of consumers for (a) loose f&v compared to
conventionally packaged f&v, (b) different options of take-home
bags (e.g. paper bags, reusable nylon bags) in which loose f&v
are to be transported.

S-3

Study the acceptance of consumers for an alternative packaging
material; e.g. Would the customer still buy the product when the
visibility is affected?

S-1

Study the preparedness of consumers for a package-free and refill
solution, i.e. understanding what consumers want, when they
want it, and how they use the refill solution (e.g. bringing their
own containers vs. use reusable containers or single-use
alternatives to plastic offered by the supermarket).

C-1, C-2
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Annex A. 7. Research outputs and outcomes of tests (selection) run by the visited stores

Consumer acceptance

Product quality

Objective: Output

Outcome

Reference

Erasing packaging from
f&v while introducing a
new technology, and
analyse any changes in
shelf-life: The quality
could be maintained for
some f&v

Expand the new technology to all stores in the
nation for the f&v where quality could be
maintained. Going back to old practices (i.e.
using plastic packaging) for f&v where quality
decreased. Trials are continued with different
f&v.

S-3

Erasing packaging from
f&v, and analyse any
changes in shelf-life:
The quality of f&v
could be maintained
when reducing daily
orders

The headquarters introduce a whole catering to
the business, allowing the branch to centrally
order f&v without plastic packaging. The branch
now orders smaller quantities per day to
maintain quality of the daily assortment.

S-1

Introducing alternative
material for pre-packed
commodities: Material
sufficiently protects the
product

Implementation of the packaging material
(industrially or home compostable) to all ownbrand pre-packed commodities across all
branches.

C-2, C-3

Setting up a packagefree and refill solution
and testing the
preparedness of
customers: Positive
responses from the
customers

Expand the concept to a handful of other
branches (1-10% of all branches) after the trial.
The expansion is still seen as trial.

S-6, C-1

Expand the concept to a handful of the chain’s
branches (62% of all branches). The packagefree and refill solution is part of the chain’s
concept, rather than being seen as a trial.

C-2

Studying the acceptance
for different take-home
bags and reusable
containers: After a
while, people tend to
bring back their own
containers

Possible future outcome: The stores might
reduce their offer of reusable containers as well
as slowly eliminate single-use take-home
solutions.

S-2, S-3

Introducing alternative
material for pre-packed
commodities: Products
were not fully visible in
the new cotton-mesh
nets, therefore, there
was a lower acceptance

Further R&D is required before the new
material will be used for organic f&v in all
branches

S-1
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Appendix B – Research Relevant Questions
Annex B. 1. Research relevant questions in relation to the SRQs; research methods by which the questions
were answered: CA = content analysis, Int = interview, Obs = observation

Research
Method

Specification

Background Info
Int

-

Question

What is your name?
What is your role in this supermarket?
/What is your expertise in the company?
For how long have you been working in this role?
What is the role of an expert when it comes to plastic reduction?

SRQ1. What methods of combatting plastic waste (reduce, reuse, recycle) are currently applied by
supermarkets?
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. That’s the line of the EU hierarchy frame
CA
for waste management. Which one of the three R’s do supermarkets
Int
embrace the most regarding plastic packaging?
Obs
SRQ2. What are the drivers for supermarkets to reduce or not reduce plastic packaging for food?
Factor (Input) Conditions
Int
Physical Resources
Adding new products in alternative or without packaging to the
assortment of a supermarket needs space. How do supermarkets deal
with a potential lack of space for these products?
Product resources
Which challenges do supermarkets face in the search for products in
alternative or without packaging?
If there is no supplier for a certain product group, how do
supermarkets deal with it? (probing: stick to the product packaged in
plastic?
How do supermarkets make sure that the alternative packaging for
the products in their assortment have no negative environmental
outcomes?
Human and
Which importance is assigned to the supermarket staff in connection
knowledge
with the introduction of PNLPP?
resources
Int

General Local
Demands

CA
Int
Int

Specific consumer
demands
Demanding
regulatory standards

Int

Supplier availability

(Local) Demand Conditions
Which local demand has the most direct impact to a supermarket’s
decision to reduce plastic packaging?
Which doubts move supermarkets to keep plastic packaging for
some food products?
Is there a direct demand from the customers’ side to reduce plastic
packaging? If yes, how do supermarkets experience this?
Which issues with regulations are supermarkets facing along with
the new PNLPP?

Supporting and Related Industries
Which industries or companies are there that support a supermarket’s
pursuit of plastic reduction? (probing: supplier that also changed its
packaging practices, other supermarkets that wanted to reduce plastic
and thus increased the demand for products in alternative packaging)
Supermarkets with
Which role do other supermarket chains, that also reduce plastic
common interest
packaging, play in a supermarket’s surroundings when it comes to
the procurement of PNLPP?
Other actors
Which (research) institutions are there that provide them with the
knowledge necessary for the transition to PNLPP?
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Annex B. 1 Continued: Research relevant questions in relation to the SRQs; research methods by which the
questions were answered: CA = content analysis, Int = interview, Obs = observation

Research
Method

Specification

Question

SRQ3. What changes and activities within the supermarket value chain are pursued when reducing
plastic packaging for food in supermarkets?
Inbound Logistics
Int
Warehouse, inventory What is the most essential change that supermarkets are facing with
the new product line when it comes to warehousing?
Are there increased maintenance efforts in supermarkets’ storing
facilities? If yes what efforts and why?
How do supermarkets deal with product unit traceability for food
products sold in bulks?
CA
Obs

Int
Obs

Types and variety of
products in
alternative or without
packaging
Types of alternative
packaging
Shopping advice

Int

CA
Obs
Int
Obs

Hygiene practices

Obs

Product
advertisement
Product presentation
in shelves
Shelf prominence
(place) and floor
allocation (space) of
PNLPP vs.
conventional plastic
packaging
Price practices

Int
Obs

Consumer education

Operations
For which product groups has the food packaging been changed?
Are some of the products offered in more than one kind of
packaging?
Which kinds of alternative packaging materials are introduced to the
supermarket?
How do supermarkets advise their customers that face the new
shopping experience? (regarding the usage of bulk dispensers;
regarding the perishability of unpackaged produce; etc.)
For products sold in bulk dispensers: How do supermarkets ensure
that the shopping experience for customers does not change
drastically to maintain their acceptance? (probing: impulse buying)
Regarding the PNLPP: How do supermarkets provide their customers
with (a) the information for packaging disposal and (b) the
information usually given on labels (e.g. allergens, ingredients)?
Is there an increased need for hygiene practices in the shopping? If
yes, where exactly and how is it implemented?
Marketing and Sales
How is the customer’s attention drawn to the PNLPP (at shop level,
beyond product level, and at product level)?
How does the positioning of PNLPP (separate, hybrid mixed
positioning) in look like?
How is the PNLPP positioned (place) compared to the same product
(group) in conventional plastic packaging?
How much space does the product in alternative/without packaging
occupy compared to the same product (group) in conventional plastic
packaging?
Compared to the products in conventional (plastic) packaging, are the
food products in alternative or without packaging more or less
expensive?
How do supermarkets inform their customers about the benefits of
PNLPP?
Which benefits do supermarkets communicate to them?
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Annex B. 1 Continued: Research relevant questions in relation to the SRQs; research methods by which the
questions were answered: CA = content analysis, Int = interview, Obs = observation

Research
Method

Specification

Int

Supplier interaction

Int

R&D for plastic
alternatives

Int

Personnel training

Question
Procurement
During the transition towards less plastic packaging, how does the
collaboration with supermarkets’ existing suppliers look like?
When supermarkets changed to plastic free products, was there a need
to change their suppliers? If yes why?
Based on which criteria do supermarkets choose their (new)
suppliers?
How do supermarkets and their suppliers communicate about the
requirements for PNLPP?
Technology Development
Based on what body of knowledge do supermarkets make decisions
on the alternative packaging material they introduce to their stores?
Which methods do supermarkets use to stay updated about new
packaging innovations and their reliability?
Human Resource Management
Which possibilities are there to train the supermarket’s personnel for
them to be aware of the changes made due to reduction of plastic
packaging in your supermarket?
In which areas does the supermarkets’ personnel need to be trained
with regard to the packaging changes?
How often do they get training?
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Appendix C – References for the Content Analysis in Chapter 5.1
Annex C. 1. Reference list for content analysis in Chapter 5.1

Supermarket chain
Alnatura (GER/CH)
Albert Heijn (NL)
Bio Company (GER)
Coop (CH)
Co-op (UK)
Edeka (GER)
Jumbo (NL)
Marks & Spencer (UK)
Migros (CH)
Plus (NL)
Rewe (GER)
Waitrose & Partners (UK)

CSR/Sustainability report
Alnatura Produktions- und
Handels GmbH (2020)
Ahold Delhaize (2019)
BIO COMPANY GmbH
(2018)
COOP-Gruppe (2019)
Co-op Group (2019)
EDEKA Südwest (2018)
Jumbo Groep Holding B.V.
(2019)
Marks & Spencer PLC
(2020a)
Migros-GenossenschaftsBund (2019)
PLUS Retail B.V. (2018)
REWE Group (2019)
John Lewis Parternship (2019)

Website information
Alnatura Produktions- und
Handels GmbH (n.d.)
BIO COMPANY GmbH (n.d.)
COOP-Gruppe (n.d.)
Co-op Group (n.d.)
EDEKA ZENTRALE AG &
Co. KG (n.d.)
Marks & Spencer PLC (2019,
2020b)
Migros-GenossenschaftsBund (n.d.)
REWE Group (n.d.)
Waitrose & Partners (n.d.)
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